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1. Responding to this consultation
The EBA invites comments on all proposals put forward in this paper and in particular on the specific
questions summarised in Section 13.
Comments are most helpful if they:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

respond to the question stated;
indicate the specific point to which a comment relates;
contain a clear rationale;
provide evidence to support the views expressed/rationale proposed; and
describe any alternative regulatory choices the EBA should consider.

Submission of responses
To submit your comments, click on the ‘send your comments’ button on the consultation page by 18
February 2022. Please note that comments submitted after this deadline, or submitted via other
means may not be processed.

Publication of responses
Please clearly indicate in the consultation form if you wish your comments to be disclosed or to be
treated as confidential. A confidential response may be requested from us in accordance with the
EBA’s rules on public access to documents. We may consult you if we receive such a request. Any
decision we make not to disclose the response is reviewable by the EBA’s Board of Appeal and the
European Ombudsman.

Data protection
The protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data by the EBA is based on
Regulation (EU) 2018/1725 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 23 October 2018.
Further information on data protection can be found under the Legal notice section of the EBA
website.
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2. Executive Summary
Supervisory review and evaluation process (SREP) is one of the main tools for supervision, through
which competent authorities form a comprehensive view on the business model and risk profile of
the supervised entity, as well as its overall viability and sustainability. These guidelines, drawn up
pursuant to subparagraph 4 of Article 45(2) of Directive (EU) 2019/2034 on the prudential
supervision of investment firms, are addressed to competent authorities and intend to promote
common practices for the SREP referred to in Article 36 of Directive (EU) 2019/2034.
The common SREP framework introduced in these guidelines is built around the four main
elements:
▪

business model analysis;

▪

assessment of internal governance and investment firm-wide control arrangements;

▪

assessment of risks to capital and adequacy of capital to cover these risks; and

▪

assessment of risks to liquidity and funding and adequacy of liquidity resources to cover
these risks.

The consistency and comparability of assessment is facilitated by the common scoring framework,
differentiating between risk and viability scores. The scores of individual risks and SREP elements
are brought together to form an overall SREP score, reflecting the assessment of the viability of the
investment firm.
The outcomes of the assessment is the basis for taking any necessary supervisory measures to
address specific risks and concerns. Therefore guidance is provided on the application of
supervisory measures, including quantitative capital and liquidity measures as well as other
qualitative measures as necessary.
The guidelines specify common procedures and methodologies for SREP which are proportionate
to the different sizes and business models of investment firms, and the nature, scale and complexity
of their activities. In particular, investment firms are classified into four distinct categories, which
translate into different frequency, depth and intensity of the assessments, and the engagement of
the competent authority.
Finally, these guidelines make a link between ongoing supervision, as addressed in Directive
(EU) 2019/2034, and the gone-concern, by determining whether the investment firm is 'failing or
likely to fail'. The link is made to resolution processes under Directive 2014/59/EU for those
investment firms which are subject to it, while in other cases investment firms assessed as ‘failing
or likely to fail’ are expected to undergo an orderly wind-down.

Next steps
The draft guidelines are published for a three-month consultation period. Consultation responses
can be provided by filling in the form on the EBA website.
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3. Background and rationale
Background
1.

Supervisory review and evaluation process (SREP) is one of the main tools for supervision,
through which competent authorities form a comprehensive view on the business model and
risk profile of the supervised entity, as well as its overall viability and sustainability. As part of
SREP, based on the comprehensive assessment, competent authorities set additional own funds
requirements and apply other supervisory measures as necessary. The outcomes of SREP are
provided individually to each supervised entity, ensuring that its specific circumstances and risk
profile are duly taken into account, and that all material risks are adequately addressed through
capital or other supervisory measures.

2.

Article 45 of Directive (EU) 2019/2034 addresses the consistency of supervisory reviews,
evaluation and supervisory measures, mandating the EBA and ESMA to issue guidelines for
competent authorities to specify, in a manner that is appropriate to the size, structure and
internal organisation of investment firms, and the nature, scope and complexity of their
activities, the common procedures and methodologies for the SREP and for the assessment of
the organisation and treatment of the risks referred to in Articles 29 of that Directive.

3.

In accordance with Article 16 of the Regulation (EU) No 1093/2010, the EBA issues guidelines
addressed to competent authorities, with a view to establishing consistent, efficient and
effective supervisory practices and ensuring that there is common, uniform and consistent
application of European Union law.

4.

In line with the mandate, these guidelines cover common procedures and methodologies for
the SREP as defined in Article 36 of Directive (EU) 2019/2034 including assessment of the
organisation and treatment of risks. In particular, the guidelines cover overall risk management
and governance arrangements, the risks to capital to which the investment firm is or may be
exposed to, the business model of the investment firm, as well as the assessment of systemic
risk of the investment firm.

5.

Before entry into force of the regulatory package for investment firms, including Regulation (EU)
2019/2033 (Investment Firms Regulation) and Directive (EU) 2019/2034 (Investment Firms
Directive), investment firms were subject to the provisions of the Directive 2013/36/EU, the
Regulation (EU) 575/2013 and the SREP Guidelines for the assessment of credit institutions
(EBA/GL/2014/13 and its further revisions). However, these provisions did not take into account
the specificities of investment firms as compared to credit institutions. This led to a change of
the regulatory framework by introducing the Directive (EU) 2019/2034 and the Regulation (EU)
2019/2033.
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6.

As a consequence of these changes, class 1 investment firms as defined in Article 1(2) of
Regulation (EU) 2019/2033 (i.e. systemically important investment firms or exposed to the same
types of risks as credit institutions) are still subject to relevant provisions of Directive
2013/36/EU and Regulation (EU) No 575/2013 and therefore will be treated as credit institutions
in terms of own funds requirements and supervisory review. Class 2 investment firms (those
exceeding the threshold for not being classified as small and non-interconnected firms but not
treated as class 1) and class 3 (the small and non-interconnected firms as defined in Article 12
of the Regulation (EU) 2019/2033) calculate own funds requirements in accordance with
Regulation (EU) 2019/2033 and are subject to supervisory review in accordance with Directive
(EU) 2019/2034. Therefore, these guidelines are addressed to competent authorities supervising
class 2 and class 3 investment and specify the procedures and methodologies for the supervisory
review and evaluation of these firms.

Table 1. Investment firms outside the scope of these guidelines
Class 1 firms
Reference*
Short description*
Investment firms with assets Article 62(3) IFR
above EUR 30 billion

Included in the definition of credit
institutions, through an amendment of
Article 4(1) of CRR; as a result all
requirements of the CRR and CRD apply

Investment firms with assets Article 1(2) IFR
above EUR 15 billion
Article 2(2) IFD

Excluded from the scope of application of IFD
Title IV (Prudential supervision) and Title V
(Publication by competent authorities);
instead they are subject to the requirements
under Titles VII and VIII of CRD

Investment firms with assets Article 1(2) IFR
above EUR 5 billion
Article 2(2) IFD
Article 5(1)-(3) IFD
*IFR – Regulation (EU) 2019/2033
IFD – Directive (EU) 2019/2034
CRR – Regulation (EU) No 575/2013
CRD – Directive 2013/36/EU

7.

The main objective of these guidelines is to ensure consistency in supervisory practices in the
assessment of class 2 and class 3 investment firms and in the application of capital and other
supervisory measures, and thus to contribute to level playing field for these investment firms
across the EU. To achieve this objective, in addition to specifying SREP procedures and
methodologies as required by Directive (EU) 2019/2034, these guidelines also provide guidance
for subsequent supervisory measures that a competent authority should consider, including
prudential measures as specified in Directive (EU) 2019/2034.

8.

While the aim of the guidelines is to harmonise the SREP framework, they should be seen as
guiding and not as restricting or limiting supervisory judgment as long as it is in line with
applicable legislation. Competent authorities should, however, apply these guidelines in a way
that will not compromise the intended harmonisation and convergence thereof, particularly
ensuring that high supervisory standards are implemented across the EU. Additional procedures
or methodologies employed by competent authorities should not compromise the harmonised
6
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overall SREP framework as provided in these guidelines. These additional procedures and
methodologies should satisfy the requirements of high supervisory quality and should not
encourage regulatory arbitrage.

The common SREP framework
9.

These guidelines set out the scope of application of the common SREP framework for the
assessment of investment firms, taking into account the general framework and principles
defined in Regulation (EU) 2019/2033 and Directive (EU) 2019/2034. Consistently with the SREP
framework applicable to the assessment of credit institutions, the SREP framework introduced
in these guidelines is built around the following major components (see also Figure 1):
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)

categorisation of the investment firm and periodic review of this categorisation;
monitoring of key indicators;
business model analysis;
assessment of internal governance and firm-wide controls;
assessment of risks to capital;
assessment of risks to liquidity and funding;
assessment of the adequacy of the investment firm’s own funds;
assessment of the adequacy of the investment firm’s liquidity resources;
the overall SREP assessment; and
supervisory measures (and early intervention measures where necessary).

Figure 1. Overview of the common SREP framework
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•

The categorisation of investment firms into four categories should be based on their size and
risk profile, also taking into account the scope, nature and complexity of their activities. For
the proportionate application of these guidelines, the frequency, intensity and granularity of
SREP assessments, and the level of engagement, should depend on the firm’s category.

•

Regular monitoring of key financial and non-financial indicators supports the SREP. It should
allow competent authorities to monitor changes in the financial conditions and risk profiles of
investment firms. It should prompt updates to the assessment of SREP elements where it
brings to light new material information outside of planned supervisory activities.

•

Without undermining the responsibility of the investment firm’s management body for
organising and running its business, the focus of the business model analysis (BMA) should be
the assessment of the viability of the investment firm’s current business model and the
sustainability of its strategic plans. This analysis should also assist in revealing key
vulnerabilities facing the investment firm that may not be revealed by other elements of the
SREP. Competent authorities should score the risk to the viability of an investment firm
stemming from its business model and strategy keeping in mind that the aim of the BMA is not
to introduce supervisory rating of various business models.

•

The focus of the assessment of internal governance and firm-wide controls should be (i) to
ensure that internal governance and firm-wide controls are adequate for the investment firm’s
risk profile, business model, size and complexity, and (ii) to assess the degree to which the
investment firm adheres to the requirements and standards of good internal governance and
risk controls arrangements.
As part of the risk management framework under the internal governance and firm-wide
controls assessment, where applicable, competent authorities should review the internal
capital adequacy assessment process (ICAAP) and internal liquidity adequacy assessment
process (ILAAP) frameworks, and in particular the investment firm’s ability to implement risk
strategies that are consistent with the risk appetite and sound capital and liquidity plans.
Furthermore, as part of the internal governance and investment firm wide controls
assessment, competent authorities should also assess investment firms’ stress testing
capabilities, programmes and outcomes. Competent authorities should score the risk to the
viability of an investment firm stemming from the deficiencies identified with regard to
governance and control arrangements.

•

The focus of the assessment of risks to capital and risks to liquidity should be the assessment
of the material risks the investment firm is or might be exposed to, including risks posed to its
clients and markets. This is in terms of both the risk exposure and the quality of management
and controls employed to mitigate the impact of the risks. Competent authorities should score
the scale of the potential prudential impact posed by the risks.
Liquidity risk for most of the investment firms that provide investment services such as
reception and transmission of orders, execution of orders on behalf of clients, portfolio
management, investment advice, placing of financial instruments, operating an MTF or an OTF
8
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arises from liquidity funding risk when under stressed conditions (e.g., decreased clients base),
investment firms might not be able to match unexpected current and future cash inflows and
outflows and collateral needs without affecting either daily operations or the financial
condition of the firm. Therefore, liquidity risk should be forward-looking and competent
authorities should assess it under both normal and severe, but plausible conditions.
For investment firms which deal on own account, funding risk arises from market activities that
match different maturities of different traded instruments or from the types of contracts
traded (e.g., listed futures versus OTC contracts) and from margin calls. For these investment
firms, the interaction between exposures to liquidity funding and liquidity risk from their
market activities should be considered as more substantial.
Investment firms engaging in market making activities play a crucial role in providing liquidity
to markets within the Union and their clients depend on market makers ability to provide
liquidity to the market. Since market makers may need to take short positions to perform that
role and the relevant time frame for market makers is usually short term, market makers are
vulnerable to liquidity risk, including intraday liquidity risk. However, investment firms
engaging in matched principal trading may be less exposed to liquidity risk.
•

Since an investment firm may face risks that are not covered or not fully covered by the own
funds in accordance with Article 9 of Regulation (EU) 2019/2033, through assessment of the
adequacy of the investment firm’s own funds, competent authorities should determine the
amount of additional own funds required to cover such risks (‘Pillar 2 capital requirements’).
Such requirements should be set in a legally binging way and investment firms should be
expected to meet them at all times.
As part of the assessment of capital adequacy, competent authorities should also determine
whether applicable own funds requirements can be met in stressed conditions. Where the
quantitative outcomes of relevant stress tests or sensitivity analysis suggest that an
investment firm may not be able to meet the applicable own funds requirements in stressed
conditions, or is excessively sensitive to plausible scenarios, competent authorities should take
appropriate supervisory measures to ensure that the investment firm is adequately
capitalised. These include communicating expectations to investment firms to have own funds
over and above their overall capital requirements – ‘Pillar 2 capital guidance’ (P2G). In addition
to the determination of total capital requirements and setting P2G, competent authorities
should score the viability of the investment firm given the quantity and composition of own
funds held.

•

Through assessment of the adequacy of the investment firm’s liquidity resources, competent
authorities should determine whether the liquidity held by the investment firm ensures an
appropriate coverage of risks to liquidity. Competent authorities should determine whether
the imposition of specific liquidity requirements is necessary to capture risks to liquidity to
which an investment firm is or may be exposed.
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•

10.

Having conducted the assessment of the above SREP elements, competent authorities should
form a comprehensive view on the risk profile and viability of the investment firm — the
overall SREP assessment — and summarise this view in the overall SREP assessment. This
summary should reflect any supervisory findings made since the last supervisory review and
any other developments that have led the competent authority to form its view of the
investment firm's risks and viability. The outcome of the overall SREP assessment should be
the basis for taking any necessary supervisory measures to address concerns.
To facilitate communication within the competent authorities and colleges of supervisors,
fostering comparability and level playing field between investment firms as well as to prioritise
supervisory resources and measures, in the assessment of SREP elements, competent
authorities should score from a range of ‘1’ (low risk) to ‘4’ (high risk), to reflect the ‘supervisory
view’ for each element as specified in the guidelines. These guidelines introduce two types of
scores: (1) risk scores to be applied to individual risks to capital, liquidity and funding that
indicate likelihood that the risk will have a significant prudential impact on the investment firm
(e.g. potential loss), and (2) viability scores to be applied to the four SREP elements and overall
SREP score that indicate the magnitude of risk to the investment firm’s viability stemming from
a SREP element assessed (see also Figure 2). In order to facilitate supervisory processes and to
foster comparability, the scoring system introduced in these guidelines for the assessment of
investment firms is similar to the one applicable when assessing credit institutions.

Figure 2. Overview of the scoring framework

11.

This guidance does not mean that the scoring is automatic: scores are assigned on the basis of
supervisory judgment. Competent authorities should use the accompanying ‘considerations’
provided for guidance to support supervisory judgment. Competent authorities are not
prohibited from applying more granular scoring on top of the base requirements specified in the
guidelines if they believe it is useful for supervisory planning. Similarly, these guidelines do not
define an automatic aggregation of the scores for the purpose of determining the overall SREP
10
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score. Competent authorities should determine the overall SREP score based on the specific
considerations using their supervisory judgement. In doing so, they may define the weights
assigned to each component taking into account the specificities of the investment firms using
their supervisory judgement.
12.

The guidelines also provide practical guidance on the application of the supervisory measures
listed in Articles 39 and 42 of Directive (EU) 2019/2034, including the application of additional
own funds requirements and investment firm-specific quantitative liquidity requirements. These
guidelines do not suggest any automatic link between the scores and the level of supervisory
response, nor do they link additional own fund requirements to the scores.

Interaction between SREP and other supervisory processes, including
cooperation between authorities
13.

Competent authorities should reflect in the SREP assessments available information and
outcomes from all other supervisory activities, including on-site inspections, approvals and
reviews of internal models, fit and proper assessments and other authorisation approvals,
assessment of recovery plans, market conduct and investor protection activities, AML/CTF
supervision, etc. Likewise, the findings from the assessment of SREP elements, where relevant,
should be shared with other relevant supervisors, including AML/CFT supervisors and
competent authorities for the purpose of Directive 2014/65/EU (market authorities), as they
may have an impact on other supervisory processes. Such mechanism of cooperation and
exchange of information between relevant authorities allows for holistic risk analysis and
supervision of investment firms enhancing overall supervisory view on investment firms, their
viability and risks, as well as ensuring that identified deficiencies/vulnerabilities are adequately
addressed by appropriate measures within the respective remit of each relevant authority.

14.

An example of such synergies and complementarity of the analysis, is the interaction between
SREP and the assessment of recovery plans, where these are required and/or available. The
outcomes of the assessment of the recovery plans feed into the SREP assessment of investment
firm’s internal governance and firm-wide controls, and information from the recovery plan itself
would support supervisors in their business model analysis, assessment of internal governance
and controls, as well as in determining additional own funds requirements to address the risk of
unorderly wind-down, as an additional source of information. On the other hand, findings from
the assessment of SREP elements, including internal governance and firm-wide controls,
business model analysis, capital and liquidity adequacy assessment, including setting additional
capital and liquidity requirements, should feed into the assessment of recovery plans. Such
interaction between the SREP and recovery plan assessments also aligns with the principle that
investment firms’ own recovery planning activities should be embedded into their risk
management framework.

15.

Competent authorities are expected to cooperate with the AML/CFT supervisors. The failure to
address money laundering and terrorist financing (ML/TF) risks by investment firms can have
detrimental effects on the financial soundness of these firms, the integrity of the internal market
11
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and financial stability as a whole. Therefore, prudential supervisors should consider, to the
extent possible, ML/TF risks from a prudential perspective in the SREP and, in order to gather
the necessary information, cooperate with the authorities and bodies responsible for ensuring
compliance with AML/CFT requirements. For example, competent authorities should make use
of AML/CFT colleges established in accordance with the ESAs AML/CFT Colleges Guidelines 1,
where they exist. It should be stressed that prudential competent authorities are not expected
to duplicate the work and mandate of AML/CFT supervisors, who are responsible for supervising
compliance of investment firms with relevant requirements under Directive (EU) 2015/849 and
perform ML/TF risk assessments. However, it is important that they seek input from AML/CFT
supervisors into the SREP with regards to ML/TF risks and how effectively they are managed by
institutions. Conversely, where the assessment of any of the SREP elements reveals information
related to increased exposure to ML/TF risks or deficiencies in the management of the ML/TF
risk by investment firms, the relevant information should be shared with AML/CFT supervisors.
In order to ensure the most effective and consistent supervisory response, any supervisory
measures or sanctions in this area should be applied in coordination with the AML/CFT
supervisors.
16.

Similarly, to ensure a consistent investor protection across the financial services, it is expected
that prudential supervisors cooperate with market authorities and, where relevant, consider the
relevant information received from these authorities in the SREP. In particular, given the role of
the market authorities in areas such as governance, in order to ensure consistent supervision
and avoid duplication of work, it is advisable to exchange relevant information and coordinate
the application of any supervisory measures in these areas between the competent prudential
and market authorities.

Link between SREP, early intervention and resolution
17.

The assessment through the SREP of the viability of an investment firm and its ability to meet
the requirements of Regulation (EU) 2019/2033 and Directive (EU) 2019/2034 allows for the use
of the outcomes of the SREP assessment in taking appropriate supervisory actions if necessary.
In particular, in the case of investment firms that are subject to the requirements of
Directive 2014/59/EU, competent authorities may use SREP outcomes in setting triggers for
early intervention measures, in accordance with Article 27 of that Directive. It also allows for the
determination of whether an investment firm can be considered to be ‘failing or likely to fail’,
which, where Directive 2014/59/EU is applicable, activates the formal interaction procedure
with resolution authorities as provided in Article 32 of that Directive. Investment firms falling
under the perimeter of these guidelines but not subject to the provisions laid down in Directive
2014/59/EU, if assessed as ‘failing or likely to fail’, are expected to be wound-down in an orderly
fashion rather than go through the resolution process. In these cases an enhanced engagement
of the competent authority may be needed to ensure an orderly wind-down.

1

The ESAs joint guidelines (JC 2019 81) on cooperation and information exchange for the purpose of Directive (EU) 2015/849
between competent authorities supervising credit and financial institutions (‘The AML/CFT Colleges Guidelines’)
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18.

This link between SREP and application of early intervention measures, where applicable, and
determination whether an investment firm is ‘failing or likely to fail’ is based on the viability
focus of the overall SREP assessment and assessment of individual SREP elements as expressed
by viability scores, and consideration that outcomes of all supervisory activities are taken into
account in the SREP assessments as explained above.

19.

In particular, the outcomes of the SREP assessments may lead competent authorities to take
supervisory measure or decide on the application of early intervention measures. Rather than
considering the overall SREP score as a prescriptive tool, competent authorities may use it as a
guide when deciding to apply supervisory or early intervention measures. Furthermore, should
the competent authority assess as part of SREP an investment firm as not being viable,
competent authorities would consider that investment firm as ‘failing or likely to fail’ (as
expressed in an overall SREP score ‘F’). The inability of an investment firm to comply with
previous supervisory and/or early intervention measures may indicate that that particular
measure was exhausted and form part of the argumentation for the competent authority’s to
consider the investment firm ‘failing or likely to fail’.

20.

To this end, for the investment firms falling under the perimeter of the Directive 2014/59/EU,
these guidelines should be read together with the EBA Guidelines on triggers for use of early
intervention measures and Guidelines on the interpretation of the different circumstances when
an investment firm shall be considered as failing or likely to fail2.

21.

Furthermore, competent authorities are expected to cooperate with resolution authorities on
an on-going basis, and not only in the context of investment firms failing or likely to fail. In
particular, in accordance with Article 43 of Directive (EU) 2019/2034 they are required to notify
the relevant resolution authorities of any additional own funds requirements or P2G.

Proportionality in SREP
22.

Given that investment firms vary significantly in terms of their size, risk profile and scope of
activities, ranging from simple one-person firms to large and complex international
corporations, it is particularly important to appropriately reflect the principle of proportionality
in supervisory processes. To some extent, this principle is already included in Directive (EU)
2019/2034 by specifying in Article 36(2) that small and non-interconnected investment firms as
set out in Article 12(1) of Regulation (EU) 2019/2033 should be subject to SREP based on a caseby-case decision of the competent authority, only where this is deemed necessary due to the
size, scale and complexity of the activities of those investment firms. In addition to that, these
guidelines recognise the principle of proportionality by:
a. categorising investment firms in four distinct categories: in this respect class 2 firms are
divided in three categories based on their size and risk profile, whereas small and non-

2

EBA Guidelines on the interpretation of the different circumstances when an institution shall be considered as failing or
likely to fail (EBA/GL/2015/07)
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interconnected investment firms as set out in Article 12(1) of Regulation (EU) 2019/2033
(i.e. class 3 firms) form a separate, distinct category;
b. building a minimum supervisory engagement model, where the frequency, depth and
intensity of the assessments vary depending on the category of the investment firm;
c. recognising the possibility to adjust the granularity of assessment depending on the size
and business model of the investment firm, and the nature, scale and complexity of its
activities;
d. envisaging different depth of assessment of governance arrangements and firm-wide
controls, considering that investment firms with a more complex organisation or with a
larger scale are expected to have more sophisticated governance arrangements;
e. setting proportionate expectations with regard to the arrangements, strategies and
processes that investment firms are required to set in accordance with Article 24 of
Directive (EU) 2019/2034 to assess and maintain on an ongoing basis the amounts, types
and distribution of internal capital and liquid assets that they consider adequate to cover
the nature and level of risks which they may pose to others and to which the investment
firms themselves are or might be exposed (ICAAP and ILAAP).
23.

Given that the focus of the guidelines is on the supervisory process and on interaction between
the competent authorities and the investment firm for the SREP, these guidelines do not address
questions of transparency and public disclosure of SREP outcomes and supervisory measures,
particularly in relation to additional own funds requirements and Pillar 2 Guidance.

24.

These guidelines do not introduce any additional reporting obligation and assume that the
assessments specified in the guidelines are made on the basis of information already being
collected by competent authorities as part of regular reporting, or to which competent
authorities have access (e.g. internal risk reports, management body documents, ICAAP and
ILAAP documents etc.). However, where necessary, competent authorities should be able to
request additional information from the investment firm.

14
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4. Draft Guidelines on common
procedures and methodologies for
the supervisory review and
evaluation process
In between the text of the draft Guidelines that follows, further explanations on specific aspects of
the proposed text are occasionally provided, which either offer examples or provide the rationale
behind a provision, or set out specific questions for the consultation process. Where this is the case,
this explanatory text appears in a framed text box.

15
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Title 1 Subject matter, definitions, and
implementation
1.1 Subject matter
1. These guidelines specify the common procedures and methodologies for the functioning of
the supervisory review and evaluation process (SREP) referred to in Articles 36 and 45 of
Directive (EU) 2019/20343 and processes and actions taken with reference to Articles 39,
40, 41 and 42 of that Directive.
2. These guidelines are addressed to the competent authorities as defined in Article 4(2),
point (viii) of the Regulation (EU) No 1093/2010.

1.2 Definitions
3. Unless otherwise specified, terms used and defined in Regulation (EU) 2019/2033 4 ,
Directive (EU) 2019/2034 or Directive 2014/59/EU 5 have the same meaning in the
guidelines. For the purposes of the guidelines, the following definitions apply:
‘AML/CFT supervisor’ means a competent authority responsible for the supervision of
investment firms’ compliance with provisions of Directive (EU) 2015/849.
‘Conduct risk’ means the current or prospective risk of losses to an investment firm arising
from cases of willful or negligent misconduct, including inappropriate supply of financial
services.
‘Internal capital adequacy assessment process and internal risk-assessment process
(ICARAP)’ means the arrangements, strategies and processes referred to in Article 24 of
Directive (EU) 2019/2034, which can be further split into:
‘internal capital adequacy assessment process (ICAAP)’ meaning arrangements,
strategies and processes to assess and maintain on an ongoing basis the amounts, types
and distribution of internal capital that the investment firms consider adequate to

3

Directive (EU) 2019/2034 of the European Parliament and of the Council of the 27 November 2019 on the prudential
supervision of investment firms and amending Directives 2002/87/EC, 2009/65/EC, 2011/61/EU, 2013/36/EU,
2014/59/EU and 2014/65/EU (OJ L 314, 5.12.2019, p. 64).
4

Regulation (EU) 2019/2033 of the European Parliament and of the Council of the 27 November 2019 on the prudential
requirements of investment firms and amending Regulations (EU) No 1093/2010, (EU) No 575/2013, (EU) No 600/2014
and (EU) No 806/2014 (OJ L 314 5.12.2019, p. 1).
5

Directive 2014/59/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 15 May 2014 establishing a framework for the
recovery and resolution of credit institutions and investment firms and amending Council Directive 82/891/EEC, and
Directives 2001/24/EC, 2002/47/EC, 2004/25/EC, 2005/56/EC, 2007/36/EC, 2011/35/EU, 2012/30/EU and 2013/36/EU,
and Regulations (EU) No 1093/2010 and (EU) No 648/2012, of the European Parliament and of the Council (OJ L 173
12.6.2014, p. 190).
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cover the nature and level of risks which they may pose to others and to which the
investment firms themselves are or might be exposed; and
‘internal liquidity adequacy assessment process (ILAAP)’ meaning arrangements,
strategies and processes to assess and maintain on an ongoing basis the amounts, types
and distribution of liquid assets that the investment firms consider adequate to cover
the nature and level of risks which they may pose to others and to which the investment
firms themselves are or might be exposed.
‘Interest rate risk’ (IRR) means the current or prospective risk to the investment firm’s
earnings and own funds arising from adverse movements in interest rates.
‘Intraday liquidity’ means the funds that can be accessed during the business day to enable
the investment firm to make payments in real time.
‘Intraday liquidity risk’ means the current or prospective risk that the investment firm will
fail to manage its intraday liquidity needs effectively.
‘Information and communication technology (ICT) risk’ means the risk of loss due to breach
of confidentiality, failure of integrity of systems and data, inappropriateness or
unavailability of systems and data, or inability to change IT within a reasonable time and
costs when the environment or business requirements change (i.e. agility).
‘Macro-prudential requirement’ or ‘measure’ means a requirement or measure imposed
by a competent or designated authority to address macro-prudential or systemic risk.
‘Market supervisor’ means a competent authority responsible for the supervision of
investment firms’ compliance with provisions of Directive 2014/65/EU6.
‘Money laundering and terrorist financing (ML/TF) risk’ means the risk as defined in the
EBA Guidelines on the ML/TF risk factors7.
‘Overall SREP assessment’ means the up-to-date assessment of the overall viability of an
investment firm based on assessment of the SREP elements.
‘Overall SREP score’ means the numerical indicator of the overall risk to the viability of the
investment firm based on the overall SREP assessment.
‘Pillar 2 guidance (P2G)’ means the level and quality of own funds the investment firm is
expected to hold in excess of its own funds requirements, determined in accordance with
Article 41 of Directive (EU) 2019/2034.

6

Directive 2014/65/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 15 May 2014 on markets in financial instruments
and amending Directive 2002/92/EC and Directive 2011/61/EU (OJ L 173 12.6.2014, p. 349).
7

EBA Guidelines on customer due diligence and the factors credit and financial institutions should consider when
assessing the money laundering and terrorist financing risk associated with individual business relationships and
occasional transactions (‘The ML/TF Risk Factors Guidelines’) under Articles 17 and 18(4) of Directive (EU) 2015/849
(EBA/GL/2021/02)
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‘Pillar 2 requirement (P2R)’ or ‘additional own funds requirements’ means the additional
own funds requirements imposed in accordance with Article 40 of Directive (EU)
2019/2034.
‘Reputational risk’ means the current or prospective risk to the investment firm’s earnings,
own funds or liquidity arising from damage to the investment firm’s reputation.
‘Risk appetite’ means the aggregate level and types of risk the investment firm is willing to
assume within its risk capacity, in line with its business model, to achieve its strategic
objectives.
‘Risk score’ means the numerical expression summarising the supervisory assessment of an
individual risk to capital, liquidity and funding representing the likelihood that a risk will
have a significant prudential impact on the investment firm (e.g. potential loss) after
considering risk management and controls and before consideration of the investment
firm’s ability to mitigate the risk through available capital or liquidity resources.
’Risks to capital’ means distinct risks that, should they materialise, will have a significant
prudential impact on the investment firm’s own funds over the next 12 months. These
include but are not limited to risks covered by Articles 29 and 36 of Directive
(EU) 2019/2034.
‘Risks to liquidity and funding’ means distinct risks that, should they materialise, will have
a significant prudential impact on the investment firm’s liquidity over different time
horizons.
‘SREP element’ means one of the following: business model analysis, assessment of internal
governance and firm-wide risk controls, assessment of risks to capital, SREP capital
assessment, assessment of risks to liquidity and funding, or SREP liquidity assessment.
‘Supervisory benchmarks’ means risk-specific quantitative tools developed by the
competent authority to provide an estimation of the own funds required to cover risks or
elements of risks not covered by Regulation (EU) 2019/2033.
‘Viability score’ means the numerical expression summarising the supervisory assessment
of a SREP element and representing an indication of the risk to the investment firm’s
viability stemming from the SREP element assessed.

1.3 Level of application
4. Competent authorities should apply these guidelines in accordance with the level of
application of the requirements of Part One, Title II of Regulation (EU) 2019/2033. For
parent undertakings and subsidiaries included in the consolidation, competent authorities
should adjust the depth and the level of granularity of their assessments to correspond to
the level of application.
5. Where an investment firm has a subsidiary in the same Member State a proportionate
approach for the assessment of capital and liquidity adequacy may be applied by focusing
18
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on the assessment of allocation of capital and liquidity across the entities and potential
impediments to the transferability of capital or liquidity within the group.
6. For investment firm groups, including groups with undertakings established in third
countries, procedural requirements should be applied in a coordinated manner within the
framework of colleges of supervisors established pursuant to Article 48 of Directive
(EU) 2019/2034. Title 11 explains the details of how these guidelines apply to cross-border
groups and their entities.

1.4 Date of application
7. These guidelines apply from 1 January 2023.
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Title 2 The common SREP
2.1 Overview of the common SREP framework
8. Competent authorities should ensure that the SREP of an investment firm covers the
following components:
a. categorisation of the investment firm and periodic review of this categorisation;
b. monitoring of key indicators;
c. business model analysis (BMA);
d. assessment of internal governance and controls;
e. assessment of risks to capital;
f.

assessment of risks to liquidity;

g. assessment of the adequacy of the investment firm’s own funds;
h. assessment of the adequacy of the investment firm’s liquidity resources;
i.

overall SREP assessment; and

j.

supervisory measures (and early intervention measures, where necessary).

2.1.1 Categorisation of investment firms
9. Competent authorities should categorise each investment firm for which the supervisory
review and evaluation referred to in Article 36 of Directive (EU) 2019/2034 is to be carried
out into one of the following categories:
▪

Category 1 – investment firms meeting at least one of the following criteria:
i. their value of the total assets and off-balance sheet exposures is equal to
or exceeds EUR 1 billion; or
ii. their value of the total assets and off-balance sheet exposures is equal to
or exceeds EUR 250 million and they perform activities referred to in point
(3) or (6) of Section A of Annex I to Directive 2014/65/EU8; or
iii. they are considered significant based on supervisory judgement of the
competent authority.

▪

Category 2 – investment firms whose value of the total assets and off-balance sheet
exposures is below EUR 1 billion and is equal to or exceeds EUR 250 million, and
that perform neither of activities referred to in point (3) or (6) of Section A of Annex
I to Directive 2014/65/EU.

8

Directive 2014/65/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 15 May 2014 on markets in financial instruments
and amending Directive 2002/92/EC and Directive 2011/61/EU (OJ L 173 12.6.2014, p. 349).
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▪

Category 3 – investment firms whose value of the total assets and off-balance sheet
exposures is below EUR 250 million and that do not meet the conditions for
qualifying as a small and non‐interconnected investment firm set out in Article
12(1) of Regulation (EU) 2019/2033.

▪

Small and non-interconnected investment firms as set out in Article 12(1) of
Regulation (EU) 2019/2033.

10. The categorisation should be used by competent authorities as a basis for applying the
principle of proportionality, as specified in Section 2.4, and not as a means to reflect the
quality of an investment firm.
11. Among categories 1 to 3, competent authorities may categorise an investment firm on a
case-by-case basis in a category one notch higher or lower in the list than according to the
criteria listed in paragraph 9. For this purpose competent authorities should consider
aspects such as the scale and complexity of operations, scale of trading activities, amount
of client money held, the risk profile of the investment firm, and any other relevant aspects.
Where such reclassification is carried out, competent authorities should aim at ensuring
sufficient homogeneity and comparability between investment firms of the same category.
12. Competent authorities should base the categorisation on supervisory reporting data and
on information derived from the preliminary business model analysis (see Section 4.2). The
categorisation should be reviewed yearly or in the event of a significant change in activities.
In case of a change of category for an investment firm the last year of a full completed SREP
cycle should be taken into account in determining the timeline for the next assessment of
the SREP elements.

2.1.2 Continuous assessment of risks
13. Competent authorities should continuously assess the risks to which the investment firm is
or might be exposed through the following activities:
a. monitoring of key indicators as specified in Title 3;
b. business model analysis as specified in Title 4;
c. assessment of internal governance and controls as specified in Title 5;
d. assessment of risks to capital as specified in Title 6; and
e. assessment of risks to liquidity as specified in Title 8.
14. The assessments should be conducted in accordance with the proportionality criteria
specified in Section 2.4. The assessments should be reviewed in light of new information.
15. Competent authorities should ensure that the outcomes of the assessments outlined
above:
a. are clearly documented in a summary of findings;
b. are reflected in a score assigned in accordance with the specific guidance provided
in the element-specific title of these guidelines;
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c. support the assessments of other elements or prompt an in-depth investigation
into inconsistencies between the assessments of these elements;
d. contribute to the overall SREP assessment and score; and
e. result in supervisory measures, where appropriate, and inform the decisions taken
for these measures.

2.1.3 Periodic assessment of capital and liquidity adequacy
16. Competent authorities should periodically review the adequacy of the investment firm’s
own funds and liquidity to provide sound coverage of the risks to which the investment
firm is or might be exposed through the following assessments:
a. SREP capital assessment as specified in Title 7; and
b. SREP liquidity assessment as specified in Title 9.
17. Competent authorities should perform periodic assessments taking into account the
minimum engagement and proportionality criteria specified in Section 2.4. Competent
authorities may perform more frequent assessments. Competent authorities should review
the assessment in light of material new findings from the risk assessment where competent
authorities determine that the findings may have a material impact on the investment
firm’s own funds and/or liquidity resources.
18. Competent authorities should ensure that the outcomes of the assessments:
a. are clearly documented in a summary;
b. are reflected in the score assigned to the investment firm’s capital adequacy and
liquidity adequacy, in accordance with the guidance provided in the elementspecific title;
c. contribute to the overall SREP assessment and score; and
d. take into account and inform the supervisory requirement for the investment firm
to hold own funds and/or liquidity resources in excess of the minimum
requirements specified in Regulation (EU) 2019/2033, as appropriate.

2.1.4 Overall SREP assessment
19. Competent authorities should continuously assess the risk profile of the investment firm
and its viability through the overall SREP assessment as specified in Title 10. Through the
overall SREP assessment, competent authorities should determine the potential for risks to
cause the failure of the investment firm given the adequacy of its own funds and liquidity
resources, internal governance, controls and/or business model or strategy, and from this,
the need to take early intervention measures, where applicable, and/or determine whether
the investment firm can be considered to be failing or likely to fail.
20. The assessment should be continuously reviewed in light of findings from the risk
assessments or the outcome of the SREP capital and SREP liquidity assessments.
21. Competent authorities should ensure that the outcomes of the assessment:
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a. are reflected in the score assigned to the investment firm’s overall viability, in
accordance with the guidance provided in Title 10;
b. are clearly documented in a summary of the overall SREP assessment that includes
the SREP scores assigned (overall and for individual elements) and any supervisory
findings made since the last assessment; and
c. form the basis for the supervisory determination of whether the investment firm
can be considered to be ‘failing or likely to fail’; for investment firms subject to
Directive 2014/59/EU this determination should be performed in accordance with
Article 32 of that Directive, also having regard to the EBA Guidelines on ‘failing or
likely to fail’9.

2.1.5 Dialogue with investment firms, application of supervisory measures and
communicating findings
22. Following the minimum engagement model, as specified in Section 2.4, competent
authorities should engage in dialogue with investment firms to assess individual SREP
elements, as provided in the element-specific titles.
23. Based on the overall SREP assessment and building on assessments of the individual SREP
elements, competent authorities should take supervisory measures as specified in Title 10.
24. Where findings from the monitoring of key indicators, assessment of SREP elements or any
other supervisory activity necessitate the application of supervisory measures to address
immediate concerns, competent authorities should not wait for the completion of the
assessment of all SREP elements and update of the overall SREP assessment, but decide on
the measures required to rectify the situation assessed, and then proceed with updating
the overall SREP assessment.
25. As outlined in Section 2.4, competent authorities should also engage in dialogue based on
the outcomes of the overall SREP assessment, alongside associated supervisory measures,
and inform the investment firm at the end of the process about the capital and liquidity
requirements as well as supervisory measures with which it is obliged to comply.

2.2 Scoring in the SREP
26. Competent authorities should assign risk and viability scores to summarise the outcomes
of the assessment of various risk categories and elements in the SREP framework.
27. In the assessment of the individual risk categories and SREP elements, competent
authorities should use a range of scores - 1 (low risk), 2 (medium-low risk), 3 (medium-high
risk), and 4 (high risk) - reflecting the supervisory view based on the relevant scoring tables
in each element-specific title. Competent authorities should use the accompanying
‘considerations’ provided in these tables for guidance to support supervisory judgment (i.e.
it is not necessary for the investment firm to fulfil all the ‘considerations’ linked to a score
of ‘1’ to achieve a score of ’1’), and/or further develop them or add additional
considerations. Competent authorities should assign a score of ‘4’ to reflect the worst
9

EBA Guidelines on the interpretation of the different circumstances when an institution shall be considered as failing or
likely to fail under Article 32(6) of Directive 2014/59/EU (EBA/GL/2015/07)
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possible assessment (i.e. even if the investment firm’s position is worse than that envisaged
by the ‘considerations’ for a score of ‘4’, a score of ‘4’ should still be assigned).
28. In their implementation of the guidelines, competent authorities may introduce more
granular scoring for their internal purposes, such as planning of resources, provided that
the overall scoring framework set out in these guidelines is respected.
29. Competent authorities should ensure that all scores are regularly reviewed, at least with
the frequency defined in Section 2.4 and without undue delay based on material new
findings or developments.

2.2.1 Risk scores
30. Competent authorities should assign risk scores to individual risks to capital in accordance
with the criteria specified in Title 6, and scores to risks to liquidity and funding in
accordance with the criteria specified in Title 8. These scores represent the likelihood that
a risk will have a significant prudential impact on the investment firm (e.g. potential loss),
after considering the quality of risk controls to mitigate this impact (i.e. residual risk), but
before consideration of the investment firm’s ability to mitigate the risk through available
capital or liquidity resources.
31. Competent authorities should determine the risk score predominantly through an
assessment of inherent risk, but they should also reflect considerations about risk
management and controls. In particular, the adequacy of management and controls may
reduce or – in some cases – increase the risk of significant prudential impact (i.e.
considerations relating to inherent risk may underestimate or overestimate the level of risk
depending on the adequacy of management and controls).
32. In implementing these guidelines, competent authorities may evaluate inherent risk levels
and the quality of risk management and controls separately (resulting in intermediate and
net scores) or in aggregate (resulting in net risk scores only). Competent authorities may
also introduce aggregation methodologies for aggregating individual risks to capital and
liquidity and funding scores.

2.2.2 Viability scores
33. Competent authorities should separately assign scores to summarise the level of risk posed
to the viability of the investment firm based on the outcomes of the assessment of the four
SREP elements:
a. business model and strategy, in accordance with the criteria specified in Title 4;
b. internal governance and controls, in accordance with the criteria specified in Title
5;
c. capital adequacy, in accordance with the criteria specified in Title 7; and
d. liquidity adequacy, in accordance with the criteria specified in Title 9.
34. For capital adequacy and liquidity adequacy, these scores represent the supervisory view
of the capacity of the investment firm’s capital and liquidity resources to mitigate/cover
individual risks to capital and liquidity, as set out in Titles 6 and 8.
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35. Competent authorities should also assign an overall SREP score in accordance with the
criteria specified in Title 10. This score should be assigned based on supervisory judgement
and should represent the supervisory view of the overall viability of the investment firm.
36. Competent authorities should ensure that the scoring of the business model, internal
governance and controls, capital adequacy, liquidity adequacy, and the overall SREP score
achieves the following objectives:
a. indicating the likelihood that supervisory measures may need to be taken to
address concerns in accordance with the criteria specified in Title 10;
b. acting as a trigger for the decision on whether to apply, where applicable, early
intervention measures in accordance with the EBA Guidelines on triggers for use of
early intervention measures; and
c. helping with the prioritisation and planning of supervisory resources and the
setting of priorities.
37. Competent authorities should ensure that the overall SREP score assigned based on the
aggregate view of the threats from the SREP elements provide an indication of the
investment firm’s overall viability, including whether the investment firm is ‘failing or likely
to fail’;
38. When the outcome of the overall SREP assessment suggests that an investment firm can
be considered to be ‘failing or likely to fail’, competent authorities should apply a score of
‘F’ and, where applicable, follow the process of engaging with resolution authorities as
specified in Article 32 of Directive 2014/59/EU.

2.3 Organisational arrangements
39. Competent authorities should ensure that, for conducting the SREP, their organisational
arrangements include at least the following:
a. a description of the roles and responsibilities of their supervisory staff with respect
to performing the SREP, as well as the relevant reporting lines, in both normal and
emergency situations;
b. arrangements for engaging with other relevant supervisors to seek their views and
relevant inputs on specific matters that may have an impact on the SREP findings
or scores to avoid duplication of work and to ensure consistency of assessment and
of related supervisory measures;
c. procedures for documenting and recording findings and supervisory judgments;
d. arrangements for the approval of the findings and scores, as well as escalation
procedures where there are dissenting views within the competent authority, in
both normal and emergency situations;
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e. arrangements for organising dialogue with the investment firm following the
model of minimum engagement as stipulated in Section 2.4 to assess individual
SREP elements; and
f.

arrangements for consultations with an investment firm and communicating the
outcomes of the SREP to the investment firm.

40. When defining arrangements for dialogue with investment firms, competent authorities
should consider potential implications of providing the scores to the investment firms in
terms of their disclosure obligations pursuant to the requirements of Regulation
(EU) No 596/201410 and Directives 2014/57/EU11 and 2004/109/EC12.

2.4 Proportionality and supervisory engagement
41. Competent authorities should apply the principle of proportionality in the scope, frequency
and intensity of supervisory engagement and dialogue with an investment firm, and
supervisory expectations of the standards the investment firm should meet, in accordance
with the category of the investment firm as outlined in Table 2 below.
42. For the frequency of the supervisory engagement aspect of proportionality, when planning
SREP activities, competent authorities should adhere to a minimum level of engagement
model, as follows in the next subchapters and in Table 2.
43. Where competent authorities determine that investment firms have similar risk profiles,
they may conduct thematic SREP assessments on multiple investment firms as a single
assessment (e.g. a BMA may be conducted on all small investment firms that receive and
transmit orders on a few classes of assets, given that it is likely to identify the same business
viability issues for all these investment firms). Competent authorities may also use tailored
methodologies for the application of the SREP for investment firms with similar risk profiles.
44. For investment firms with an overall SREP score 4 and, where necessary, for investment
firms with an overall SREP score 3, based on the findings from previous assessments of
SREP elements, competent authorities should determine an additional level of
engagement, whereby more extensive supervisory resources and a higher frequency of
assessment should be required (at least on a temporary basis), regardless of the category
of the investment firm. Having regard to minimum frequency of the assessment of all SREP
elements specified in the next subchapters and in Table 2, the more frequent assessments
may cover specific SREP elements where particular attention is needed due to higher risk,
or the full SREP assessment.

10

Regulation (EU) No 596/2014 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 16 April 2014 on market abuse (market
abuse regulation) and repealing Directive 2003/6/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council and Commission
Directives 2003/124/EC, 2003/125/EC and 2004/72/EC (OJ L 173, 12.6.2014, p. 1).
11

Directive 2014/57/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 16 April 2014 on criminal sanctions for market
abuse (market abuse directive) (OJ L 173, 12.6.2014, p. 179).
12

Directive 2004/109/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 15 December 2004 on the harmonisation of
transparency requirements in relation to information about issuers whose securities are admitted to trading on a
regulated market and amending Directive 2001/34/EC (OJ L 390, 31.12.2004, p. 38).
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45. Regardless of the time since the last SREP, competent authorities should perform a new
assessment if at least one of the following situations occurred:
a. in the monitoring of key indicators a significant change is observed as compared to
the reference date of the last assessment of all SREP elements;
b. there are negative public information about the investment firm indicating
potential significant risk (e.g. in the context of reputational risk, conduct risk, IT
security);
c. the competent authority has other reasons to believe that the business model or
risk profile of the investment firm has significantly changed since the reference
date of the last assessment of all SREP elements.
46. When planning SREP activities, competent authorities should pay special attention to
coordinating activities with other parties directly or indirectly involved in the assessment,
in particular when input is required from the investment firm and/or other competent
authorities involved in the supervision of cross-border groups as specified in Title 11.
47. For the scope of proportionality, when conducting the SREP by applying these guidelines,
competent authorities should recognise that different elements, methodological aspects
and assessment components as provided in Titles 4, 5, 6 and 8 do not have the same
relevance for all investment firms. Competent authorities should, where relevant, apply
different degrees of granularity to the assessment depending on the category to which the
investment firm is assigned and to the extent appropriate for the size and business model
of the investment firm, and the nature, scale and complexity of its activities.
48. At the end of every assessment of all SREP elements, competent authorities may inform
the investment firm of the outcome of the overall SREP assessment and they should
provide:
a. a statement on the quantity and composition of the own funds the investment firm
is required to hold in excess of the requirements specified in Part Two, Three and
Four of Regulation (EU) 2019/2033 in accordance with Article 39(2)(a) of Directive
(EU) 2019/2034;
b. a statement on the quantity and composition of the own funds the investment firm
is guided to hold in accordance with Article 41 of Directive (EU) 2019/2034;
c. a statement on the liquidity held and any specific liquidity requirements set by the
competent authority in accordance with Article 42 of Directive (EU) 2019/2034;
d. a statement on other supervisory measures that the competent authority intends
to take.

2.4.1 Category 1 investment firms
49. In order to ensure appropriate frequency of supervisory activities related to SREP for
category 1 investment firms, competent authorities should:
a. monitor key indicators on a quarterly basis;
b. update the assessments of all individual SREP elements at least once every 2 years;
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c. have ongoing engagement and dialogue with the investment firm’s management
body and senior management.

2.4.2 Category 2 investment firms
50. In order to ensure appropriate frequency of supervisory activities related to SREP for
category 2 investment firms, competent authorities should:
a. monitor key indicators on a quarterly basis;
b. update the assessments of all individual SREP elements at least every 3 years;
c. have engagement with the investment firm’s management body and senior
management at least with the same frequency as the assessment of all SREP
elements.

2.4.3 Category 3 investment firms
51. In order to ensure appropriate frequency of supervisory activities related to SREP for
category 3 investment firms, competent authorities should:
a. monitor key indicators on a quarterly basis;
b. perform the assessment of all SREP elements in light of material new information
emerging on the risk posed, with the scope and depth of the review tailored to the
specific risk profile of the investment firm;
c. have engagement with the investment firm’s management body and senior
management at least with the same frequency as the assessment of all SREP
elements.
Where considered appropriate, competent authorities may define regular minimum
frequencies for the assessment of all SREP elements for all or a subset of category 3
investment firms.

2.4.4 Small and non-interconnected investment firms
52. For small and non-interconnected investment firms meeting the criteria of Article 12(1) of
Regulation (EU) 2019/2033, competent authorities should:
a. monitor key indicators at least on an annual basis;
b. perform the assessment of all SREP elements in light of material new information
emerging on the risk posed, with the scope and depth of the review tailored to the
specific risk profile of the investment firm;
c. have engagement and dialogue with the investment firm’s management body and
senior management when considered necessary and in particular in the context of
the assessment of SREP elements where performed.
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Table 2. Application of SREP to different categories of investment firms

Monitoring
of key
indicators

Category

Assessment of all SREP
elements

Minimum level of engagement /
dialogue
Ongoing dialogue with the
management body and senior
management
Event-based engagement with the
management body and senior
management, at least with the
frequency of SREP assessment

1

Quarterly

2 years

2

Quarterly

3 years

Quarterly

Event-based (with the
scope and depth of the
review tailored to the
specific risk profile of
the investment firm)

Event-based engagement with the
management body and senior
management, at least with the
frequency of SREP assessment

Event-based (with the
scope and depth of the
review tailored to the
specific risk profile of
the investment firm)

Event-based engagement with the
management body and senior
management, at least with the
frequency of SREP assessment

3

Small and noninterconnected
investment firms as
Yearly
set out in Article
12(1) of Regulation
(EU) 2019/2033

Consultation questions
Question 1. Do you agree with the proposed categorisation and the proportionate approach to the
application of the SREP to different categories of investment firms?
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Title 3 Monitoring of key indicators
53. Competent authorities should engage in regular monitoring of key financial and nonfinancial indicators to monitor changes in the financial conditions and risk profiles of
investment firms. Competent authorities should also use this monitoring to identify the
need for updates to the assessment of SREP elements in light of new material information
outside of planned supervisory activities. Where monitoring reveals a material change in
the risk profile of the investment firm, or any anomalies in the indicators, competent
authorities should investigate the causes, and, where relevant, review the assessment of
the relevant SREP element in light of the new information.
54. Competent authorities should monitor key financial indicators in alignment with the
frequency of reporting for the investment firm. The monitoring of non-financial indicators
should be adapted to the nature and volatility of the specific non-financial indicator, but at
least on a yearly basis.
55. Competent authorities should establish monitoring systems and patterns allowing for the
identification of material changes and anomalies in the behaviour of indicators, and should
set thresholds, where relevant. Competent authorities should also ensure that for all
relevant indicators (or combinations of indicators) covered by the monitoring any
anomalies and material changes are investigated. Competent authorities should thus
determine the cause and assess the materiality of the potential prudential impact on the
investment firm and the possible consequences for the firm’s categorisation.
56. Competent authorities should tailor the set of indicators and their thresholds to the specific
features of individual investment firms or groups of investment firms with similar
characteristics (peer groups). The framework of indicators, monitoring patterns and
thresholds should reflect the investment firm’s size, complexity, business model and risk
profile and should cover geographies, sectors and markets where the investment firm
operates.
57. Competent authorities should identify the indicators to be tracked through regular
monitoring primarily from regular supervisory reporting and using definitions from
common reporting standards.
58. The framework of indicators established and the outcomes of the monitoring of key
indicators should also be used as input for the assessment of risks to capital and risks to
liquidity and funding under the respective SREP elements.
59. Indicators used for monitoring should include at least the following firm-specific indicators:
a. financial and non-financial indicators addressing the risk categories covered by
these guidelines applicable to the specific category of investment firm (see Titles 6
and 8);
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b. all the ratios derived from the application of Regulation (EU) No 2019/2033 and
from the national law implementing Directive (EU) No 2019/2034 (e.g. own funds
requirements, liquidity requirements);
c. where applicable, the minimum requirements for own funds and eligible liabilities
(MREL) as specified by Directive 2014/59/EU;
d. where available, recovery indicators used in the firm’s own recovery plans.
60. Competent authorities should include non-financial indicators such as, for example, the
scope of authorisation, the number of employees, the number of complaints or other nonfinancial relevant indicators, and they may define additional indicators as deemed
appropriate.
61. Competent authorities should accompany firm-specific indicators with relevant macroeconomic indicators, where available, in the geographies, sectors and markets where the
investment firm operates.
62. Competent authorities should also consider supplementing the regular monitoring of key
financial and non-financial indicators with review of independent market research and
analysis, where this is available.
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Title 4 Business model analysis
4.1 General considerations
63. This title specifies criteria for the assessment of the business model and strategy of the
investment firm. Competent authorities should apply this assessment to an investment firm
at the same level as the overall SREP assessment, but can also apply it for a specific activity,
at business-line level, or on a thematic basis.
64. Without undermining the responsibility of the investment firm’s management body for
running and organising the business, or indicating preferences for specific business models,
competent authorities should conduct business model analysis (BMA) to assess business
and strategic risks and determine:
a. the viability of the investment firm’s current business model on the basis of its
ability to generate acceptable returns over the following 12 months; and
b. the sustainability of the investment firm’s strategy over a forward-looking period
of at least 3 years.
65. Competent authorities should use the outcome of the BMA to support the assessment of
all other elements of the SREP. Competent authorities may assess specific aspects of the
BMA, in particular the quantitative assessment of the business model, as part of the
assessment of other SREP elements.
66. Competent authorities should also use the BMA to support the identification of the
investment firm’s key vulnerabilities, which are most likely to have a material impact on
the investment firm or lead to its failure in the future.
67. In addition, competent authorities should use the BMA to assess prudential implications of
ML/TF risks known to them, linked to the business model of the investment firm. In this
respect, competent authorities should use the input received from AML/CFT supervisors,
in particular their assessments of ML/TF risks and any findings relating to material
weaknesses in an institution’s AML/CFT controls, to complement their findings from
ongoing supervision, and evaluate whether they give rise to prudential concerns related to
ML/TF risk. Where the assessment indicates the business model of the investment firm
gives rise to prudential concerns related to ML/TF risk, competent authorities should share
the outcome of the prudential assessment of the business model with the AML/CFT
supervisors.
68. Competent authorities should undertake the following steps as part of the BMA in a
proportionate manner, i.e. adjusting the level of detail of the analysis to the specific
situation of the investment firm, the perceived risk, as well as the scale and complexity of
the its activities:
a. preliminary assessment;
b. identification of the areas of focus;
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c. assessment of the business environment;
d. quantitative analysis of the current business model;
e. qualitative analysis of the current business model;
f.

analysis of the forward-looking strategy (including planned changes to the business
model);

g. assessment of business model viability over the following 12 months;
h. assessment of sustainability of the strategy;
i.

identification of key vulnerabilities to which the investment firm’s business model
and strategy expose it or may expose it; and

j.

summarising of the findings and scoring.

69. For category 3 investment firms competent authorities, where the scale and complexity of
an investment firm’s activities are lower, competent authorities may perform the BMA and
assign the relevant score in a simplified manner. In these cases they should at least assess
the viability of the business model and sustainability of the investment firms’s strategy,
taking into account its business environment, and they should identify the key
vulnerabilities. For class 3 investment firms competent authorities should decide on a caseby-case basis whether and in which form to perform the BMA, at least forming a
comprehensive view on how such investment firms generate returns and the identifying
vulnerabilities they are exposed to that may affect their ability to generate such returns.
70. To conduct the BMA, competent authorities may use the following sources of quantitative
and qualitative information, if available:
a. where sufficiently reliable, investment firm’s strategic plan(s) with current-year
and forward-looking forecasts, and underlying economic assumptions;
b. financial reporting (e.g. profit and loss (P&L), balance-sheet disclosures);
c. regulatory reporting;
d. internal reporting (management information, capital planning, liquidity reporting,
internal risk reports);
e. where applicable, recovery and resolution plans;
f.

third-party reports (e.g. audit reports, reports by equity/credit analysts); and

g. other relevant studies/surveys (e.g. from the International Monetary Fund (IMF),
macro-prudential authorities and institutions, European institutions).

4.2 Preliminary assessment
71. Competent authorities should analyse the investment firm’s main activities, geographies
and market position to identify, at the highest level of consolidation in the jurisdiction, the
investment firm’s:
a. major geographies;
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b. major subsidiaries/branches; and
c. main activities and, where relevant, business lines or product lines.
72. For this purpose, competent authorities should consider a range of relevant metrics at the
point of assessment and changes over time. These metrics should include:
a. contribution to overall revenues/costs;
b. share of assets;
c. contribution to own fund requirements; and
d. market position.
73. Competent authorities should use this preliminary assessment to:
a. determine materiality of business activities: competent authorities should
determine which geographies, subsidiaries/branches, activities, and where
relevant business lines or product lines are the most material based on profit
contribution (e.g. based on P&L), risk (e.g. based on K-factors or other measures of
risk) and/or organisational priorities. Competent authorities should use this
information as a basis for identifying what the BMA should focus on (covered
further in Section 4.3);
b. identify the peer group: competent authorities may determine (i) the relevant peer
group for the investment firm on the basis of its structure and activities; (ii) to
conduct a BMA, the peer group on the basis of the rival product/business lines
targeting the same source of profits/customers;
c. support the application of the principle of proportionality: competent authorities
may use the outcomes of the preliminary assessment to help determine the
appropriate granularity of assessment.

4.3 Identifying the areas of focus for the BMA
74. Competent authorities should determine the focus of the BMA. They should focus on the
business lines that are most important in terms of viability or future sustainability of the
current business model, and/or most likely to increase the investment firm’s exposure to
existing or new vulnerabilities. Competent authorities may take into account:
a. the materiality of business activities – whether certain business activities are more
important in terms of generating profits (or losses) or cash flows;
b. previous supervisory findings – whether the findings for other elements of the SREP
can provide indicators on business lines requiring further investigation, including
findings from AML/CFT supervisors;
c. findings and observations from internal or external audit reports – whether the
audit function has identified specific issues regarding the sustainability or viability
of certain business lines;
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d. importance to strategic plans – whether there are business lines that the
investment firm wishes to grow substantially, or decrease;
e. observed changes in the business model – whether there are observed de facto
changes in the business model that have occurred without the investment firm
declaring any planned changes or releasing new strategic plans and whether the
business model changes may expose the investment firm to increased ML/TF risks;
and
f.

peer comparisons – whether a business line has performed atypically (been an
outlier) compared to peers.

4.4 Assessing the business environment
75. To form a view on the plausibility of an investment firm’s strategic assumptions, competent
authorities should undertake an analysis of the business environment. This takes into
consideration the current and future business conditions in which an investment firm
operates or is likely to operate based on its main or material geographic and business
exposures. Such analysis should be based on the main macro-economic variables,
regulatory and market trends, and competitive landscape.

4.5 Analysis of the current business model
76. To understand the means and methods used by an investment firm to operate and
generate profits, competent authorities should undertake quantitative and qualitative
analyses.

4.5.1 Quantitative analysis
77. Competent authorities should undertake both a static and trend analysis of key
quantitative features of the investment firm’s current business model to understand its
financial performance and the degree to which this is driven by its risk appetite being higher
or lower than peers.
78. Areas for analysis by competent authorities may include:
a. profit and loss: competent authorities may assess the underlying profitability of the
investment firm (e.g. after exception items and one-offs), the breakdown of
income streams, the breakdown of costs, impairment provisions and key ratios
(e.g. cost/income net profit margin, net cash-flow).
b. the balance sheet: competent authorities may assess the asset and liability mix, the
funding structure, the change in the own funds and own funds requirements, and
key ratios (e.g. return on equity, Core Tier 1, funding gap).
c. concentrations: competent authorities may assess concentrations in the P&L and
balance sheet related to customers, sectors and geographies. and
d. risk appetite: competent authorities may assess the formal limits put in place by
the investment firm (e.g. trading limits) and its adherence to them to understand
the risks that the investment firm is willing to take to drive its financial
performance.
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4.5.2 Qualitative analysis
79. Competent authorities should undertake an analysis of qualitative features of the
investment firm’s current business model to understand its success drivers and key
dependencies.
80. Areas for analysis by competent authorities may include:
a. key external dependencies: competent authorities may determine the main
exogenous factors that influence the success of the business model; these may
include third-party providers, intermediaries and specific regulatory drivers;
b. key internal dependencies: competent authorities may determine the main
endogenous factors that influence the success of the business model; these may
include the quality of IT platforms and operational and resource capacity; and even
key people;
c. franchise: competent authorities may determine the strength of relationships with
customers, suppliers and partners; this may include the investment firm’s reliance
upon its reputation, the effectiveness of branches, the loyalty of customers and the
effectiveness of partnerships; and
d. areas of competitive advantage: competent authorities may also determine the
areas in which the investment firm has a competitive advantage over its peers;
these may include any of the above, such as the quality of the investment firm’s IT
platforms, or other factors such as the investment firm’s global network, the scale
of its business or its product proposition.
e. ML/TF risks: in the analysis, competent authorities should consider any indications
that the business model and activities give rise to increased ML/TF risks, including
cash transactions or establishment or use of legal entities in high-risk third
countries, as identified in accordance with Article 9 of Directive (EU) 2015/849.
Where present, these indications should be complemented by quantitative
analysis, as appropriate, focusing in particular on the materiality of the revenues
and the income from operations run in such high risk third countries, the
concentrations of exposures to customers for which the investment firms apply
enhanced customer due diligence as set out in Chapter II, Section 3 of Directive
2015/849.

4.6 Analysis of the strategy
81. Competent authorities should undertake a quantitative and qualitative forward-looking
analysis of the investment firm’s financial projections and strategic plan to understand the
assumptions, plausibility and riskiness of its business strategy.
82. Areas for analysis by competent authorities may include:
a. overall strategy: competent authorities may consider the main quantitative and
qualitative management objectives;
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b. projected financial performance: competent authorities may consider projected
financial performance, covering the same or similar metrics as those covered in the
quantitative analysis of the current business model;
c. success drivers of the strategy: competent authorities may determine the key
changes proposed to the current business model to meet the objectives;
d. assumptions: competent authorities may determine the plausibility and
consistency of the assumptions made by the investment firm that drive its strategy
and forecasts; these may include assumptions in areas such as macro-economic
metrics, market dynamics, volume and margin growth in key products, segments
and geographies, etc.; and
e. execution capabilities: competent authorities may determine the investment firm’s
execution capabilities based on the management’s track record in adhering to
previous strategies and forecasts, and the complexity and ambition of the strategy
set compared to the current business model.

4.7 Assessing business model viability
83. Having conducted the analyses covered in Sections 4.4 and 4.5, competent authorities
should form, or update, their view on the viability of the investment firm’s current business
model on the basis of its ability to generate acceptable returns over the following 12
months, given its quantitative performance, key success drivers and dependencies and
business environment.
84. Competent authorities may assess the level of returns against the following criteria:
a. return on equity (ROE) against cost of equity (COE) or equivalent measure:
competent authorities may consider whether the business model generates a
return above cost (excluding one-offs) on the basis of ROE against COE; other
metrics, such as return on assets or risk-adjusted return on capital, as well as
considering changes in these measures through the cycle, may also support this
assessment;
b. cash-flow structure: competent authorities may consider whether the cash-flow
mix is appropriate to the business model and to the strategy; volatility or
mismatches in the cash-flow generation may mean that a business model or
strategy, even one that generates returns above costs, may not be viable or
sustainable given the current or future business environment; and
c. risk appetite: competent authorities may consider whether the investment firm’s
business model or strategy relies on a risk appetite, for individual risks (e.g. firm,
customers, market) or more generally, that is considered high or is an outlier
amongst the peer group.

4.8 Assessing the sustainability of the investment firm’s strategy
85. Having conducted the analyses covered in Sections 4.4 to 4.6, competent authorities should
form, or update, their view on the sustainability of the investment firm’s strategy over a
forward-looking period taking into account its strategic plans and financial forecasts and
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the supervisory assessment of the business environment. Such forward-looking period
should cover at least 3 years but could be extended to match the next expected full SREP
assessment, in line with the minimum engagement model specified in Title 2.
86. In particular, competent authorities may assess the sustainability of the investment firm’s
strategy based on:
a. the plausibility of the investment firm’s assumptions and projected financial
performance compared to the supervisory view of the current and future business
environment;
b. the impact on the projected financial performance of the supervisory view of the
business environment (where this differs from the investment firm’s assumptions);
and
c. the risk level of the strategy (i.e. the complexity and ambition of the strategy
compared to the current business model) and the consequent likelihood of success
based on the investment firm’s likely execution capabilities (measured by the
investment firm’s success in executing previous strategies of a similar scale or the
performance against the strategic plan so far).
87. For non-complex investment firms and where financial projections are not available, or not
reliable, competent authorities may assess the sustainability of the investment firm’s
strategy in a qualitative manner focusing on:
a. the overall planned growth per significant business activities and potential impact
of the business environment on the ability to realise the strategy;
b. the potential misalignment between the investment firm’s long-term profit
incentive and the interests of consumers and financial markets;
c. the consistency of the investment firm’s strategy with its risk appetite.

4.9 Identification of key vulnerabilities
88. Having conducted the BMA, competent authorities should assess the key vulnerabilities to
which the investment firm’s business model and strategy expose it or may expose it,
considering any of the following:
a. poor expected financial performance;
b. reliance on an unrealistic strategy;
c. excessive concentrations or volatility (e.g. of earnings, revenues and customers
subject to enhanced customer due diligence set out in Chapter II, Section 3 of
Directive 2015/849, high risk third countries in accordance with Article 9 of that
Directive);
d. excessive risk-taking;
e. cash-flow and financing structure concerns;
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f.

significant external issues (e.g. regulatory threats, such as mandating of ‘ringfencing’ of business units); and

g. ESG risks and their impact on the viability and sustainability of the business model
and long-term resilience of the investment firm.
89. Following the above assessment, competent authorities should form a view on the viability
of the investment firm’s business model and the sustainability of its strategy, and any
necessary measures to address problems and concerns.

4.10 Summary of findings and scoring
90. Based on the assessment of the viability and sustainability of the business model,
competent authorities should form an overall view on the business model viability and
strategy sustainability, and any potential risks to the viability of an investment firm
stemming from this assessment. This view should be reflected in a summary of findings,
accompanied by a viability score based on the considerations specified in the table below.
Table 3. Supervisory considerations for assigning a score for business model analysis

Score

Supervisory view

Considerations
▪

▪

1

The business model
and strategy pose
low level of risk to
the viability of the
investment firm.

▪

▪

▪

▪

2

The business model
and strategy pose a
medium-low level
of risk to the
viability of the
investment firm.

▪
▪

▪

The investment firm generates strong and stable
returns which are acceptable given its risk appetite and
funding structure.
There are no material asset concentrations or
unsustainable concentrated sources of income.
The investment firm has a strong competitive position
in its chosen markets and a strategy likely to reinforce
this.
The investment firm has financial forecasts drawn up
on the basis of plausible assumptions about the future
business environment.
Strategic plans are appropriate given the current
business model and management execution
capabilities.
The investment firm generates average returns
compared to peers and/or historic performance which
are broadly acceptable given its risk appetite and
funding structure.
There are some asset concentrations or concentrated
sources of income.
The investment firm faces competitive pressure on its
products/services in one or more key markets. Some
doubt about its strategy to address the situation.
The investment firm has financial forecasts drawn up
on the basis of optimistic assumptions about the future
business environment.
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▪

Strategic plans are reasonable given the current
business model and management execution
capabilities, but not without risk.

▪

The investment firm generates returns that are often
weak or not stable, or relies on a risk appetite or
funding structure to generate appropriate returns that
raise supervisory concerns.
There are significant asset concentrations or
concentrated sources of income.
The investment firm has a weak competitive position
for its products/services in its chosen markets, and
may have few business lines with good prospects. The
investment firm’s market share may be declining
significantly. There are doubts about its strategy to
address the situation.
The investment firm has financial forecasts drawn up
on the basis of overly optimistic assumptions about the
future business environment.
Strategic plans may not be plausible given the current
business model and management execution
capabilities.

▪

3

The business model
and strategy pose a
medium-high level
of risk to the
viability of the
investment firm.

▪

▪

▪

▪

▪

4

The business model
and strategy pose a
high level of risk to
the viability of the
investment firm.

▪

▪

▪

The investment firm generates very weak and highly
unstable returns, or relies on an unacceptable risk
appetite or funding structure to generate appropriate
returns.
The investment firm has extreme asset concentrations
or unsustainable concentrated sources of income.
The investment firm has a very poor competitive
position for its products/services in its chosen markets
and participates in business lines with very weak
prospects. Strategic plans are very unlikely to address
the situation.
The investment firm has financial forecasts drawn up
on the basis of very unrealistic assumptions about the
future business environment.
Strategic plans are not plausible given the current
business model and management execution
capabilities.

Consultation questions
Question 2. Do you agree with our proposal regarding business model analysis? Are there any other
drivers of business model/strategy that you believe competent authorities should consider when
conducting the investment firms’ business model analysis?
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Title 5 Assessing internal governance
and investment firm‐wide controls
5.1 General considerations
91. Competent authorities should assess whether or not an investment firm’s internal
governance arrangements are adequate for and commensurate with the investment firm’s
risk profile, business model, nature, size and complexity. They should identify the extent to
which the investment firm complies with the applicable EU and national requirements
regarding sound internal governance arrangements and identify any shortcomings.
Competent authorities should evaluate in particular whether or not the internal
governance arrangements ensure the sound management of risks and include appropriate
internal controls and oversight. Competent authorities should establish if there are
material risks posed by poor internal governance arrangements and their potential effect
on the risk profile sustainability of the investment firm.
92. For SREP, the assessment of the investment firm’s internal governance and controls should
include, having regard to the application of the principle of proportionality, an assessment
of the following areas:
a. the overall internal governance framework, which should include a clear
organisational structure and appropriate corporate risk culture;
b. the composition, organisation and functioning of the management body and its
committees, where established;
c. remuneration policies and practices;
d. the internal control framework, which should include an independent compliance,
and, where applicable, internal risk management and internal audit functions;
e. risk management framework, including ICAAP and ILAAP;
f.

new products and significant changes, including material changes to products,
systems and processes as well as exceptional transactions;

g. outsourcing policy and strategy, and third party risk management;
h. AML and CTF policies and procedures;
i.

Information and communication technology; and

j.

business continuity planning.

93. The assessment of internal governance should inform the specific assessment of risk
management and controls as specified in Titles 6 and 8 as well as the SREP capital
assessment in Title 7 and the SREP liquidity assessment in Title 9. Likewise, a risk-by-risk
analysis of internal capital adequacy and assessment process reviewed under Title 7, and
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any deficiencies identified thereby, should inform the assessment of the overall risk
management framework assessed under this title.
94. In line with the EBA Guidelines on internal governance13, the assessment of the internal
governance framework should include the assessment of the existence of governance
arrangements and mechanisms to ensure that the investment firm complies with
applicable AML/CFT requirements.

Principle of proportionality
95. Competent authorities should have regard to the principle of proportionality with a view
to ensure that the internal governance arrangements established by investment firms
including within the context of investment firm groups, are consistent with the individual
risk profile of the firm and the group, commensurate to their size and internal organization,
relevant to their business model, suitable for the nature, scale and complexity of their
activities and sufficient to effectively achieve the objectives of the relevant regulatory
requirements.
96. For the purpose of the above paragraph, and having regard to the variety of different
business models under which investment firms and investment firm groups operate, it
should be ensured that investment firms with a more complex organisation or with a larger
scale should have more sophisticated governance arrangements, while investment firms
with a simpler organisation or with a smaller scale or less complex activities may implement
simpler governance arrangements.
97. Criteria for the application of the principle of proportionality such as the following may be
considered for assessing the internal governance:
a. the size in terms of the balance-sheet of the investment firm and its subsidiaries
within the scope of prudential consolidation;
b. the assets under management;
c.

whether the investment firm is authorized to hold client money or assets;

d. the assets safeguarded and administered;
e. the volume of client orders handled;
f.

the volume of daily trading flow;

g. the geographical presence of the investment firms and the size of its operations in
each jurisdiction, including in third countries jurisdictions;
h. the legal form of the investment firm, including whether the investment firm is part
of a group and, if so, the proportionality assessment for the group;
i.

13

whether the investment firm is authorised to use internal models for the
measurement of capital requirements, as referred to in Article 22 of Regulation
(EU) 2019/2033;

EBA Guidelines on Internal Governance (EBA-GL-2017-11).
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j.

the type of authorised activities, the services performed by the investment firm
(e.g. Sections A and B of Annex I to Directive 2014/65/EU) and other services (e.g.
clearing services) performed by the investment firm;

k. the underlying business model and strategy; the nature and complexity of the
business activities, and the investment firm’s organisational structure
l.

the risk strategy, risk appetite and actual risk profile of the investment firm, taking
into account also the result of the SREP capital and SREP liquidity assessments;

m. the ownership and funding structure of the investment firm;
n. the type of clients;
o. the complexity of the financial instruments or contracts;
p. the outsourced functions and distribution channels;
q. the existing information and communication systems and technology (ICT),
including continuity systems and outsourcing functions in this area;
98. For the appropriate application of the SREP in the case of investment firms classified, in
accordance with Title 2, to category 3 adjusted minimum requirements are provided in the
respective sections of this title.
99. For investment firms which meet the conditions for qualifying as small and non‐
interconnected investment firms set out in Article 12(1) of Regulation (EU) 2019/2033
(Class 3 firms) competent authorities should review their organisational arrangements as
they deem appropriate, having regard to the applicable regulatory requirements.

5.2 Overall internal governance framework
100. In line with Article 26 of Directive (EU) 2019/2034, the EBA Guidelines on internal
governance, the EBA Guidelines on sound remuneration policies 14 , Regulation (EU)
2017/56515 and the Joint ESMA and EBA Guidelines on the assessment of the suitability of
members of the management body and key function holders 16 , the assessment of the
internal governance framework by competent authorities should include an assessment of
whether the investment firm demonstrates at least that:
a. the management body has set, approved and oversees an adequate and effective
internal governance and internal control framework that includes a suitable and
transparent organisational and operational structure and well-functioning internal
control framework, including sound administration and accounting procedures and
a permanent and effective compliance function and, where appropriate and
proportionate, internal risk management and internal audit functions that have
14

EBA Guidelines on sound remuneration policies (EBA/GL/2015/22).

15

COMMISSION DELEGATED REGULATION (EU) 2017/565 of 25 April 2016 supplementing Directive 2014/65/EU of the
European Parliament and of the Council as regards organisational requirements and operating conditions for investment
firms and defined terms for the purposes of that Directive (OJ L 087 31.3.2017, p. 1).
16

Joint ESMA and EBA Guidelines on the assessment of suitability of members of the management body and key function
holders (EBA-GL-2017-12).
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sufficient authority, stature and resources to perform their functions
independently. Where investment firms do not establish and maintain a risk
management function and an internal audit function, competent authorities
should ensure that the policies and procedures adopted and implemented for an
internal control framework achieve the same outcome with the ultimate
responsibility remaining with the management body;
b. the management body ensures and periodically assesses the effectiveness of the
investment firm’s internal governance arrangements and takes appropriate steps
to address any identified deficiencies;
c. the management body has set, approved and oversees the overall business and risk
strategy, including the setting of investment firm’s risk appetite and its risk
management framework, including adequate policies and procedures;
d. the management body knows and understands the legal, organisational and
operational structure of the investment firm (‘know your structure’), in particular
where the investment firm involves complex structures, and ensures that it is
consistent with its approved business and risk strategies and risk appetite;
e. the investment firm has an appropriate and transparent corporate structure that
is ‘fit for purpose’ and that does not raise concerns that the investment firm might
be used for purposes connected with financial crime and a sound corporate and
risk culture that is comprehensive and proportionate to the nature, scale and
complexity of the risks inherent within the business model and the investment
firm's activities and consistent with the investment firm’s risk appetite;
f.

the investment firm promotes and ensures a risk culture and high ethical
professional standards, e.g. through a code of conduct, and implemented
appropriate internal alert policies and procedures;

g. there is clear, strong and effective communication of strategies, corporate values,
the code of conduct, risk and other policies to all relevant staff;
h. the management body established, approved and oversees the implementation
and maintenance of effective policies and processes to identify, assess, manage
and mitigate or prevent actual and potential conflicts of interest at firm level as
well as between the investment firm and the private interests of staff, including
members of the management body, which could adversely influence the
performance of their duties and responsibilities,
i.

the management body has set out and ensures the implementation of a framework
for entering into loans and other transactions, with members of the management
body and their related parties;

j.

investment firms have put in place and maintain appropriate internal alert policies
and procedures for staff to report potential or actual breaches of Regulation (EU)
2019/2033 and national provisions transposing Directive 2019/2034/EU through a
specific, independent and autonomous channel;
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k. a selection and suitability assessment process for the members of the management
body and key function holders has been implemented;
l.

arrangements aimed at ensuring the integrity of the accounting and financial
reporting systems, including financial and operational controls and compliance
with the law and relevant standards have been implemented;

m. the internal governance framework is set, overseen and regularly assessed by the
management body; and
n. strategies, policies and procedures are communicated to all relevant staff
throughout an investment firm and the structures of an investment firm and are
clear, efficient and transparent to the investment firm’s staff, shareholders and
other stakeholders and to the competent authority.

Category 3 investment firms
101. For the purpose of proportionality and where category 3 investment firms are
concerned, competent authorities should at least assess whether the management body
has set, approved and oversees an adequate and effective internal governance and internal
control framework that includes a suitable and transparent organisational and operational
structure and well-functioning internal control mechanisms and functions such as a
permanent and effective compliance function and, where appropriate and proportionate,
internal risk management and internal audit functions that have sufficient authority,
stature and resources to perform their functions independently. Where investment firms
do not establish and maintain an internal risk management function and an internal audit
function, competent authorities should assess whether the policies and procedures
adopted and implemented for an internal control framework achieve the same outcome
with the ultimate responsibility remaining with the management body.

5.3 Organisation and functioning of the management body
102. In accordance with Articles 26 and 28 of Directive (EU) 2019/2034, the EBA Guidelines
on internal governance and Joint ESMA and EBA Guidelines on the assessment of the
suitability of members of the management body and key function holders, competent
authorities should assess at least whether:
a. arrangements aimed at ensuring that the individual and collective suitability of the
management body and the individual suitability of key function holders are
implemented and carried out effectively, upon appointment, when material
changes happen, and on an ongoing basis, including notification to the relevant
competent authorities;
b. the composition of the management body is appropriate and the management
body performs its functions effectively;
c. effective interaction exists between the management body in its management and
supervisory functions;
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d. the management body in its management function appropriately directs the
business and the supervisory function oversees and monitors management
decision-making and actions;
e. appropriate internal governance practices and procedures are in place for the
management body and its committees, where established; and
f.

all members of the management body are informed about the overall activity,
financial and risk situation of the investment firm with clear, effective and well
transparent reporting lines.

Category 3 investment firms
103. For the purpose of proportionality and where category 3 investment firms are
concerned, competent authorities should at least assess whether
a. the management body has ultimate and overall responsibility for the investment
firm and defines, oversees and is accountable for the implementation of the
governance arrangements within the investment firm that ensure effective and
prudent management of the investment firm, including the management of risks
to which it is exposed;
b. the composition of the management body is appropriate and the management
body performs its functions effectively.

5.4 Remuneration policies and practices
104. Competent authorities should assess whether the investment firm has remuneration
policies and practices that are gender neutral, as specified in Articles 25 to 26 and 30 to 33
of Directive (EU) 2019/2034 and the EBA Guidelines on sound remuneration policies under
Directive (EU) 2019/2034, in particular for categories of staff including senior management,
risk takers, staff engaged in control functions and any employees receiving overall
remuneration equal to at least the lowest remuneration received by senior management
or risk takers, whose professional activities have a material impact on the investment firm’s
risk profile or assets under management.
105.

Competent authorities should assess at least whether:
a. the remuneration policy for all staff is consistent with the investment firm’s
business and risk strategies, corporate culture and values, the long-term interests
of the investment firm and the measures taken to avoid conflicts of interest, is
gender neutral and does not encourage excessive risk taking and is maintained,
approved and overseen by the management body;
b. staff whose professional activities have a material impact on the investment firm’s
risk profile or assets under management are identified appropriately and in line
with regulatory technical standard under Article 30(4) of Directive (EU) 2019/2034;
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c. variable remuneration does not affect the investment firms ability to ensure a
sound capital base and is awarded in compliance with the requirements in Article
32 of Directive (EU) 2019/2034;
d. remuneration of internal control functions where established is not linked to the
performance of the activities the control functions monitor and control and does
not otherwise likely compromise their objectivity;
e. investment firms established, where applicable, a remuneration committee to
advise the management body in its supervisory function and to prepare the
decisions to be taken by this body;
f.

remuneration policy is subject to an independent internal review by internal
control functions.

Category 3 investment firms
106. When applying the principle of proportionality competent authorities should consider
the criteria laid out in the EBA Guidelines on sound remuneration policies, in particular
whether the investment firm is authorised to provide the services and activities referred to
in Directive 2014/65/EU, point (2), (3), (4), (6) and (7) of Section A of Annex 1. In such case
the competent authority should as a general principle expect a higher level of
sophistication, in particular, if the investment firm is authorised to hold clients’ money or
assets.
107. Where no remuneration committee has to be established, the requirements
concerning the remuneration committee should be construed as applying to the
management body in its supervisory function.

5.5 Internal control framework and functions
5.5.1 Internal control framework
108. For all investment firms, regardless of their size, competent authorities should assess
whether the investment firm has an internal control framework appropriate to the nature,
scale and complexity of the investment firms’ activities. This assessment should include, at
least whether:
a. investment firms implement the internal control framework covering the whole
organisation, including the management body’s responsibilities and tasks, and the
activities of all business lines and internal units, including internal control functions,
outsourced activities and distribution channels;
b. investment firms establish, maintain and regularly update adequate written
internal control policies, mechanisms and procedures, which should be approved
by the management body;
c. investment firms’ business lines are responsible for managing the risks they incur
in conducting their activities and have controls in place that aim to ensure
compliance with internal and external requirements;
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d. the management body is responsible for establishing and monitoring the adequacy
and effectiveness of the internal control framework, processes and mechanisms,
and for overseeing all business lines and internal units, including internal control
functions;
e. where applicable, the internal control framework of the investment firm is adapted
on an individual basis to the specificity of its business, its complexity and the
associated risks, taking into account the group context;
f.

there is a clear, transparent and documented decision-making process and a clear
allocation of responsibilities and authority within its internal control framework,
including its business lines, internal units and internal control functions;

g. there is exchange of the information necessary, including policies, mechanisms and
procedures and their updates, in a timely manner that ensures that the
management body, each business line and internal unit, including each internal
independent control function, is able to carry out its duties;
h. internal control functions regularly submit to the management body timely,
accurate, concise, comprehensive, clear and useful written reports on major
identified deficiencies and such reports include, for each new identified major
deficiency, the relevant risks involved, an impact assessment, recommendations
and corrective measures to be taken;
i.

internal control functions have access and can report directly to the management
body in its supervisory function, to raise concerns if necessary;

j.

the management body follows up on the findings of the internal control functions
in a timely and effective manner and requires adequate remedial actions and a
formal follow-up procedure on findings and corrective measures taken.

5.5.2 Risk management function
109. In line with the EBA Guidelines on internal governance, competent authorities should
assess whether, where appropriate and proportionate, the investment firm has an
independent risk management function with sufficient authority, stature, resources and,
where necessary, direct access to the management body in its supervisory function and its
committees, where established, including in particular the risk committee.
110. Where the investment firm has established a risk management function, competent
authorities should assess whether such function:
a.

is a central organisational feature covering the whole investment firm and
structured so that it can implement risk policies and control the risk management
framework and is actively involved in all material risk management decisions;

b.

ensures that all risks are identified, assessed, measured, monitored, managed and
properly reported on by the relevant business lines or internal units in the
investment firm and that the risk strategy is complied with;
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c. independently assesses breaches of risk appetite or limits and informs the business
units concerned and the management body, recommending possible remedies;
d.

is involved in the evaluation of the impact of changes to processes or systems of
the investment firm impacting the firm’s and group’s overall risk and any
exceptional transactions, and reports its findings directly to the management body
before a decision is taken.

111. Where investment firms do not establish and maintain a risk management function,
competent authorities should verify that the responsibilities of such function are
appropriately allocated to the staff in charge of the established procedures and ultimately
to the management body, who may delegate the operational tasks internally or externally.
Competent authorities should assess whether the investment firms are able to
demonstrate that the policies and procedures adopted and implemented for an internal
control framework achieve effectively the same outcome as if such function were
established.

5.5.3 Compliance function
112. For all investment firms, regardless of their size, competent authorities should, in line
with the EBA Guidelines on internal governance, assess at least whether:
a. an effective, independent and permanent internal compliance function is
established and reports directly to and is supervised by the management body;
b. the head of the internal compliance function operates with the appropriate
authority and stature needed to fulfil his task and, where applicable, does so at an
adequate hierarchical level;
c. the implementation of a documented compliance policy, which is communicated
to all staff, is overseen by the management body;
d. the compliance function ensures that compliance monitoring is carried out through
a structured and well documented compliance programme and that the
compliance policy is observed.

5.5.4 Internal audit function
113. Where an internal audit function is established, competent authorities should, in line
with the EBA Guidelines on internal governance, assess at least whether such function:
a. has sufficient authority, stature and resources to perform their tasks and is
independent and effective;
b. adheres to national and international professional standards;
c. following a risk-based approach performs its work in accordance with an internal
audit plan, which is drawn up at least once a year on the basis of the annual internal
audit control objectives and which is approved by the management body;
d. assesses whether the investment firm’s internal control framework is effective and
efficient;
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e. independently reviews and provides objective assurance of the compliance of all
activities and units of the investment firm, including outsourced activities, with the
investment firm’s policies and procedures and with external requirements; and
f.

verifies the integrity of the processes ensuring the reliability of the investment
firm’s methods and techniques, and the assumptions and sources of information
used in its internal models and evaluates the quality and use of qualitative risk
identification and assessment tools and the risk mitigation measures taken.

114. Where investment firms do not establish and maintain an internal audit function, the
responsibilities of such function are with the staff in charge of the established procedures
and ultimately the management body, who may delegate the operational tasks internally
or externally. Competent authorities should assess, whether the investment firms are able
to demonstrate upon request that the policies and procedures adopted and implemented
for an internal control framework achieve effectively the same outcome as if such function
were established. Moreover, where such function is outsourced to a service provider,
competent authorities should refer to section 5.8 of these Guidelines.

5.6 Risk management framework
115. Competent authorities should assess whether the investment firm has established an
appropriate risk management framework and risk management processes. Competent
authorities should review at least:
a. the risk strategy, risk appetite and risk management framework;
b. the ICAAP and ILAAP framework;
c. stress testing capabilities and results.

5.6.1 Risk management framework, risk appetite and strategy
116. When assessing the risk management framework, competent authorities should
consider the extent to which it is embedded in, and how it influences, the overall strategy
of the investment firm. Competent authorities should, in particular, assess if there are
appropriate and consistent links between the business strategy, the risk strategy, risk
appetite and risk management framework, and the capital and liquidity management
frameworks.
117. When reviewing the risk strategy, risk appetite and risk management framework of an
investment firm, competent authorities should assess at least whether:
a. investment firms have a holistic investment firm-wide risk management framework
extending across all its business lines and internal units, including internal control
functions, recognising fully the economic substance of all its risk exposures
including the risks the investment firm poses to itself, its customers and markets
and liquidity risk in particular those which can have a material impact on or deplete
the level of own funds available;
b. the risk management framework encompasses all relevant risks with appropriate
consideration of both financial and non-financial risks;
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c. the investment firm when identifying and measuring or assessing risks, not only
uses quantitative assessment methodologies (including stress testing), but also
qualitative risk assessment tools (including expert judgement and critical analysis);
d. there is effective risk reporting involving sound internal consideration and
communication of risk strategy and relevant risk data (e.g. exposures and key risk
indicators), both horizontally across the investment firms and up and down the
management chain;
e. the investment firm’s risk management framework includes policies, procedures,
risk limits and risk controls ensuring adequate, timely and continuous
identification, measurement or assessment, monitoring, management, mitigation
and reporting of the risks at the business line, at the investment firm level and,
where relevant, at consolidated level;
f.

the risk strategy and risk appetite translate all material risks into specific risk limits;

g. the risk strategy and appetite appropriately consider the risk tolerance and
financial resources of the investment firm and take into account supervisory own
funds and liquidity requirements and other supervisory measures and
requirements;
h. the investment firm has established processes for the approval of decisions on
which the compliance function or, where relevant, the risk management function,
have expressed a negative view.

5.6.2 Framework for Internal capital adequacy assessment process and internal riskassessment process (ICARAP)
118. Competent authorities should assess, whether investment firms, which are not small
and non-interconnected investment firms according to Article 12 of Regulation (EU)
2019/2033 or for which competent authorities excercised the discretion envisaged in the
second subparagraph of Article 24(2) of Directive (EU) 2019/2034, have sound, effective
and comprehensive arrangements, strategies and processes in place to assess and maintain
on an ongoing basis the amounts, types and distribution of internal capital and liquid assets
that they consider adequate to cover the nature and level of risks which they may pose to
others and to which the investment firms themselves are or might be exposed. Such
arrangements, strategies and processes should be part of an internal capital adequacy and
risk assessment process, further split into an internal capital adequacy assessment process
(ICAAP) and an internal liquidity adequacy assessment process (ILAAP).
119. In the case of investment firms which meet the conditions for qualifying as small and
non‐interconnected investment firms set out in Article 12(1) of Regulation (EU) 2019/2033
being requested by their competent authorities to apply the requirements according to
Article 24(2) of Directive (EU) 2019/2034, the competent authorities should perform the
assessment as deemed appropriate.
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120. These assessments should contribute to the determination of additional own funds
requirements and the assessment of capital adequacy as outlined in Title 7 as well as to the
evaluation of liquidity adequacy as outlined in Title 9.

Soundness of the ICARAP
121. When assessing the soundness of the ICARAP, competent authorities should assess,
where relevant distinguishing between the ICAAP and the ILAAP, whether:
a. the arrangements, strategies and processes constituting the ICARAP is appropriate
and proportionate to the nature, size and complexity of the investment firm’s
activities;
b. the arrangements, strategies and processes constituting the ICARAP is regularly
reviewed by the investment firm;
c. methodologies and assumptions applied by investment firms are appropriate and
grounded in solid empirical input data;
d. whether the confidence level is consistent with the risk appetite;
e. whether the definition and composition of available internal capital or liquidity
resources considered by the investment firm for the ICARAP is consistent with the
risks measured by the investment firm and are eligible for the calculation of own
funds and liquidity buffers.

Effectiveness of the ICARAP
122. When assessing the effectiveness of the ICARAP, competent authorities should assess,
where relevant distinguishing between the ICAAP and ILAAP, whether:
a. the investment firm considers the ICARAP and its results in the decision-making
and management processes at all levels in the investment firm (e.g. limit setting,
performance measurement, etc.);
b. the investment firm uses the ICARAP and its results in its risk, capital and liquidity
management;
c. the investment firm has policies, procedures and tools to facilitate:
i. clear identification of the functions and/or relevant committees
responsible for the different elements of the ICARAP (e.g. modelling and
quantification, internal auditing and validation, monitoring and reporting,
issue escalation, etc.);
ii. capital and liquidity planning: the calculation of capital and liquidity
resources on a forward-looking basis in connection with the overall
strategy or significant transactions;
iii. the allocation and monitoring of capital and liquidity resources among
business lines and risk types (e.g. risk limits defined for business lines,
entities or individual risks are consistent with the objective of ensuring the
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overall adequacy of the investment firm’s internal capital and liquidity
resources);
iv. the regular and prompt reporting of capital and liquidity adequacy to
senior management and to the management body, and
v. senior management or management body awareness and actions where
business strategy and/or significant individual transactions may be
inconsistent with the ICAAP and available internal capital (e.g. seniormanagement approval of a significant transaction where the transaction is
likely to have a material impact on available internal capital) or with the
ILAAP and available internal liquidity resources;
d. whether the management body demonstrates appropriate commitment to and
knowledge of the ICARAP and its outcomes;
e. the ICARAP is forward-looking in nature by assessing the consistency of internal
capital and liquidity assets with strategic plans.

Comprehensiveness of the ICARAP
123. Competent authorities should assess the appropriateness of the ICARAP’s coverage of
the investment firm’s business model, business lines, activities and legal entities. On the
basis of this assessment, competent authorities should ensure the appropriateness of the
ICARAP’s identification and assessment of risks to which the investment firm is or might be
exposed or pose to others, and the ICARAP’s compliance with legal requirements. In
particular, they should assess:
a. whether the ICARAP is implemented homogenously and proportionately for all the
relevant investment firm’s business lines, activities and legal entities with respect
to risk identification and assessment;
b. where any entity has different internal governance arrangements or processes
from the other entities of the group, whether these deviations are justified (e.g.
the adoption of advanced models by only part of the group may be justified by a
lack of sufficient data to estimate parameters for some business lines, activities or
legal entities, provided that these business lines,activities or legal entities do not
represent a source of risk concentration for the rest of the portfolio).

5.6.3 Investment firm’s assessment of cyclical economic fluctuations
124. Competent authorities should ensure the investment firms perform a comprehensive
assessment of the risks which are material to their business and operating model, to the
composition of their portfolio or to their trading strategies. This should include an
assessment of these risks in the context of cyclical economic fluctuations and of the impact
such fluctuations may have on the investment firms’ ability to meet its own funds
requirements, to fund its ongoing business operations or to orderly wind-down.
125. Competent authorities should ensure investment firms performing activities referred
to in point (3) or (6) of Section A of Annex I to Directive 2014/65/EU conduct more in-depth
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assessment using stress test(s) or sensitivity analysis, expecting them to reflect a scope and
level of sophistication appropriate to the nature, scale, and complexity of the investment
firms’ activities.
126. Competent authorities should review investment firms’ assessments of cyclical
economic fluctuations, if relevant in the form of stress testing or sensitivity analysis, and
their outcomes.
Where, on the basis of such review, the investment firm’s assessments of the impacts of
cyclical economic fluctuations are sufficiently reliable, the results of such review should
inform the assessment of various SREP elements, in particular:
a. the identification of possible vulnerabilities or weaknesses in risk management and
controls on individual risk areas identified during the review should be taken into
account by the competent authorities when assessing individual risks to capital as
referred to in Title 6, or risks to liquidity as referred to in Title 8;
b. the identification of possible deficiencies in overall governance arrangements or
investment firm-wide controls identified during the review should be taken into
account;
c. the identification of relevant business vulnerabilities that should be taken into
consideration when assessing investment firms’ business model viability and
sustainability of their strategies in accordance with Title 4.
127. For investment firms performing activities referred to in point (3) or (6) of Section A of
Annex I to Directive 2014/65/EU, when assessing stress tests or sensitivity analyses, and
their results, competent authorities should pay specific attention to the appropriateness of
the selection of the relevant scenarios, and the underlying assumptions and
methodologies, as well as of the use of their results in investment firms’ risk and strategic
management. Competent authorities should assess and challenge the choice and use of
scenarios and assumptions, their severity and their relevance to the business model or to
individual business lines or portflios of the investment firm, the methodologies and risk
drivers, as well as the results of such stress tests or sensitivity analyses, in particular with
regard to the ones performed for ICARAP purposes.
128. When assessing stress tests and sensitivity analyses and their results in the case of
cross-border groups, competent authorities should consider the transferability of capital
and liquidity between the legal entities or business units during stressed conditions, as well
as the functioning of any established intra-group financial support arrangements, taking
into account the funding difficulties that might be expected in stressed conditions.
129. If competent authorities identify deficiencies in the design of the assessment of cyclical
economic fluctuations, or, where relevant, in the design of the scenarios or assumptions
used by investment firms for stress testing or sensitivity analyses, they may require
investment firms respectively to re-perform or re-run their analyses, or some specific parts
using modified assumptions provided by the competent authorities, or specific prescribed
scenarios.
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5.7 New products and significant changes
130. Competent authorities should assess whether the investment firm has in place a welldocumented New Product Approval Process (NPAP), approved by the management body
that addresses the development of new markets, products and services, including their
underlying processes and systems, and significant changes to existing products, systems
and processes, as well as exceptional transactions.
131. Competent authorities should assess whether the internal risk management function,
where established, and compliance function are appropriately involved in approving new
products or significant changes to existing products, processes and systems and that
approval of new products is linked to the adequateness of respective controls.
132. In the case that an investment firm manufactures and/or distributes financial
instruments for sale to clients, and in accordance with the ESMA Guidelines on MiFID II
product governance requirements 17, competent authorities should further assess at least
whether:
a. The manufacturing investment firm maintains, operates and reviews a process for
the approval of each financial instrument and significant adaptations of existing
financial instruments before it is marketed or distributed to clients;
b. The product approval process specifies an identifies a target market of end clients
within the relevant category of clients for each financial instrument and ensures
that all relevant risks to such identified target market are assessed and that the
intended distribution strategy is consistent with the identified target market;
c. The manufacturing and/or distributing investment firm when identifying the target
market for their investment products considers each of the following categories:
i. the type and location (EU or non-EU) of clients to whom the product is
targeted;
ii. knowledge and experience of target clients;
iii. financial situation with a focus on the ability to bear losses;
iv. risk tolerance and compatibility of the risk/reward profile of the product
with the target market;
v. clients’ objectives and needs.
d. The manufacturing investment firm ensures that its intended distribution strategy
is consistent with the identified target and takes reasonable steps to ensure that
the financial product is distributed to the identified target market;
e. The manufacturing and/or distributing investment firm reviews products on a
regular basis to assess whether the product remains consistent with the needs,

17

ESMA35-43-620 of 5 February 2018.
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characteristics and objectives of the identified target market and whether the
intended distribution strategy remains appropriate;
f.

The manufacturing investment firm makes all appropriate information on the
financial instrument and the product approval process, including the identified
target market of the financial instrument, available to any distributor;

g. The distributing investment firm, that offers or recommends financial instruments
which it does not manufacture, has adequate arrangements in place to obtain the
information provided by the manufacturer and which is necessary to understand
the characteristics and identified target market of each financial instrument.

Category 3 investment firms
133. For the purpose of proportionality and where category 3 investment firms are
concerned, competent authorities should assess at least whether the investment firm has
in place a well-documented New Product Approval Process (NPAP), approved by the
management body, that addresses the development of new markets, products and
services, and significant changes to existing ones, as well as exceptional transactions and
which includes the involvement of the relevant internal control functions.

5.8 Outsourcing
134. In the case an investment firm outsources the performance of operational functions,
which are critical or important as defined in Articles 2 (3) and 30 of the Delegated
Regulation (EU) 2017/565, including the internal control compliance, risk management and
audit procedures, the competent authority should in line with Delegated Regulation (EU)
2017/565 assess at least whether:
a. an outsourcing policy and strategy that consider the impact of outsourcing on the
investment firm’s business and the risks it faces have been implemented;
b. the investment firm ensures that the service provider has the ability, capacity,
sufficient resources, appropriate organisational structure supporting the
performance of the outsourced functions, and any authorisation required by law
to perform the outsourced functions, reliably and professionally;
c. the investment firm has established methods and procedures for assessing the
standard of performance of the service provider and for reviewing on an ongoing
basis the services provided by the service provider;
d. the investment firm effectively supervises the outsourced functions or services and
manage the risks associated with the outsourcing and to this end the firm retains
the necessary expertise and resources to supervise the outsourced functions
effectively and manage those risks;
e. the investment firm is able to terminate the arrangement for outsourcing where
necessary, with immediate effect when this is in the interests of its clients, without
detriment to the continuity and quality of its provision of services to clients;
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f.

the investment firm, its auditors and the relevant competent authorities have
effective access to data related to the outsourced functions, as well as to the
relevant business premises of the service provider, where necessary for the
purpose of effective oversight, and the competent authorities are able to exercise
those rights of access;

g. the investment firm and the service provider have established, implemented and
maintained a contingency plan for disaster recovery and periodic testing of backup
facilities, where that is necessary having regard to the function, service or activity
that has been outsourced;
h. the investment firm ensures that the continuity and quality of the outsourced
functions or services are maintained also in the event of termination of the
outsourcing either by transferring the outsourced functions or services to another
third party or by performing them itself;
i.

the respective rights and obligations of the investment firm and of the service
provider are clearly allocated and set out in a written agreement, ensuring the
investment firm’s instruction and termination rights, its rights of information, and
its right to inspections and access to books and premises.

Category 3 investment firms
135. For the purpose of proportionality and where category 3 investment firms outsource
the performance of operational functions, which are critical or important as defined in
Articles 2 (3) and 30 of the Delegated Regulation (EU) 2017/565 and include the internal
control functions for audit, compliance and risk management, to a third party the
competent authority should assess at least whether:
a. the investment firm takes reasonable steps to avoid undue additional operational
risk, including the increased exposure to financial crime;
b. the investment firm takes reasonable steps to ensure that the continuity and
quality of the outsourced functions or services are maintained also in the event of
termination of the outsourcing either by transferring the outsourced functions or
services to another third party or by performing them itself.
136. the outsourcing of important operational functions does not materially impair the
quality of its internal control and the ability of the supervisor to monitor the firm’s
compliance with all obligations.

5.9 ML/TF risks and prudential concerns
137. When analysing the internal governance framework and investment firm-wide
controls, competent authorities should also take into account the assessments received
from AML/CFT supervisors, and evaluate whether these give rise to prudential concerns.
This could be the case in particular where findings point to material weaknesses in an
institution’s AML/CFT systems and controls. Conversely, where the competent authority’s
assessment indicates the shortcomings in an institution’s internal controls and governance
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framework and investment firm-wide controls give rise to prudential concerns related to
ML/TF risk, competent authorities should share the outcome of that assessment with
AML/CFT supervisors.
138. Competent authorities should assess whether the investment firm’s overall governance
framework includes also the management of the ML/TF risks.
139. In line with the EBA Guidelines on internal governance and Joint ESMA and EBA
Guidelines on the assessment of the suitability of the members of the management body
and key function holders, competent authorities should assess from a prudential
perspective, among others whether:
a. arrangements are in place to ensure a clear allocation of competences and
responsibilities of the management body and of the internal control functions in
relation to ML/TF risks;
b. the management body has adequate knowledge, skills and experience regarding
the ML/TF risks and sets out relevant procedures;
c. without prejudice to the national transposition of Directive (EU) 2015/849 a
member of the management body is responsible for the implementation of the
laws, regulations and administrative provisions necessary to comply with that
Directive;
d. the management body’s responsibility for setting, approving and overseeing the
institution’s business strategy and risk strategy takes into account the necessity to
ensure that at all times effective arrangements for compliance with AML/CFT
requirements are in place.

Category 3 investment firms
140. For the purpose of proportionality, where lower ML/TF risk is justified by the types of
clients and the nature, scale and complexity of activities of the investment firm allow,
competent authorities should assess at least whether the investment firm’s overall
governance framework includes also the management of the ML/TF risks

5.10 Information and communication technologies
141. Competent authorities should assess whether the investment firm has sound, effective
and reliable information systems and whether their internal control functions have
appropriate IT systems and support at their disposal with access to the internal and external
information necessary to meet their responsibilities.
142. In particular, competent authorities should assess whether the investment firm is able
to safeguard the security of its network and information systems to ensure confidentiality,
integrity and availability of their processes, data and assets.
143. Competent authorities should assess whether the information systems effectively
support the investment firm’s business and risk management.
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5.11 Business contingency and continuity planning
144. Competent authorities should assess whether the investment firm has established an
effective business continuity management to ensure its ability to operate on an ongoing
basis and to limit losses in the event of severe business disruption.
145.

Competent authorities should assess whether an investment firm:
a. has put in place and tested contingency and business continuity plans to ensure
that the investment firm reacts appropriately to emergencies and is able to
maintain its critical business activities and functions if there is disruption to its
ordinary business procedures;
b. has adequately documented and implemented its contingency and business
continuity plans.

5.12 Application at the consolidated level and implications for
group entities
146. At the consolidated level, in addition to the elements covered in the sections above,
competent authorities should assess whether:
a. the management body of the consolidating investment firm understands both the
organisation of the group and the roles of its different entities, and the links and
relationships among them;
b. the organisational and legal structure of the group is clear and transparent, and
suitable for the size and the complexity of the business and operations;
c. the investment firm has established an effective group-wide management
information and reporting system applicable to all business units and legal entities,
and this information is available to the management body of the investment firm’s
parent undertaking on a timely basis;
d. the management body of the consolidating investment firm has established
consistent group-wide strategies, including a group wide risk strategy and appetite
framework;
e. group risk management covers all material risks regardless of whether the risk
arises from entities not subject to consolidation (including SPVs, SPEs, and property
firms) and establishes a comprehensive view on all risks;
f.

where established, the group-wide internal audit function is independent, has a
group-wide risk based audit plan, is appropriately staffed and resourced, has
appropriate stature and has a direct reporting line to the management body of the
consolidating investment firm.

147. When conducting the assessment of internal governance and investment firm-wide
controls at subsidiary level, in addition to the elements listed in this title, competent
authorities should assess whether group-wide policies and procedures are implemented
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consistently at subsidiary level and whether group entities have taken steps to ensure that
their operations are compliant with all applicable laws and regulations.

5.13 Summary of findings and scoring
148. Following the above assessments, competent authorities should form a view on the
adequacy of the investment firm’s internal governance arrangements and investment firmwide controls. This view should be reflected in a summary of findings, accompanied by a
viability score based on the considerations specified in Table 4.
Table 4. Supervisory considerations for assigning a score for internal governance and investment firmwide controls

Score

1

2

Supervisory view

Deficiencies
in
internal
governance and
investment firmwide
control
arrangements
pose a low level
of risk to the
viability of the
investment firm.

Deficiencies
in
internal
governance and
investment firmwide
control
arrangements
pose a mediumlow level of risk to
the viability of
the investment
firm.

Considerations
•

The investment firm has a robust and transparent
organisational structure with clear responsibilities and
separation of risk taking from risk management and control
functions.

•

There is a sound corporate culture, management of conflicts of
interest and whistleblowing processes.

•

The composition and functioning of the management body are
appropriate.

•

The remuneration policy is in line with the investment firm’s risk
strategy and long-term interests.

•

The risk management framework and risk management
processes are appropriate.

•

The internal control framework and internal controls are
appropriate.

•

The internal risk management, compliance and audit functions
are independent and have sufficient resources and the internal
audit function operates effectively in accordance with
established international standards and requirements.

•

Information and communication technologies are appropriate.

•

The business continuity and
arrangements are appropriate.

•

The investment firm has a largely robust and transparent
organisational structure with clear responsibilities and
separation of risk taking from risk management and control
functions.

•

There is a largely sound corporate culture, management of
conflicts of interest and whistleblowing processes.

•

The composition and functioning of the management body are
largely appropriate.

•

The remuneration policy is largely in line with the investment
firm’s risk strategy and long-term interests.

contingency

planning
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3

4

Deficiencies
in
internal
governance and
investment firmwide
control
arrangements
pose a mediumhigh level of risk
to the viability of
the investment
firm.

Deficiencies
in
internal
governance and
investment firmwide
control
arrangements
pose a high level
of risk to the
viability of the
investment firm.

•

The risk management framework and risk management
processes are largely appropriate.

•

The internal control framework and internal controls are largely
appropriate.

•

The internal risk management, compliance and audit functions
are independent and their operations are largely effective.

•

Information and communication technologies are largely
appropriate.

•

The business continuity and contingency
arrangements are largely appropriate.

•

The investment firm’s organisational structure and
responsibilities are not fully transparent and risk taking is not
fully separated from risk management and control functions.

•

There are doubts about the appropriateness of the corporate
culture, management of conflicts of interest and/or
whistleblowing processes.

•

There are doubts about the appropriateness of the composition
and functioning of the management body.

•

There are concerns that the remuneration policy may conflict
with the investment firm’s risk strategy and long-term interests.

•

There are doubts about the appropriateness of the risk
management framework and risk management processes.

•

There are doubts about the appropriateness of the internal
control framework and internal controls.

•

There are doubts about the independence and effective
operation of the internal risk management, compliance and
audit functions.

•

There are doubts about the appropriateness of information and
communication technologies.

•

There are doubts about the appropriateness of the
arrangements for business continuity and contingency
planning.

•

The investment firm’s organisational structure and
responsibilities are not transparent and risk-taking is not
separated from risk management and control functions.

•

The corporate culture, management of conflicts of interest and/
or whistleblowing processes are inappropriate.

•

The composition and functioning of the management body are
inappropriate.

•

The remuneration policy conflicts with the investment firm’s
risk strategy and long-term interests.

•

The risk management framework and the risk management
processes are inappropriate.

planning
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•

The internal risk management, compliance and/or audit
function is not independent and/or the internal audit functions
are not operating in accordance with established international
standards and requirements; operations are not effective.

•

The internal control framework and internal controls are
inappropriate.

•

The information and communication technologies are
inappropriate.

•

The business continuity and
arrangements are inappropriate.

contingency

planning

Consultation questions
Question 3. Do you agree with the proposed criteria for the assessment of internal governance
and firm-wide controls?
Question 4. What are the appropriate methods for the investment firms to analyse the potential
impact of cyclical economic fluctuations on their activities and risks? Are they currently used by
investment firms in their risk management processes?
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Title 6 Assessing risks to capital
6.1 General considerations
149. Competent authorities should assess and score the risks to capital that have been
identified as material for the investment firm. To determine the scope of the assessment,
competent authorities should first identify the sources of risks to capital to which the
investment firm is or may be exposed. To do so, competent authorities should leverage the
knowledge gained from the assessment of other SREP elements, from the comparison of
the investment firm’s position to peers and from any other supervisory activities.
150.
The purpose of this title is to provide common methodologies to be considered for
assessing individual risks and risk management and controls. It is not intended to be
exhaustive and gives leeway to competent authorities to take into account other additional
criteria that may be deemed relevant based on their experience and the specific features
of the investment firm.
151. This title provides competent authorities with guidance for the assessment of risks and
costs related to potential orderly wind-down of the investment firm as well as guidelines
for the assessment and scoring of the following categories of risk to capital in the ongoing
activities of investment firms:
a. Risk-to-Client;
b. Risk-to-Market;
c. Risk-to-Firm;
d. other risks.
152. Paragraph 151, points (a) to (c) are applicable to the assessment of investment firms
classified to categories 1, 2 or 3, considering the scope of authorised activities of these
investment firms. Where relevant, competent authorities may take into account paragraph
151, points (a) and (c) for the assessment of small and non-complex investment firms
meeting the criteria of Article 12 of Regulation (EU) 2019/2033, taking into account the
relevance of certain sub-categories listed under the abovementioned risks to capital for
these investment firms. Competent authorities should assess the orderly wind-down of an
investment firm as well as other risks both in the case of all investment firms subject to
SREP.
153. The title also identifies a set of sub-categories within each risk category above, which
need to be taken into account when risks to capital are assessed. Depending on the
materiality of any of these sub-categories to a particular investment firm, they can be
assessed and scored individually.
154. The decision on materiality is based on the most recent available data and can be
complemented by supervisory judgment.
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155. Competent authorities should also assess other risks that are identified as material to
a specific investment firm but are not listed above. Those other risks, which cannot be
reasonably attributed to one of the three categories listed in paragraph 151, points (a) to
(c), are a separate category of risks. The following may assist with the identification process:
a. drivers of own funds requirements;
b. risks identified in the investment firm’s ICARAP or stress tests if available;
c. risks arising from the investment firm’s business model (including those identified
by other investment firms operating a similar business model);
d. information stemming from the monitoring of key indicators;
e. findings and observations from internal or external audit reports;
f.

recommendations and guidelines issued by the EBA, as well as warnings and
recommendations issued by macro-prudential authorities or the ESRB that are
relevant to the firm; and

g. reports of breaches and incidents to the competent authorities.
156. The above elements should also be taken into account by competent authorities when
they are planning the intensity of their supervisory activity in relation to the assessment of
a specific risk.
157. For Risk-to-Client, Risk-to-Market, Risk-to-Firm, as well as for fixed overheads
requirement, competent authorities should verify the investment firm’s compliance with
the minimum requirements specified in Regulation (EU) 2019/2033. However, these
guidelines allow competent authorities to extend the scope of the assessment beyond
those requirements to form a comprehensive view on risks to capital. In particular,
competent authorities should identify situations where certain risks or elements of risk are
insufficiently covered by the minimum own funds requirements, despite compliance with
the requirements of Regulation (EU) 2019/2033. For instance, the lag due to the use of
rolling average for some K-Factors may flatten activity peaks, and using tied agents instead
of internal staff results in underestimating expenses. This assessment should inform the
determination of additional own funds requirements in accordance with section 7.2.1.
158. In their implementation of the methodologies specified in this title, competent
authorities should use information coming from the monitoring of key indicators, as
specified in Title 3. Competent authorities should use other quantitative and qualitative
indicators where relevant for the purpose of this assessment.
159. When performing their assessments, competent authorities should use all available
information sources, including regulatory reporting, ad-hoc reporting, the investment
firm’s internal metrics and reports (e.g. internal audit report, risk management reports,
information from the ICARAP), on-site inspection reports and external reports (e.g. the
investment firm’s communications to investors, rating agencies). While the assessment is
intended to be firm-specific, comparison with peers should be considered to identify
potential exposure to risks to capital. For such purposes, peers should be defined on a riskby-risk basis and might differ from those identified for BMA or other analyses.
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160.

For each risk category, competent authorities should assess and reflect in the risk score:
a. inherent risk (risk exposures); and
b. the quality and effectiveness of risk management and controls.

161. Competent authorities should reflect the outcome of the assessment of each risk
category in a summary of findings that provides an explanation of the main risk drivers, and
a risk score, as specified in the following sections.

6.2 Assessment of orderly wind down of the investment firm
162. Competent authorities should identify and assess the process to orderly wind-down the
investment firm under plausible scenarios reflecting the business model and strategy of the
investment firm. The level of details of such assessment including the number of
considered scenarios should be determined taking into account the business model, scale
and complexity of activities performed by the investment firm. The assessment should
include at least the following elements:
a. identification of wind-down scenarios;
b. identification of the realistic timeframe to wind-down the investment firms; and
c. assessment of the impact of a wind-down of an investment firm on its clients,
counterparties and markets, and on the investment firm itself.

6.2.1 Identification of wind-down scenarios
163. There are many scenarios under which an investment firm may wind-down. While
performing their analysis, competent authorities should focus on one or more scenarios
under which the investment firm becomes unviable and is compelled to wind-down its
business. Some typical scenarios that may be considered by competent authorities are:
a. significant financial losses due to severe market fluctuations; and
b. loss of critical infrastructure that are impossible to timely replace.
164. To set up adequate scenarios pursuant to paragraph 163 competent authorities should
consider, where relevant, the following information, building on the analysis performed
under Title 4 (BMA):
a. legal form of the investment firm and the related applicable insolvency
requirements;
b. business model of the investment firm and related vulnerabilities;
c. key revenue and costs drivers of the investment firm;
d. key cash inflows and outflows;
e. key internal or outsourced operating tools and processes (essential IT systems);
and
f.

key business activities, especially ones that may be difficult to wind-down or that
are subject to high internal/external interconnectedness.
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165. Where recovery plan is available, if appropriate, competent authorities should rely on
the recovery plan scenarios by further stressing them to reach a wind-down (i.e. situations
where recovery options will not be available).

6.2.2. Identification of the adequate time-horizon to wind-down
166. Competent authorities should determine the adequate time horizon for the investment
firm to orderly wind-down. In particular, competent authorities should assess whether a
time-horizon longer than three months would be needed to orderly wind-down investment
firms businesses.
167. To determine the expected time-horizon of orderly wind-down, competent authorities
should take into account the aspects detailed in paragraphs 169 to 171, which can impact
the duration of wind-down. Competent authorities may also rely on the average timehorizon of orderly wind-down previously conducted for investment firms with similar
characteristics within their jurisdiction.

6.2.3. Assessment of the impact of a wind-down on clients, counterparties, and markets
168. Competent authorities should determine the various stakeholders that could be
impacted by the investment firm’s wind-down, under the analysed scenarios. While
performing their impact assessment, competent authorities should consider at least the
investment firm’s main clients, other counterparties and markets.
169. Competent authorities should perform an assessment of the impact of a wind-down on
the investment firm’s clients. Such assessment should include at least the following
aspects, to the extent the relevant information is available:
a. the ability of the investment firms to close outstanding transaction and the
consequences such closure may have on clients and on the investment firm itself
(i.e. whether the investment firm will suffer from termination penalties, or legal
fees);
b. where contracts are non-cancellable, the ability of the investment firm to handover
all of them to another financial institutions and at what costs; and
c. the ability of the investment firm to timely return client money held and assets
under the investment firm’s custody, in line with the rules introduced under
Directive 2014/65/EU.
170. Competent authorities should perform an assessment of the impact of a wind-down on
the markets on which the investment firm is operating. Competent authorities should
particularly focus on the following situations:
a. where a high share of the investment firm’s business is performed in one or some
specific markets; and
b. where the investment firm is a major business provider in a specific market.
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6.2.4. Assessment of the impact of a wind-down on the investment firm
171. Based on the analysis of the investment firm organisation structure and operating
model, competent authorities should determine the key risks to the investment firm in case
of a wind-down. Competent authorities should consider the following aspects, to the extent
they are relevant for the investment firm and the information is available:
a. the ability of the investment firm to cover its operating costs, including the costs of
maintaining its key internal or outsourced process and IT systems, permitting it to
continue to function at a level that allows for an orderly wind-down;
b. the investment firm’s ability to timely dispose of its fixed assets and absorb
associated losses;
c. the investment firm’s ability to manage/dismiss its employees, considering the
requirements of the relevant employment legislation, especially in cases where the
investment firm has cross-border entities, and the costs it may entail (considering
in particular potential severance payments);
d. the ability of the investment firm to retain key employees to perform the winddown and the costs it may entail; and
e. any other operational costs or risks that could arise during the wind-down process.

6.3 Assessment of Risk-to-Client
6.3.1 General considerations
172. Competent authorities should assess Risk-to-Client arising from all types of exposures,
including off-balance sheet exposures: assets under management, client money held,
assets safeguarded and administered, and client orders handled. They should also consider
the national laws governing segregation applicable to client money, and the availability for
the investment firm of a professional indemnity insurance as an effective tool in the
management of risks, in accordance with Article 29(1) of Directive (EU) 2019/2034.
173.In assessing Risk-to-Client, competent authorities should take into account the different

types of clients, and the nature and complexity of the investment firm’s activities regarding
these clients.

6.3.2 Assessment of inherent Risk-to-Client
174.Through the assessment of inherent Risk-to-Client, competent authorities should

determine the main drivers of the investment firm’s Risk-to-Client K-factor amounts and
evaluate the significance of the prudential impact of this risk for the investment firm. The
assessment of inherent Risk-to-Client should therefore be structured around the following
main steps:
a. preliminary assessment;
b. assessment of the nature and scale of services and activities for managing client
assets, holding client money, safeguarding client assets and handling client orders;
and
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c. assessment of the systems and processes regarding these activities.
175. Competent authorities should assess Risk-to-Client in both current and prospective
terms.
176. Where relevant, competent authorities should also conduct a more granular
assessment, potentially at the level of single clients.

Preliminary assessment
177. To determine the scope of the assessment of Risk-to-Client, competent authorities
should first identify the sources of Risk-to-Client to which the investment firm is or may be
exposed.
178.

As a minimum, competent authorities should consider the following:
a. the risk appetite with regard to Risk-to-Client, considering the business model of
the investment firm;
b. the weight of the K-factor amount for Risk-to-Client compared to the total K-factor
amount;
c. forecasts of the K-factor amount for Risk-to-Client, if available;
d. the nature, size and composition of the investment firm’s on- and off-balance sheet
client-related items;
e. if available, the cost of operational losses on the client accounts versus fees.

179. Competent authorities should perform the preliminary analysis considering the change
in the above indicators over time to form an informed view of the main drivers of the
investment firm’s Risk-to-Client.

Assets under management (AUM)
180. Competent authorities should assess the risk of incurring a loss for clients due to the
mismanagement of client assets under management. Assets under management include
both assets under discretionary portfolio management and nondiscretionary advisory
arrangements of an ongoing nature. This risk may arise, among other sources, from breach
of the mandate’s terms, excessive leverage, excessive concentration, assets subject to
liquidity squeezes, or inadequate product complexity relative to the mandate.
181.

Competent authorities should focus on these sources of inherent risk, where relevant:

a. complexity of mandates, Investment Policy Statement (IPS) or strategies implemented;
b. client profiles (sovereign funds, institutional investors, corporate or retail) and risk
tolerance;
c. asset classes of underlying portfolio;
d. amount of assets under management.

Client money held (CMH)
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182. Competent authorities should assess the risk of losing client money and having to
compensate clients due to the mismanagement of client accounts by the investment firm.
183. Competent authorities should ensure that client money is held according to national
law regarding client money protection and can be clearly distinguished from the investment
firm’s own cash.
184.

Competent authorities should focus on these sources of inherent risk, where relevant:
a. account type (commercialbank deposit);
b. agreement on investment firm access to client money;
c. authorised investments policy for client money;
d. omnibus or individual segregated accounts;
e. client money traceability;
f.

amount of client money held and number of clients;

g. currencies used to denominate client accounts.

Assets safeguarded and administered (ASA)
185. Competent authorities should assess the risk of incurring a loss for clients and having
to compensate them due to the mismanagement of assets safeguarded and administered
by the investment firm.
186.

Competent authorities should focus on these sources of inherent risk where relevant:
a. reuse of collateral held;
b. liquidation rights on assets;
c. collateral depreciation;
d. delegations incoming from and out-coming to other financial entities;
e. types of assets;
f.

operations or failure to perform operations on events linked to assets (vote for
general assembly, coupon payment, rights issues).

Client orders handled (COH)
187. Competent authorities should assess the risk of operational loss while handling client
orders. This risk may arise from system or human errors due to the complexity of processes,
procedures, and IT systems (including the use of new technologies), to the extent that they
might lead to errors, including delays, misspecification or security breaches.
188.

Competent authorities should focus on these sources of inherent risk, where relevant:
a. quantity and amount of client orders handled;
b. nature of underlying assets (OTC, more or less liquid…);
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c. order types and characteristics (by blocks, fixed price…);
d. transmission or execution characteristics (electronic trading or by voice…);
e. transmission or execution processes and organisation (dedicated desks by asset
class, sales-traders, trading on own account, market access…).

6.3.3 Assessment of Risk-to-Client management and controls
189. To achieve a comprehensive understanding of the investment firm’s Risk-to-Client
profile, competent authorities should also review the risk management framework
underlying its activities. To this end, competent authorities should assess the following
elements, where relevant:
a. the investment firm has a sound, clearly formulated and documented risk strategy
that is duly validated by the management board and covers asset management,
cash flow management within the firm and management of assets safeguarded and
administered;
b. the investment firm has an appropriate organisational framework to ensure
effective providing of services to clients, with sufficient (both qualitative and
quantitative) human and technical resources (front and back offices, information
systems);
c. the investment firm has a strong and comprehensive control framework
(effectiveness and independence of control functions) and sound safeguards to
mitigate its risks to clients in line with the management strategy and risk appetite;
d. the investment firm has clearly defined policies and procedures for the
identification, management, measurement and control of operational risks to
clients;

e. access rights of the firm to client accounts are compliant with applicable
regulations.

6.3.4 Summary of findings and scoring
190.

Following the above assessment, competent authorities should form a view on the
investment firm’s Risk-to-Client. This view should be reflected in a summary of findings,
accompanied by a risk score based on the considerations specified in Table 5. If, based on
the materiality of certain risk factors, competent authorities decide to assess and score
them individually, the guidance provided in this table should be applied, as far as possible,
by analogy.

Table 5. Supervisory considerations for assigning a risk score for Risk-to-Client
Risk
score

Supervisory view

Considerations in relation to
inherent risk

Considerations in relation to
adequate management and
controls
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1

• The nature and composition of •
risk
exposure
implies
nonmaterial risk/very low risk.
• Exposure to complex products
and
transactions
is
not
material/very low.
•
• The level of concentration risk is
not material/very low.
• The level of risk related to
processes and systems is not
material/very low.

There is a low risk of
significant prudential
impact on the
investment
firm
considering the level
of inherent risk and
the management and
controls.

The nature and composition of •
risk exposure implies low to
medium risk.
Exposure to complex products
and transactions is low to
medium.
The level of concentration risk is
low to medium.
The level of risk related to
processes and systems is low to
medium.

•

2

There is a mediumlow risk of significant
•
prudential impact on
the investment firm
considering the
• level
of inherent risk and
the management and
•
controls.

•

3

4

The nature and composition of •
risk exposure implies medium to
high risk.
Exposure to complex products
and transactions is medium to
high.
•
The level of concentration risk is
medium to high.
The level of risk related to
processes and systems is
medium to high.

There is a mediumhigh risk of significant•
prudential impact on
the investment firm
considering the level•
of inherent risk and
the management and
•
controls.

There is a high risk of
significant prudential
impact
on
the
investment firm
considering the level
of inherent risk and
the management and
controls.

•
•
•
•

The nature and composition of •
risk exposure implies high risk.
Exposure to complex products
and transactions is high.
The level of concentration risk is
high.
The level of risk related to
processes and systems is high.

There
is
consistency
between the investment
firm’s management and
controls and its overall
strategy and risk appetite.
The
organisational
framework is robust with
clear responsibilities and a
clear separation of tasks
between risk takers and
management and control
functions.
Measurement, monitoring
and reporting systems are
appropriate.

There is a deficiency in the
investment
firm’s
management and controls
compared to its overall
strategy and risk appetite.
The
organisational
framework lacks clear
responsibilities and a clear
separation
of
tasks
between risk takers and
management and control
functions.
Measurement, monitoring
and reporting systems are
not sufficient or consistent
enough, some risks are
not properly monitored or
reported.
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6.4 Assessment of Risk-to-Market
6.4.1 General considerations
191. Competent authorities should assess Risk-to-Market arising from all types of
exposures: for positions that are not subject to clearing (i.e. exposure computed through
Net Position Risk methodology), and for positions that are subject to clearing or margining
(i.e. exposure computed through Clearing Margin Given methodology).

192.

In assessing Risk-to-Market, competent authorities should take into account the
volume, nature and complexity of the investment firm’s activities.

6.4.2 Assessment of inherent Risk-to-Market
193. Through the assessment of inherent market risk, competent authorities should
determine the main drivers of the investment firm’s market risk exposure and evaluate the
risk of significant prudential impact on the investment firm. The assessment of inherent
market risk should be structured around the following main steps:
a. preliminary assessment;
b. assessment of the nature and composition of the investment firm’s positions
subject to risk-to-market;
c. assessment of profitability;
d. assessment of market concentration risk;
e. assessment of the prudent valuation framework for trading book positions; and
f.

assessment of the model risk (i.e. models used for regulatory purposes).

Preliminary assessment
194. To determine the scope of the assessment of risk-to-market, competent authorities
should first identify the sources of market risk to which the investment firm is or may be
exposed.
195.

As a minimum, competent authorities should consider:
a. the investment firm’s market activities, business lines and products;
b. the main strategy of the market risk portfolio within the trading book and the risk
appetite in market activities;
c. the relative weight of trading book positions in terms of total assets, changes over
time and the investment firm’s strategy for these positions, if available;
d. the relative weight of net gains on market positions in total operating income; and
e. the own funds requirement for Risk-to-Market compared to the total own funds
requirement, including the historical change in this figure and forecasts, if
available.
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196. In their initial assessments, competent authorities should also consider significant
changes in the investment firm’s market activities with the focus on potential changes in
the total exposure to market risk. In particular, they may assess:
a. significant changes in market risk strategy, policies and sizes of limits;
b. the potential impact on the investment firm’s risk profile of those changes; and
c. major trends in the financial markets.

Nature and composition of the investment firm’s market risk activities
197. Competent authorities should analyse the nature of the investment firm’s market risk
exposures to identify particular risk exposures and related market risk factors/drivers (e.g.
exchange rates, interest rates or credit spreads) for further in-depth assessment.
198. Competent authorities should analyse market risk exposures by relevant asset classes
and/or financial instruments according to their size, complexity and level of risk. For the
most relevant exposures, competent authorities should assess their related risk factors and
drivers.
199. While analysing market risk activities, competent authorities should also consider the
complexity of the relevant financial products (e.g. products valued using mark–to-model
techniques) and of specific market operations (e.g. high-frequency trading). The following
points should be considered:
a. where the investment firm holds derivatives positions, competent authorities
should assess both the market value and the notional amount;
b. where the investment firm is engaged in OTC derivatives, competent authorities
should evaluate, where available, the weight of these transactions in the total
derivatives portfolio and the breakdown of the OTC portfolio by type of contract
(swap, forward, etc.), underlying financial instruments, etc. (the counterparty
credit risk associated with these products is covered under the risk-to-firm
methodology);
c. where the investment firm has implemented hedging strategies, competent
authorities should assess the residual market risk after implementation of these
strategies.
200. Where appropriate, competent authorities should assess distressed and/or illiquid
positions and evaluate their impact on the investment firm’s profitability.
201. For those investment firms using internal approaches to calculate their regulatory own
funds requirements, competent authorities should also consider the following indicators to
identify particular risk areas and related risk drivers:
a. the split of market risk own funds requirements between the value at risk (VaR),
stressed VaR (SVaR), incremental risk charge (IRC) and charge for correlation
trading portfolio;
b. the VaR broken down by risk factors;
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c. the change in the VaR and SVaR (possible indicators could be the day-to-day/weekto-week change, the quarterly average and back-testing results); and
d. the multiplication factors applied to VaR and SVaR.
202. Where appropriate, competent authorities should also consider the internal risk
measures of investment firms. These could include the expected shortfall, the internal VaR
not used in the calculations of own funds requirements or sensitivities of the market risk to
different risk factors and potential losses.
203. When analysing inherent market risk, competent authorities should consider ‘point-intime’ figures and trends, both on an aggregate basis and by portfolio. Where possible, this
analysis should be completed with a comparison of the investment firm’s figures to peers
and to relevant macro-economic indicators.

Profitability analysis
204. Competent authorities should analyse the historic profitability, including volatility of
profits, of market activities to gain a better understanding of the investment firm’s market
risk profile. This analysis could be performed at portfolio level as well as being broken down
by business line, trading desk or asset class (potentially as part of the wider assessment
carried out as part of the BMA).
205. While assessing profitability, competent authorities should pay specific attention to the
main risk areas identified during the examination of market risk activities. Competent
authorities should distinguish between trading revenues and non-trading revenues (such
as commissions, clients’ fees, etc.) on one hand and realised and unrealised profits/losses
on the other hand.
206. For those asset classes and/or exposures generating abnormal profits or losses,
competent authorities should assess profitability in comparison to the level of risk assumed
by the investment firm (e.g. VaR/net gains on financial assets and liabilities held for trading)
to identify and analyse possible inconsistencies. Where possible, competent authorities
should compare the investment firm’s figures to its historical performance and its peers.

Market concentration risk
207. Competent authorities should form a view on the degree of market concentration risk
to which the investment firm is exposed, either from exposures to a single risk factor or
from exposures to multiple risk factors that are correlated.
208. When evaluating possible concentrations, competent authorities should pay special
attention to concentrations in complex products (e.g. structured products), illiquid
products (e.g. collateralised debt obligations (CDOs)) or products valued using mark-tomodel techniques.

Prudent valuation of the trading book positions
209. Competent authorities should form a view on the prudent valuation framework of the
investment firm, as a flawed valuation process may lead to errors in the calculation of the
exit value of financial instruments leading to an underestimation of potential losses of the
investment firm. While performing this analysis, competent authorities should pay
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particular attention to the calculation of reserves (e.g. fair value reserves, model reserves,
etc.) and their potential impact on the capital position of the investment firm.
210. Competent authorities should ensure that that the investment firm’s trading book
positions are valued at a prudent value that achieves an appropriate degree of certainty
having regard to the dynamic nature of trading book positions. The level of certainty
referred to in Commission Delegated Regulation 2016/101 18 should be considered to
achieve an appropriate degree of certainty for this purpose.
211. Competent authorities should ensure that investment firms have robust prudent
valuation methodologies and that they consider the following valuation adjustments:
a. unearned credit spreads;
b. close-out costs;
c. operational risks;
d. market price uncertainty;
e. early termination;
f.

investing and funding costs;

g. future administrative costs; and
h. where relevant, model risk.
212.

Competent authorities should assess whether:
a. the governance arrangements, processes and procedures related to valuation
adjustments are sufficiently sound, especially with regard to less liquid positions,
and consistent with the investment firm’s strategy;
b. the IT systems and processes linked to the valuation framework are robust;
c. the adequacy of the adjustments performed by the investment firms is periodically
reviewed.

Model risk
213. Competent authorities should assess the risk relating to the underestimation of own
funds requirements by regulatory approved internal models used, e.g. internal ratingsbased (IRB) approach, IRC, models used for the purpose of credit risk mitigation, VaR, sVaR.

6.4.3 Assessment of Risk-to-Market management and controls
214. To achieve a comprehensive understanding of the investment firm’s market risk profile,
competent authorities should review the governance and risk management framework
underlying its market activities. To this end, competent authorities should assess the

18

Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2016/101 of 26 October 2015 supplementing Regulation (EU) No 575/2013 of
the European Parliament and of the Council with regard to regulatory technical standards for prudent valuation under
Article 105(14) (OJ L 021 28.1.2016, p. 54).
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following elements while taking into account the volume, nature and complexity of the
investment firm’s activities:
a.

the investment firm has a sound, clearly formulated and documented
market risk strategy, approved by their management body;

b.

the investment firm’s market risk strategy properly reflects the investment
firm’s appetite for market risk and is consistent with the overall risk
appetite;

c.

the investment firm has an appropriate organisational framework for
market risk management, measurement, monitoring and control functions,
with sufficient (both qualitative and quantitative) human and technical
resources;

d.

the investment firm has clearly defined policies and procedures for the
identification, management, measurement and control of market risk,
including limits reflecting the risk appetite approved by the management
board;

e.

the investment firm has an appropriate framework for identifying,
understanding and measuring market risk, in line with the investment
firm’s size and complexity, and that this framework is compliant with
relevant requirements in accordance with the relevant EU and national
implementing legislation; and

f.

the investment firm has a strong and comprehensive control framework
and sound safeguards to mitigate its market risk in line with its market risk
management strategy and risk appetite.

6.4.4 Summary of findings and scoring
215. Following the above assessment, competent authorities should form a view on the
investment firm’s market risk. This view should be reflected in a summary of findings,
accompanied by a risk score based on the considerations specified in Table 6. If, based on
the materiality of certain risk factors, competent authorities decide to assess and score
them individually, the guidance provided in this table should be applied, as far as possible,
by analogy.
216. Competent authorities should consider all these factors in parallel and not in isolation
and understand the drivers behind Risk-to-Market.
Table 6. Supervisory considerations for assigning a market risk score

Risk
score

Supervisory view

Considerations in relation to inherent
risk

Considerations in relation to
adequate management and
controls
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•
There is a low level
of risk of significant
prudential impact •
on the investment
firm considering the •
level of inherent
risk
and
the
management and •
controls.

1

2

•
There is a mediumlow
risk
of
significant •
prudential impact
on the investment
firm considering
• the
level of inherent
risk
and • the
management and
controls.

The nature and composition of
market risk exposures imply low to •
medium risk.
The complexity of the investment
firm’s market risk exposures is low •
to medium.
The level of market risk
concentration is low to medium.
The investment firm’s market risk
exposures generate returns that
have a low to medium degree of
volatility.
•

3

The nature and composition of •
market risk exposures imply not
material/very low risk.
The investment firm’s exposures to
market risk are non-complex.
The level
of
market
risk •
concentration is not material/very
low.
The investment firm’s market risk
exposures generate non-volatile
returns.

There is a mediumhigh
risk
of
•
significant
prudential impact
on the investment
firm considering the •
level of inherent
risk
and
the •
management and
controls.

The nature and composition of •
market risk exposures imply
medium to high risk.
The complexity of the investment
firm’s market risk exposures is
medium to high.
•
The level of market risk
concentration is medium to high.
The investment firm’s exposures to
market risk generate returns that
have a medium to high degree of
volatility.

There
is
consistency
between the investment
firm’s market risk policy
and strategy and its overall
strategy and risk appetite.
The
organisational
framework for market risk
is robust, with clear
responsibilities and a clear
separation
of
tasks
between risk takers and
management and control
functions.
Market risk measurement,
monitoring and reporting
systems are appropriate.
Internal limits and the
control framework for
market risk are sound and
in line with the investment
firm’s risk management
strategy and risk appetite.

There is a deficiency in the
investment firm’s market
risk policy and strategy
relative to its overall
strategy and risk appetite.
The
organisational
framework for market risk
lacks clear responsibilities
and a clear separation of
tasks between risk takers
and management and
control functions.
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•

4

There is a high risk
of
significant
prudential impact •
on the investment
firm considering the •
level of inherent
risk
and
the •
management and
controls.

The nature and composition of •
market risk exposures imply high
risk.
The complexity of the investment
firm’s market risk exposures is high.
The level of market risk
•
concentration is high.
The investment firm’s exposures to
market risk generate returns that
have a high degree of volatility.

Market risk measurement,
monitoring and reporting
systems are not sufficient
or consistent enough,
some risks are not properly
monitored or reported.
Internal limits and the
control framework for
market risk are not in line
with the investment firm’s
risk management strategy
and risk appetite.

6.5 Assessment of Risk-to-Firm
6.5.1 General considerations
217. Competent authorities should assess Risk-to-Firm arising from different risk factors
such as: operational risks from the daily trading flow (DTF), concentration risk due to large
exposures (CON), and exposure to the default of trading counterparties (TCD). In their
assessment competent should also consider sources of risk to the investment firm such as
the material changes in the book value of assets, the failure of clients or counterparties,
the positions in financial instruments, foreign currencies and commodities and the
obligations to defined benefit pension schemes in accordance with Article 29 of Directive
(EU) 2019/2034. Where relevant, they should also consider other factors that may pose risk
to the investment firm.
218. In assessing Risk-to-Firm, competent authorities should take into account the volume,
nature and complexity of the investment firm’s activities.

6.5.2 Assessment of inherent Risk-to-Firm
219. Through the assessment of inherent Risk-to-Firm, competent authorities should
determine the main drivers and evaluate the significance of the prudential impact of this
risk for the investment firm. The assessment of inherent Risk-to-Firm should therefore be
structured around the following main steps:
a. preliminary assessment;
b. assessment of the nature and scale of investment activities that incur a risk for the
investment firm;
c. assessment of the systems and processes regarding these activities.
220. Competent authorities should assess Risk-to-Firm in both current and prospective
terms.
221. Where relevant, competent authorities should also conduct a more granular
assessment, potentially at the level of single clients.

Preliminary assessment
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222. To determine the scope of the assessment of Risk-to-Firm, competent authorities
should first identify the sources of Risk-to-Firm to which the investment firm is or may be
exposed.
223.

As a minimum, competent authorities should consider the following:
a. the business model and risk appetite;
b. the weight of the K-factor amount for Risk-to-Firm compared to the total K-factor
amount;
c. forecasts of the K-factor amount for Risk-to-Firm, if available;
d. the cost of operational losses to the firm versus revenues.

224. Competent authorities should perform the preliminary analysis considering the change
in the above over time to form an informed view of the main drivers of the investment
firm’s Risk-to-Firm.

Daily trading flow
225. Competent authorities should form a view on the degree of operational risk related to
trading on own account. This risk may arise from system or human errors due to the
complexity of processes, procedures, and IT systems (including the use of new
technologies), to the extent that they might lead to errors, delays, misspecification, security
breaches, etc.
226.

Competent authorities should focus on these sources of inherent risk, where relevant:
a. volume, exposure, number and complexity of transactions implemented;
b. unavailability or loss of integrity of IT systems;
c. types of financial market infrastructures (FMIs) used to process transactions: voice,
electronic platforms (MTF, OTF);
d. algorithmic trading.

Concentration risk
227. Competent authorities should form a view on the degree of concentration risk to which
the investment firm is exposed. Specifically, competent authorities should assess the risk
that the investment firm will incur significant losses stemming from a concentration of
exposures to a small group of counterparties or to highly correlated financial assets.
228. Competent authorities should conduct this assessment considering different categories
of concentration risk, including:
a. single-name concentrations (including a client or group of connected clients as
defined for large exposures);
b. sectoral concentrations;
c. geographical concentrations;
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d. product concentration; and
e. collateral and guarantees concentration.
229. Competent authorities should pay particular attention to hidden sources of
concentration risk that can materialise under stressed conditions, when the level of
correlation can increase compared to normal conditions and when additional exposures
can arise from off-balance sheet items.
230. For groups, competent authorities should consider the concentration risk that can
result from consolidation, which may be not evident at an individual level.

Trading counterparty default risk
231. Competent authorities should assess the trading counterparty default risk faced by
investment firms arising from exposures to transactions in financial instruments.
232. For this assessment, competent authorities should focus on the following sources of
inherent risk, where relevant:
a. the quality of counterparties and relevant credit valuation adjustments (CVAs);
b. the complexity of the financial instruments underlying the relevant transactions;
c. the wrong-way risk arising from the positive correlation between the counterparty
credit risk and the credit risk exposure;
d. the exposure to counterparty credit and settlement risks in terms of both current
market values and nominal amount, compared to the overall credit exposure and
to own funds;
e. the proportion of transactions processed through financial market infrastructures
(FMIs) that provide payment versus delivery settlement;
f.

the proportion of relevant transactions to central counterparties (CCPs) and the
effectiveness of their loss protection mechanisms such as margin levels and default
fund contribution; and

g. the existence, significance, effectiveness and enforceability of netting agreements
(close-out netting).

Material changes to the book value of assets
233. Competent authorities should form a view on the risks incurred by the investment
firm’s due to material changes in the book value of assets. This risk might lead to losses if
the value to which assets are recorded does not properly reflect their real market value.
234. Competent authorities should focus on assets whose value has been estimated through
models and proxies instead of inputs directly inferred from the market.

Credit risk (failure of clients or counterparties)
235. Credit risk may arise from granting loans to allow a client to carry out a transaction,
direct loans to staff, intraday credit risk due to overdraft, guarantee and contingent credit
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exposures, hold to maturity or illiquid bond positions, margin loans to clients,
accruing/unpaid fees and commissions, direct credit exposures to their managed funds via
loans, seed investments and guarantees.
236. Competent authorities should focus on these sources of inherent risk if the relevant
data is available:
a.

nature of credit risk in the investment firm taking into account the types of
counterparties and exposures;

b.

off-balance sheet exposures, in particular guarantees given or received;

c.

impairment risk.

237. Competent authorities should form a view on the degree of risk of impairment or
depreciation of assets outside the trading book that is not captured by K-factors such as
the K-TCD. This risk may arise from revaluations when for instance a counterparty’s
probability of default increases significantly or a subsidiary’s value has decreased since
acquisition.
238.

Competent authorities should focus on these sources of inherent risk where relevant:
a.

changes in creditworthiness of counterparties;

b.

complexity of transactions and high leverage (e.g. in LBOs);

c.

exceptional events triggering revaluation.

Positions in financial instruments, foreign currencies and commodities
239. Competent authorities should form a view on the risks incurred by the investment
firm’s due to the exposure to financial instruments, foreign currencies and commodities.
These sources of risk might lead to losses in case of adverse movements in the financial
market, currencies market and commodity markets.
240. Competent authorities should focus on the nature of the financial instruments held by
the investment firm, on the overall exposure of the investment firm to the currency market
(also considering, for instance, the correlation of the currencies in which the investment
firm has an exposure) and on the exposure to specific commodities.

Risks related to employee benefits and pension risk
241. Competent authorities should form a view on the risks incurred by the investment
firm’s remuneration and pension scheme. This risk might lead to losses if payments are
excessive relative to the firm’s income, including endangering the firm’s profitability and
solvency.
242. Competent authorities should focus on the risk resulting from a structural gap between
assets and liabilities related to employee benefits, where relevant.

6.5.3 Assessment of Risk-to-Firm management and controls
243. To achieve a comprehensive understanding of the investment firm’s Risk-to-Firm
profile, competent authorities should review the governance and risk management
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framework that reduce the risk arising from the trading flow, concentration and
counterparty default. To this end, competent authorities should assess the following
elements while taking into account the volume, nature and complexity of the investment
firm’s activities:
a.

the investment firm has a sound, clearly formulated and documented risk
strategy regarding trading flow, concentration and counterparty default,
approved by their management body;

b.

the investment firm’s risk strategy properly reflects the investment firm’s
appetite for these risks and is consistent with the overall risk appetite;

c.

the investment firm has an appropriate organisational framework for the
management, measurement, monitoring and control of concentration and
counterparty default risks, with sufficient (both qualitative and
quantitative) human and technical resources;

d.

the investment firm has clearly defined policies and procedures for the
identification, management, measurement and control of Risks-to-Firm,
including limits reflecting risk appetite set by the Board;

e.

the investment firm has an appropriate framework for identifying,
understanding and measuring Risks-to-Firm, in line with the investment
firm’s size and complexity, and that this framework is compliant with
relevant minimum requirements in accordance with the relevant EU and
national implementing legislation; and

f.

the investment firm has a strong and comprehensive control framework
and sound safeguards to mitigate its Risks-to-Firm in line with its risk
management strategy and risk appetite.

6.5.4 Summary of findings and scoring
244. Following the above assessment, competent authorities should form a view on the
investment firm’s Risk-to-Firm. This view should be reflected in a summary of findings,
accompanied by a risk score based on the considerations specified in Table 7. If, based on
the materiality of certain risk factors, competent authorities decide to assess and score
them individually, the guidance provided in this table should be applied, as far as possible,
by analogy.
245. Competent authorities should consider all these factors in parallel and not in isolation
and understand the drivers behind Risk-to-Firm.
Table 7. Supervisory considerations for assigning a Risk-to-Firm score
Risk
score

Supervisory
view

Considerations in relation to inherent risk

Considerations in relation
to adequate management
and controls
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•

1

There is a low
risk of significant
prudential
impact on the
investment firm
considering the
level of inherent
risk and the
management
and controls.

•

•
•

•
•

•

2

3

There is a
mediumlow
risk
of
significant
prudential
impact on the
investment firm
considering the
level of inherent
risk and the
management
and controls.
There is a
mediumhigh risk of
significant
prudential
impact on the
investment firm
considering the
level of inherent
risk and the
management
and controls.

The nature of activities implies • There is consistency
nonmaterial risk/very low investment
between
the
risk.
investment
firm’s
management
and
The nature and composition of risk
controls and its overall
exposure implies nonmaterial risk/very
strategy
and
risk
low risk.
appetite.
Exposure to counterparty default is not
• The
organisational
material/very low.
framework is robust
Exposure to risks related to employee
with
clear
benefits and pension risk is not
responsibilities and a
material/very low.
clear separation of tasks
The level of concentration risk is not
between risk takers and
material/very low.
management
and
The level of operational risk related to
control functions.
processes and systems is not • Measurement,
material/very low.
monitoring
and
reporting
systems
are
The nature of activities implies low to
appropriate.
medium investment risk.

• The nature and composition of risk
exposure implies low to medium risk.
• Exposure to counterparty default is low
to medium.
• Exposure to risks related to employee
benefits and pension risk is medium to
high.
• The level of concentration risk is low to
medium.
• The level of operational risk related to
processes and systems is low to medium.
•
•
•
•
•

The nature of activities implies medium • There is a deficiency in
to high investment risk.
the investment firm’s
management
and
The nature and composition of risk
controls compared to
exposure implies medium to high risk.
its overall strategy and
Exposure to counterparty default is
risk appetite.
medium to high.
• The
organisational
The level of concentration risk is medium
framework lacks clear
to high.
responsibilities and a
The level of operational risk related to
clear separation of tasks
processes and systems is medium to
between risk takers and
high.
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4

There is a high
risk of significant
prudential
impact on the
investment firm
considering the
level of inherent
risk and the
management
and controls.

•
•
•
•
•
•

The nature of activities implies high
investment risk.
The nature and composition of risk •
exposure implies high risk.
Exposure to counterparty default is high.
Exposure to risks related to employee
benefits and pension risk is high.
The level of concentration risk is high.
The level of operational risk related to
processes and systems is high.

management
and
control functions.
Measurement,
monitoring
and
reporting systems are
not
sufficient
or
consistent
enough,
some risks are not
properly monitored or
reported.

6.6 Assessment of other risks
6.6.1 General considerations
246. Competent authorities should assess the importance of other risks to investment firm’s
capital, which are not covered by Pillar 1 own funds requirements, in accordance with
Article 36 and 40 of Directive (EU) 2019/2034. In assessing these other risks, competent
authorities should take into account the nature and complexity of the investment firm’s
activities, having impact on the significance of these risks.

6.6.2 Assessment of inherent risks
247. Through the assessment of inherent risks not covered by Pillar 1 own funds
requirements, competent authorities should determine the main drivers of the investment
firm’s risks and evaluate the significance of the impact of these risks for the investment
firm. The assessment of such risks should be structured around the following main steps:
a. preliminary assessment;
b. assessment of the nature and scale of investment activities that incur a risk for the
investment firm not covered by Pillar 1 own funds requirements;
c. assessment of the systems and processes regarding these activities.
248. Competent authorities should assess risks not covered by Pillar 1 own funds
requirements in both current and prospective terms.
249. Where relevant, competent authorities should also conduct an assessment of other
risks than those listed in this chapter.

Preliminary assessment
250. To determine the scope of the assessment of risks not covered by Pillar 1 own funds
requirements, competent authorities should first identify the sources of risks to which the
investment firm is or may be exposed.
251.

As a minimum, competent authorities should consider the following:
a. the business model and risk appetite;
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b. in-house development or outsourcing of IT solutions;
c. support functions such as compliance, legal, fiscal (also if outsourced);
d. cost of lawsuits and litigation;
e. total operational losses, including the cost of internal and external fraud;
f.

scope of non-trading book activities.

252. Competent authorities should perform the preliminary analysis considering the change
in the above over time to form an informed view of the main drivers of the investment
firm’s other risks.

Interest rate risk arising from non‐trading book activities
253. Competent authorities should assess the interest rate risk arising from non-trading
book activities to which the investment firm is exposed.
254. Competent authorities should assess how changes in interest rates can have an adverse
impact on the investment firm’s assets, liabilities and off-balance-sheet exposures. To
better determine the complexity and the interest rate risk profile of the investment firm,
competent authorities should also understand the main features of the investment firm’s
assets, liabilities, and off-balance-sheet exposures.
255. In their quantitative assessment, competent authorities should consider the results of
the investment’s firm internal methodologies for measuring interest rate risk arising from
non-trading book activities. Moreover, competent authorities should consider appropriate
shock scenarios given the nature of the exposure to the interest rate risk arising from nontrading book activities of the investment firm.

Operational risks not covered by Pillar 1
256. Competent authorities should assess operational risks not covered by minimum own
funds requirements in accordance with Regulation (EU) 2019/2033. These risks might lead
to direct operational losses and to indirect losses resulting from complaints and litigation.
Large operational risks may also lead to a shortage of staff in key positions. The assessment
should take into account not only operational losses, but also near misses and operational
risk events ended with a gain.
257. Competent authorities should consider the following sources of inherent risk and,
where relevant, focus the assessment on those aspects, which are considered the most
significant for the investment firm:
a.

workplace safety;

b.

damage to physical assets;

c.

internal fraud;

d.

external fraud;

e.

ICT risks;
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f.

conduct risk;

g.

regulatory, legal and fiscal risks;

h.

model risk, in relation to models used for business purposes;

i.

insufficient (both qualitative and quantitative) human and technical
resources in key positions;

j.

reputational risk.

258. As part of all SREP assessments, competent authorities should form a view on the
degree of ICT risk, and the consistency of ICT operations with the business strategy.
Competent authorities should include in their assessment all relevant aspects of ICT risk,
such as security risk, IT projects risk and ICT management risk, to the extent that this is not
already covered by other parts of these guidelines, and having regard to the EBA Guidelines
on ICT and security risk 19 and the ESMA Guidelines on outsourcing to cloud service
providers20;
259. Competent authorities should form a view on the degree of conduct risk related to
investment and market activities of the investment firm, to the extent that it is not captured
by Pillar 1 own funds requirements. Conduct risk should be understood as the current or
prospective risk incurred by clients, markets or the firm itself due to an inappropriate
behaviour of the firm or its staff. This risk may arise from cases of wilful or negligent
misconduct (including inappropriate supply of financial services), to the extent that they
might lead to negative financial or reputational impacts. This reputational risk may in turn
cause a loss in market shares or key clients, and an increase of clients’ complaints.
260. Competent authorities should focus on the follwing sources of inherent conduct risk
where relevant:
a.

closure or suspension of a fund;

b.

number of misconduct incidents: mis-selling, market manipulation;

c.

regulatory penalties incurred.

261. Competent authorities should form a view on regulatory, legal, and fiscal risks arising
from non-compliance with laws or regulations. These risks might lead to litigation and
penalties for the investment firm. Remedial programmes may also incur large expenses to
comply with law and regulations.
262. Competent authorities should focus on these sources of inherent regulatory, legal, and
fiscal risks where relevant:
a.

costs for achieving compliance with applicable regulations;

b.

payment of fines or other sanctions for non-compliance;

c.

tax reassessment or payment of late fees, fines and penalties;

19

EBA Guidelines on ICT and security risk management (EBA/GL/2019/04).

20

ESMA Guidelines on outsourcing to cloud service providers (ESMA50-164-4285).
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d.

anticipation of regulatory changes relevant for the investment firm.

263. Competent authorities should assess the risk relating to models used for business
purposes, e.g. valuation/pricing models, models for algorithmic trading and other models
which may have significant impact on the business decisions and activities of investment
firm.

264.

Having regard to the specificities of the investment firm, while performing the
assessment of risks not covered by Pillar 1 own funds requirements, competent authorities
may consider other sources of risks not included in the abovementioned categories.

Systemic risk
265. Based on quantitative and qualitative criteria, competent authorities should form a
view of the systemic risk of the investment firm. Based on this assessment, competent
authorities should determine whether the failure of the investment firm could result in
major disruptions of the financial markets in which the investment firm operates.
266. Where appropriate, the assessment of systemic risk may be performed in an aggregate
manner for a group of investment firms with a similar business model and risk profile. When
performing such aggregated assessment competent authorities should consider potential
impacts of simultaneous failure of a specified number/share of these investment firms on
the financial markets in which they operate. For this purpose competent authorities may
consider one or more scenarios.

6.6.3 Assessment of risks management and controls
267. To achieve a comprehensive understanding of the investment firm’s risk profile
regarding risks not covered by Pillar 1 own funds requirements, competent authorities
should review the governance and risk management framework that reduce the risk arising
from other sources of risks. To this end, competent authorities should assess the following
elements while taking into account the volume, nature and complexity of the investment
firm’s activities:
a.

the investment firm’s strategy properly reflects the investment firm’s
appetite for these risks and is consistent with the overall risk appetite;

b.

the investment firm has internal guidelines and policies to ensure a sound
risk culture;

c.

the investment firm has appropriate framework for the management,
measurement, monitoring and control of interest rate risk arising from nontrading book activities;

d.

the investment firm has an appropriate framework for the management,
measurement, monitoring and control of IT risks, with sufficient (both
qualitative and quantitative) human and technical resources;

e.

the investment firm has clearly defined policies and procedures for the
control of operational risk.
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6.6.4 Summary of findings and scoring
268. Following the above assessment, competent authorities should form a view on the
investment firm’s other risks. This view should be reflected in a summary of findings,
accompanied by a risk score based on the considerations specified in Table 8. If, based on
the materiality of certain risk factors, competent authorities decide to assess and score
them individually, the guidance provided in this table should be applied, as far as possible,
by analogy.
269. Competent authorities should consider all these factors in parallel and not in isolation
and understand the drivers behind risks not covered by Pillar 1 own funds requirements.
Table 8. Supervisory considerations for assigning a score for other risks
Risk
score

1

2

3

Supervisory view

There is a low risk of
significant prudential
impact on the
investment
firm
considering the level
of inherent risk and
the management and
controls.

There is a mediumlow risk of significant
prudential impact on
the investment firm
considering the level
of inherent risk and
the management and
controls.

Considerations in relation to
inherent risk

Considerations in relation to
adequate management and
controls

• The nature of activities implies • There
is
consistency
nonmaterial
risk/very
low
between the investment
conduct risk.
firm’s management and
controls and its overall
• Exposure to interest rate risk
strategy and risk appetite.
arising from non-trading book
activities is not material/very • The
organisational
low.
framework is robust with
clear
allocation
of
• The level of other operational
responsibilities
and
risks not covered by Pillar 1,
dedicated management
including in particular ICT risk as
and control functions.
well as regulatory, legal and fiscal
risks, is not material/very low.
• Measurement, monitoring
and reporting systems are
• The nature of activities implies
appropriate.
low to medium conduct risk.
• Exposure to interest rate risk
arising from non-trading book
activities is low to medium.
• The level of other operational
risks not covered by Pillar 1 is low
to medium.

• The nature of activities implies • There are deficiencies in
There is a mediummedium to high conduct risk.
the investment firm’s
high risk of significant
management and controls
prudential impact on • Exposure to interest rate risk
compared to its overall
arising from non-trading book
the investment firm
strategy and risk appetite,
activities is medium to high.
considering the level
if relevant.
of inherent risk and • The level of other operational
organisational
risks not covered by Pillar 1 is • The
the management and
framework lacks clear
medium to high.
controls.
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4

• The nature of activities implies
There is a high risk of
high conduct risk.
significant prudential • Exposure to interest rate risk
impact
on
the
arising from non-trading book
investment firm
•
activities is high.
considering the level • The level of other operational
of inherent risk and
risks not covered by Pillar 1 is
the management and
high.
controls.

allocation
of
responsibilities
or
dedicated management
and control functions.
Measurement, monitoring
and reporting systems are
not sufficient or consistent
enough, some risks are
not properly monitored or
reported.

Questions for consultation
Question 5. Do you agree with the proposed criteria for the assessment of risks-to-capital? Does
the breakdown of risk categories and subcategories provide appropriate coverage and scope for
the supervisory review, having in mind various business models of investment firms?
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Title 7 SREP capital assessment
7.1 General considerations
270. Competent authorities should determine through the SREP capital assessment whether
the own funds held by the investment firm provide sound coverage of risks to capital
stemming from regulated and non-regulated businesses to which the investment firm is or
might be exposed, or poses to others, if such risks are assessed as material to the
investment firm.
271. Competent authorities should do this by determining and setting the amount of
additional own funds the investment firm is required to hold to cover risks and elements of
risks the investment firm is exposed to or poses to others, that are not covered or not
sufficiently covered by Parts Three or Four of Regulation (EU) No 2019/2033. Where
necessary, competent authorities should determine additional own funds requirements to
address deficiencies in investment firm’s governance and control mechanisms, internal
models used for regulatory purposes, prudent valuation of the trading book, or to address
the investment firms’ repeated failure to maintain adequate level of additional own funds
guidance. Additional own funds requirements should be met by the investment firm at all
times.
272. To address potential capital inadequacies, including in adverse conditions, competent
authorities should take appropriate supervisory measures, including, where relevant,
establishing and communicating guidance on additional own funds (P2G) which is the
amount of capital the investment firm is expected to hold to ensure that cyclical economic
fluctuations does not lead to a breach of own funds and additional own funds requirements
or threaten the ability of the investment firm to wind down and cease activities in an
orderly manner.
273. When setting the additional own funds requirements and, where relevant, P2G,
competent authorities should:
a. take into account any supervisory measures that the competent authority has
applied or is planning to apply to an investment firm in accordance with Title 10
and having regard to paragraphs 295 to 297;
b. clearly substantiate the decision to impose additional own funds requirements and
guidance;
c. apply additional own funds requirements and guidance in a consistent manner to
ensure broad consistency of prudential outcomes across investment firms.

274.

Competent authorities should assess the adequacy of the investment firm’ own funds
and the impact of cyclical economic fluctuations thereon as a key determinant of the
investment firm’s viability. This determination should be summarised and reflected in a
score based on the criteria specified at the end of this title.
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275. Competent authorities should determine and set the additional own funds
requirements and, where relevant, P2G in accordance with the minimum engagement
model specified in Title 2. In particular, the minimum frequency with which such additional
requirements and, where relevant, P2G are determined and set should follow the
frequency of the capital adequacy assessment under the SREP minimum engagement
model.

276.

Competent authorities may determine any additional own funds requirements for
small and non-interconnected investment firms, complying with the criteria of Article 12 of
Regulation (EU) 2019/2034, when they deemed justified and on a case-by-case basis. Such
small and non-interconnected investment firms are not subject to any P2G, pursuant to
Article 41 of Directive (EU) 2019/2034.

7.2 Determining additional own funds requirements
277. Competent authorities should determine additional own funds requirements for
material risks and elements of risks stemming from the investment firm’s activities,
considering all situations listed in Article 40(1) of Directive (EU) 2019/2034, including:
a. risks or elements of risks the investment firm is exposed to or poses to others are
not covered or not sufficiently covered by adequate amounts, types and
distribution of capital in accordance with Part Three or Four of Regulation (EU)
2019/2033;
b. deficiencies in the investment firms’ arrangements, processes, mechanisms and
strategies, if such deficiencies cannot be resolved within an appropriate timeframe;
c. deficiencies in the investment firm’s adjustments in relation to the prudent
valuation of the trading book enabling it to sell or hedge out its positions within a
short period without incurring material losses under normal market conditions;
d. investment firm’s non-compliance with the requirement for the application of the
permitted internal models leading to inadequate levels of capital; and
e. investment firm’s repeated failure to establish or maintain an adequate level of
additional own funds, as set out in Article 41 of Directive (EU) 2019/2034.
278. The total amount of additional own funds requirements should be the sum of any
additional capital own funds requirements determined by competent authorities covering
all situations listed in the preceding paragraph.

7.2.1 Determining additional own funds to cover risks or elements of risks not covered
or not sufficiently covered by Part Three or Four of Regulation (EU) 2019/2033
279. Competent authorities are required to set the level of additional own funds
requirements to cover risks or elements of risks that are not covered or not sufficiently
covered by Part Three and Four of Regulation (EU) 2019/2033 further specified by the
delegated regulation adopted in accordance with Article 40(6) of Directive (EU) 2019/2034
and following the risk assessment performed under Title 6.
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280. Competent authorities should rely on the following sources of information for the
identification, assessment, and quantification of such risks or elements of risks:
a. for investment firms that does not meet the criteria for qualifying as small on noninterconnected investment firm set out in Article 12(1) of Regulation (EU)
2019/2033, and for investment firms that meet those criteria where the competent
authority deems it appropriate, the ICARAP, and more specifically its ICAAP
component, and the outcomes of its assessment by the competent authority,
including the ICAAP calculations, where deemed reliable or partially reliable in
accordance with paragraphs 283 to 286;
b. for investment firms subject to Directive 2014/59/EU, the recovery plan and the
outcomes of its assessment by the competent authority, considering requirements
for the recovery plans applicable to the investment firm under review;
c. supervisory reporting;
d. the outcomes of the supervisory assessment and any benchmark calculations;
e. the outcomes of any relevant previous supervisory activities; and
f.

any other relevant inputs, including those arising from interactions and dialogues
with the investment firm, public market studies or sectoral and portfolio views.

281. As referred in paragraph 280, point (a), the ICAAP and outcomes of its assessment
should be taken into account by competent authorities as one of key inputs for the
identification and assessment of risks and elements of risks, stemming from both nonregulated and regulated businesses, the investment firm is exposed to or poses to clients
and markets. The quantification of the amount of capital considered adequate and
eventually additional own funds requirements should take into account, among other
inputs, the ICAAP calculations if deemed reliable or partially reliable.
282. As referred to in paragraph 280, point (b), where appropriate, the recovery plan and its
assessment should be taken into account by competent authorities to support the
determination of capital considered adequate to orderly wind-down, as further specified
by means of the delegated regulation adopted in accordance with Article 40(6) of Directive
(EU) 2019/2034. More specifically, the competent authority should use the recovery plan’s
inputs to identify key business lines and critical functions, recovery actions, governance
arrangements, operational steps and scenarios. They may leverage on the scenarios used
in the recovery plan by increasing their level of severity to achieve a wind-down scenario.

ICAAP calculations
283.

Competent authorities should ensure the ICAAP is covering both:
a. the risks or elements of risks the investment firms is exposed to or poses to others
stemming from its businesses and operations either regulated or non-regulated;
and
b. the necessary steps and resources but also the risks or elements of risks that might
arise from an orderly wind-down process.
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284. Competent authorities should assess the reliability of the ICAAP calculations related to
paragraph 283, points (a) and (b), by assessing whether they are sufficiently:
a. consistent: the quantified risks should commensurate with the business model,
composition of the portfolio and trading strategy of the investment firm;
b. granular: the ICAAP methodologies should allow the calculations to be broken
down at least by risk category21, where possible broken-down risk-by-risk, rather
than presenting a single (economic capital) calculation covering all risks;
c. credible: the calculations/methodologies used should demonstrably cover the risks
they are looking to address and should be based on the investment firm’s
knowledge and experience, or, where applicable, on appropriate models and
prudent assumptions;
d. understandable: the underlying drivers of the calculations/methodologies should
be clearly specified. A ‘black box’ calculation should not be acceptable; and
e. comparable: competent authorities should consider the ICAAP’s risk measurement
methodologies, adjusting, or requiring the investment firm to adjust them to
facilitate comparability with peers and supervisory benchmark estimations.
285. Competent authorities should further assess the reliability of the ICAAP calculations by
comparing them against the outcome of the supervisory benchmarks for the same risks or,
if sufficiently comparable, the same risk categories, and other relevant inputs.
286. An ICAAP calculation should be considered partially reliable where, despite not meeting
all the above criteria, the calculation still seems highly credible, though this should be on
an exceptional basis and accompanied by steps to improve deficiencies identified in the
ICAAP calculation.

Supervisory benchmarks
287. Competent authorities should develop and apply risk-specific supervisory benchmarks
as a means to challenge ICAAP calculations for those material risks, or elements of such
risks, that are not covered or not sufficiently covered by Part Three and Four of Regulation
(EU) 2019/2033, or to further support the determination of risk category-by-risk category
and preferably of risk-by-risk additional own funds requirements where ICAAP calculations
for those material risks, or elements of such risks, are deemed unreliable or are unavailable.
288. The supervisory benchmarks should be developed, taking into account the
implementation burden on competent authorities, to provide a prudent, consistent,
transparent and comparable measure with which to calculate and compare across
investment firms the capital considered adequate for a given category or element of risk.
289. Given the variety of different business models operated by, size and complexity of
investment firms, the outcome of the supervisory benchmarks may not be appropriate in
every instance for every investment firm. Competent authorities should address this by
21

Risk categories cover the risks associated to an orderly wind-down, risk-to-clients, risk-to-markets, risk-to-firms and
other risks further specified by means of the delegated regulation adopted in accordance with Article 40(6) of Directive
(EU) 2019/2034.
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using the most appropriate benchmark where alternatives are available, and by applying
judgment to the outcome of the benchmark to account for business-model-specific and
investment firm-specific considerations.
290. When competent authorities take supervisory benchmarks into consideration for the
determination of additional own funds requirements, as part of the dialogue, they should
explain to the investment firm the rationale and general underlying principles behind the
benchmarks.

Other relevant inputs
291. Competent authorities should use other relevant inputs to support the determination
of risk category-by-risk category or risk-by-risk additional own funds requirements. Other
relevant inputs may include the outcomes of risk assessments (following the criteria
specified in Title 6), peer-group comparisons, or other relevant reports and studies.
292. Other relevant inputs should prompt competent authorities to reassess the
appropriateness/reliability of an ICAAP/benchmark calculation for a specific risk or
category of risk, and/or make adjustments to the outcome, where they prompt doubts
about its accuracy (e.g. where the risk score implies a significantly different level of risk
relative to the calculation, or where peer reviews reveal that the investment firm differs
significantly from peers in terms of the own funds requirements to cover a comparable risk
exposure).
293. To ensure consistency in determining additional risk category-by-risk category or
risk-by-risk own funds requirements, competent authorities should use the same peer
groups established to analyse risks to capital as specified in Title 6.

294.

When competent authorities take other relevant inputs into consideration for the
determination of additional own funds requirements, as part of the supervisory dialogue,
they should explain to the investment firm the rationale and general underlying principles
behind the inputs used.

7.2.2 Determining own funds or other measures to cover deficiencies in models used for
regulatory purposes
295. If, during the ongoing review of internal approaches pursuant to the requirements of
Article 37 of Directive (EU) 2019/2034, competent authorities identify model deficiencies
that could lead to underestimation of the minimum own funds requirements set out in
Regulation (EU) 2019/2033, they should set additional own funds requirements for such
deficiencies, where this is determined to be more appropriate than other supervisory
measures, such as requiring investment firms to adjust their models. Such additional own
funds requirements should only be set as an interim measure while the deficiencies are
addressed.

7.2.3 Determining own funds or other measures to cover deficiencies in adjusting the
prudent valuation of the trading book
296. If during their reviews pursuant to Article 36 of Directive (EU) 2019/2034, and following
the risk assessment performed under Title 6, competent authorities identify deficiencies in
the prudent valuation of the investment firm’s trading book positions that could lead to
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underestimation of the K-NPR requirements set out in Article 22 of Regulation (EU)
2019/2033, they should set additional own funds requirements to cover such deficiencies.
Such additional own funds requirements should only be determined if more appropriate
than any other supervisory measures and should be maintained only as an interim measure
until the deficiencies are addressed.

7.2.4 Determining own funds or other measures to cover other deficiencies
297. Competent authorities should set additional own funds to cover deficiencies in
governance arrangements, processes, mechanisms and strategies or other deficiencies –
identified following the risk assessment outlined in Titles 4 to 6 – where other supervisory
measures are considered insufficient or not appropriate to ensure compliance with
requirements. Competent authorities should only set such additional own funds
requirements as an interim measure while the deficiencies are addressed.
298. Where an investment firm, that do not meet the conditions for qualifying as a small
and non-interconnected set out in Article 12(1) of Regulation (EU) 2019/2033, repeatedly
fails to establish or maintain an adequate level of own funds to cover the guidance on
additional own funds communicated in accordance with Article 41(1) of Directive (EU)
2019/2034, competent authorities should set additional own funds requirements to cover
that additional risk not later than two years after the breach of guidance. Competent
authorities may postpone that decision where they allow the investment firm to operate
below the level of guidance due to cyclical economic fluctuations or other firm-specific
circumstances.

7.3 Articulation and justification of own funds requirements
299. In determining additional own funds requirements in accordance with Article 40 (3) of
Directive 2019/2034, at a time specified in paragraph 275, competent authorities should
set:
a. an absolute amount of additional own funds requirements as a result of the
conclusion based on the SREP assessment; and
b. the ratio of the absolute amount referred to in point (a) to the investment firm’s
own funds requirements determined in accordance with Article 11 of Regulation
(EU) 2019/2033 at the time of the setting of that absolute amount referred to in
point (a) (“D”) in accordance with the following formula:
𝐴𝑏𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑒 𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑜𝑤𝑛 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑠 𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠
𝐷
300. Competent authorities should ensure, that the applicable additional own funds
requirements should at all times be equal to the higher of the absolute amount referred to
in paragraph 299, point (a) or, the amount of additional own funds requirements necessary
to maintain, in cases where D is increasing and until a new absolute amount is being set as
a result of the conclusion of the SREP assessment by competent authorities, the ratio
referred to paragraph 299, point (b).
301. When communicating the prudential requirements to investment firms, competent
authorities should substantiate their decision to impose additional own funds
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requirements giving a clear account of the full assessment of the elements listed in
paragraph 277 in accordance with Article 40(5) of Directive (EU) 2019/2034. The
justification should be investment firm-specific and should provide a clear indication of the
main drivers underlying the additional own funds requirements, including the risks and
elements of risk contributing to such additional own funds requirements. In justifying
additional own funds requirements competent authorities should refer to all relevant risk
categories, i.e. risks associated to an unorderly wind-down, risk-to-clients, risk-to-markets,
risk-to firms and other risks.
302. In the justification of additional own funds requirements pursuant to paragraph 277,
points (b) to (d), competent authorities should also identify the main deficiencies to be
covered by these requirements until they are addressed, in line with paragraphs 295 to
297. Taking into consideration appropriate supervisory measures in accordance with Title
10, competent authorities should request investment firms to identify appropriate actions
to rectify these deficiencies and communicate expected timelines for rectifying the
deficiencies.

Questions for consultation
Question 6. Do you agree with the proposed guidance for the setting and communication of
additional own funds requirements?
Question 7. What are your views regarding the interactions between SREP and internal processes
of investment firms (such as recovery planning or ICARAP)?

7.4 Meeting requirements under cyclical economic fluctuations
303. For investment firms that do not meet the conditions for qualifying as small and non‐
interconnected investment firms set out in Article 12(1) of Regulation (EU) 2019/2033,
competent authorities should determine the adequacy of the investment firm’s own funds
in case of adverse cyclical economic fluctuations and whether supervisory measures,
including guidance on additional own funds (P2G), revised capital planning and other
measures as set out in Title 10, are necessary to address potential inadequacies.
304. When considering adverse cyclical economic fluctuations, competent authorities
should assess how risks or elements of risks the investment firms pose to others or are
exposed to may evolve over multi-year period taking into account the investment firm’s
business cycle. The level of details of this assessment should vary depending on the
complexity of the business model and risk profile of the investment firm.
305. To assess capital adequacy in case of adverse cyclical economic fluctuations, competent
authorities should consider the qualitative and quantitative outcomes of:
a. where available, supervisory stress tests or sensitivity analyses;
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b. where available and sufficiently reliable, investment firms’ stress tests or sensitivity
analyses; or
c. the assessment of cyclical economic fluctuations performed by the investment
firm, if considered sufficiently reliable; or
d. the assessment of cyclical economic fluctuations performed by the competent
authority.

306.

Based on the assessment pursuant to paragraph 305, competent authorities should
determine whether the investment firm’s own funds are sufficient to cover applicable own
funds requirements, including additional own funds requirements, under adverse cyclical
economic fluctuations.

7.4.1 Determining and setting P2G
307. Competent authorities should determine P2G as specified in this section, and at a time
specified in paragraph 275. Where the determination leads to a positive value, they should
set P2G to address supervisory concerns about the sensitivity of the investment firm to
adverse cyclical economic fluctuations.
308. P2G is the amount of capital considered adequate that should be set to allow for cyclical
economic fluctuations while protecting against any potential breach of relevant own funds
requirements in accordance with Article 9 of Regulation (EU) 2019/2033 and additional
own funds requirements calculated in accordance with Article 39(2), point (a) of Directive
(EU) 2019/2034 and against any threat to the ability of the investment firm to orderly winddown. Where competent authorities conclude the investment firm is not concerned by
such impediments under adverse economic conditions, competent authorities may decide
not to set P2G.
309. Competent authorities should determine and set P2G based on the outcomes of the
assessment of cyclical economic fluctuations, taking into account one or more adverse
scenarios or assumptions for analysing adverse economic conditions. Such analyses should
take into account the environment in which the investment firm is operating and reflect
relevant economic fluctuations that may be system-wide (e.g. wide spread disruption to
the provision of financial services caused by an impairment of a large part of the financial
system or wide spread volatility across asset prices) or specific to the investment firm’s
business model (e.g. shock specific to the nature and duration of financial instruments the
investment firm is trading) over a forward-looking horizon.
310. For the purpose of paragraph 309, competent authorities should ensure that the
scenarios or assumptions for the analyses contemplated for the setup of the P2G
adequately cover:
a. all the material risks contributing to the additional own funds requirements set out
in accordance with Article 39(2), point (a) of Directive (EU) 2019/2034;
b. situations where the investment firm incurs material losses impeding the run of its
businesses or where it may have to cease activities in an orderly manner.
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311. Competent authorities should generally not use P2G to cover aspects of risks that
should be covered by additional own funds requirements in accordance with Section 7.2 of
these guidelines.
312. When determining the size of P2G, competent authorities should ensure that it is set
at a level appropriate to cover the maximum anticipated variations of the investment firm’s
CET1 and ensure coverage of applicable own funds requirements.
313. When determining the size of P2G, competent authorities should consider, where
relevant, the following factors:
a. where P2G is determined based on stress tests, the time when the maximum stress
impact occurs in relation to the starting point and time horizon of the scenarios
used in the stress tests;
b. the outcome of a reliable internal stress test or sensitivity analysis of the
investment firm, taking into account the specific scenario definitions and
assumptions, in particular where they are deemed more relevant for the business
model and risk profile of the investment firm or where the internal scenarios are
more severe than the supervisory scenarios;
c. relevant management mitigating actions of the investment firms if sufficiently
credible and highly certain following their supervisory assessment;
d.

information about and supervisory views on the relevance of supervisory or
investment firm’s own stress tests or sensitivity analyses to the investment firm's
strategy, financial plans and business model;

e. reduced certainty on the actual sensitivity of the investment firm to adverse
scenarios;
f.

any potential overlaps with the applicable additional own funds requirements;

g. whether or not the investment firm is under restructuring or resolution.
314. Without prejudice to paragraph 275, competent authorities should timely review the
level of the P2G if such level is deemed inaccurate based on all relevant information
available to the competent authorities. They should at least assess whether the existing
P2G level remains appropriate and revise it if necessary, whenever the results of new stress
tests or sensitivity analysis are available, displaying significant changes as compared to the
analysis used previously for setting the P2G.
315. P2G set by competent authorities is additional to the highest component of own funds
requirements in accordance with Article 11 of Regulation (EU) 2019/2033 and to the
additional own funds requirements set out in accordance with Article 39(2), point (a) of
Directive (EU) 2019/2034.

7.4.2 Communication and composition of P2G
316. Where P2G is set or updated, competent authorities should communicate to the
investment firm its level and the relevant time limits for its establishment in accordance
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with paragraph 321. Competent authorities should also explain the potential supervisory
reaction to situations where P2G is not met.
317. The level of P2G should be expressed as an absolute amount of own funds to be held
by the investment firm above the minimum own funds requirements set out in Part Three
or Four of Regulation (EU) 2019/2033 and additional own funds requirements set out in
accordance with Article 39(2), point (a) of Directive (EU) 2019/2034.
318. In case of a review in accordance with paragraph 314, where supervisory reviews in
accordance with Article 36 of Directive (EU) 2019/2034 are not carried out, competent
authorities should communicate the new level of P2G.
319. Competent authorities should communicate to investment firms that P2G is expected
to be met with CET1 eligible own funds and that P2G is expected to be incorporated into
their capital planning and risk management frameworks, including the risk appetite
framework and, where applicable, recovery planning.
320. Competent authorities should also communicate to investment firms that own funds
held for the purposes of P2G cannot be used to meet other own funds requirements.
321. When setting and communicating to the investment firm time limits to establish P2G,
competent authorities should consider at least the following:
a. whether or not an investment firm is under the restructuring or resolution; and
b. the potential implications that CET1 denominated P2G may have for other parts of
the capital requirements and the ability of investment firms to issue additional Tier
1 (AT1) or Tier 2 (T2) instruments.

Explanatory box and questions for consultation
It is proposed in paragraph 308 of these draft Guidelines that P2G should be expressed as an
absolute amont of capital considered adequate under cyclical economic fluctuations. This is
different from the proposal on expressing additional own funds requirments (i.e. P2R) both as an
absolute amount of own funds and as a percentage of Pillar 1 own funds requirements, as clarified
in paragraphs 299 and 300.
This difference stems from a different nature of P2R and P2G, and the risks they are covering. As
P2R covers in large part risks and elements of risk that ar not covered or not sufficiently covered by
Pillar 1 own funds requirements, it can be argued that the level of such risks is generally expected
to increase with the increase of activities of the investment firm, and hence with the increase of
Pillar 1 requirements. Such relation is less evident in the case of P2G, which depends on the
sensitivity of risks and own funds to cyclical economic fluctuations, and which is consequently
proposed to be expressed only as an absolute amount of own funds. However, expressing P2G also
as a percentage of Pillar 1 own funds requirements could potentially be a useful tool to rescale the
P2G proportionally to the changing scale of activities of the investment firm, which can be
approximated by the level of Pillar 1 own funds requirements.
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Question 8. Do you agree with the proposed guidance for the setting and communication of P2G?
Would you consider it appropriate to express P2G not only as an absolute amount of own funds but
also as a percentage of Pillar 1 own funds requirements? Please provide rationale for your views.

7.4.3 Capital planning and other supervisory measures to address capital adequacy in
stressed conditions
Capital planning
322. When the quantitative outcomes referred to in Section 7.4 indicate that, under the
given adverse scenarios, an investment firm will not be able to meet the applicable capital
requirements, competent authorities should require the investment firm to submit a
credible capital plan that addresses the risk of not meeting its applicable capital
requirements.
323. To determine the credibility of the capital plan, the competent authority should
consider, as appropriate:
a. whether the capital plan covers the entire assumed adverse time horizon;
b. whether the capital plan puts forward a set of credible mitigating and management
actions;
c. whether the investment firm is willing and able to take such actions in order to
address the breaches of the applicable capital requirements under adverse
conditions;
d. whether those mitigating and management actions are subject to any legal or
reputational constraints;
e. the probability that mitigating and management action would enable the
investment firm to fully meet its applicable capital requirements within an
appropriate timeframe;
f.

whether the proposed actions are broadly in line with macroeconomic
considerations and with known future regulatory changes affecting an investment
firm within the scope and timeline of the assumed adverse scenarios; and

g. where applicable, the range of recovery options and their analysis as set out in the
investment firm’s recovery plan.
324. When assessing capital plans, competent authorities should, where appropriate,
following an effective dialogue with the investment firm, require it to make changes to
those plans as appropriate, including to the proposed management actions, or require
investment firms to take additional mitigating actions that would become relevant given
the scenarios and current macroeconomic conditions.
325. Competent authorities should expect investment firms to implement the revised
capital plan, including further changes made based on the results of the supervisory
assessment and supervisory dialogue.
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Additional supervisory measures
326. Competent authorities should, where relevant, consider the application of additional
supervisory measures specified in Title 10, to ensure that the investment firm is adequately
capitalised under adverse conditions.
327. In particular, where the quantitative outcomes of the stress tests or sensitivity analyses
indicate that the investment firm is likely to breach its applicable capital requirements
under the adverse scenario within the following 12 months, competent authorities should,
where appropriate, treat such information as one of the possible circumstances within the
meaning of Article 38, point (b) of Directive (EU) 2019/2034. In such cases, the competent
authorities should apply appropriate measures in accordance with Article 39(2) of Directive
(EU) 2019/2034 aimed at ensuring sufficient levels of own funds. In particular, when such
measures relate to capital, competent authorities should in particular consider one or both
of the following, as defined in Article 39(2), points (a) and (f):
a. requiring investment firms to hold an appropriate amount of additional own funds
in the form of a nominal amount, considering the outcome of the SREP assessment;
b. requiring a reduction of the inherent risk in the activities, products and systems of
the investment firm.

7.8 Summary of findings and scoring
328. Following the above assessment, competent authorities should form a view on whether
existing own funds resources provide sound coverage of the risks to which the investment
firms is or might be exposed. This view should be reflected in a summary of findings,
accompanied by a viability score based on the considerations specified in Table 9.
Table 9 - Supervisory considerations for assigning a score to capital adequacy
Score

Supervisory view

1

The amount of own
funds held pose a
low level of risk to
the viability of the
investment firm.

2

The amount of own
funds held pose a
medium-low level of
risk to the viability of
the investment firm.

Considerations
•

The investment firm is able to comfortably meet its P2G
with available CET1 capital, where applicable.

•

The investment firm holds a level of own funds
comfortably above its own funds and additional own
funds requirements and is expected to do so in the
future.

•

The assessment of cyclical economic fluctuations,
including if applicable stress testing or sensitivity
analyses, do not reveal any discernible risk regarding the
impact of cyclical economic fluctuations on own funds.

•

The investment firm has a plausible and credible capital
plan that has the potential to be effective if required.

•

The investment firm has difficulty meeting its P2G with
its available CET1 capital. Management mitigating
actions to address this difficulty are assessed as credible
and efficient.
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Score

3

4

Supervisory view

The amount of own
funds held pose a
medium-high level
of risk to the viability
of the investment
firm.

The amount of own
funds held pose a
high level of risk to
the viability of the
investment firm.

Considerations
•

The assessment of cyclical economic fluctuations,
including if applicable stress testing or sensitivity
analyses, reveal a low level of risk regarding the impact
of cyclical economic fluctuations on own funds, but
management actions to address this are assessed as
credible and efficient.

•

The investment firm has a plausible and credible capital
plan that, although not without risk, has the potential to
be effective if required.

•

The investment firm does not meet its P2G with
available CET1 capital. There are concerns about the
credibility and effectiveness of management mitigating
actions to address this.

•

The assessment of cyclical economic fluctuations,
including if applicable stress testing or sensitivity
analyses, reveal a medium level of risk regarding the
impact of cyclical economic fluctuations on own funds.
Management actions may not credibly and effectively
address this.

•

The investment firm has a capital plan that is unlikely to
be effective.

•

The investment firm does not meet its P2G (or
deliberately has not established P2G) with available
CET1 capital and will not be able to do so in the
foreseeable future. Management mitigating actions to
address this are assessed as neither credible nor
effective.

•

The assessment of cyclical economic fluctuations,
including if applicable stress testing or sensitivity
analyses, reveal that the investment firm would breach
its additional own funds requirements due to cyclical
economic fluctuations. Management actions will neither
credibly nor effectively address this.

•

The investment firm has no capital plan, or one that is
manifestly inadequate.
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Title 8 Assessing risk to liquidity
8.1 General considerations
329. Competent authorities should assess and score the risks to liquidity that have been
identified as material for the investment firm, and the management and controls of these
risks by the investment firm.
330. The formality and granularity of the assessment should depend on the investment
firm’s size, the structure and the internal organisation of the investment firm and the
nature, scope and complexity of its activities as well as its risk to clients, risk to market and
risk to the investment firm. For the investment firms that do not deal on own account the
assessment should be less comprehensive, whereas for investment firms that deal on own
account the assessment should be granular and more comprehensive.
331. Investment firms which deal on own account should conduct liquidity assessment,
including intra-day, in accordance with Article 29(1), point (d) of Directive (EU) 2019/2034.
Competent authorities should therefore assess investment firms which engage into market
making activity as defined in Article 2(1), point (k) of Regulation (EU) No 236/2012
comprehensively and assess whether such investment firms cover elements that are
relevant for them, such as the assessment of intraday liquidity risk and adequacy of
available liquid resources.
332. Competent authorities should verify the investment firm’s compliance with the
minimum liquidity requirements specified in Regulation (EU) 2019/2033 and Directive (EU)
2019/2034. Competent authorities should extend the scope of the assessment in order to
form a comprehensive view on the liquidity risk.
333. In conducting the assessment of risk to liquidity, competent authorities should consider
all of the following sources of information, where available:
a. outcomes from the analysis of the services and activities provided by the
investment firm and information from the monitoring of key indicators’ particularly
where that may help with understanding the key sources of risk to liquidity;
b. supervisory reporting, and particularly the information provided by the investment
firm in its reporting pursuant to Article 54 of Regulation (EU) 2019/2033;
c. any investment firm’s periodic report, quantitative report, financial statement
report, internal reports such as the management reports on liquidity and any other
information requested from the investment firm by the competent authority;
d. any information from the investment firm’s parent if the investment firm is a
subsidiary and is included in the supervision on a consolidated basis, and in
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particular information on liquidity risk of investment firms that are part of a
banking group;
e. outcomes of any supervisory activities;
f.

any information from the investment firm’s ILAAP;

g. findings and observations from internal or external audit reports;
h. recommendations and guidelines issued by the EBA or ESMA as well as warnings
and recommendations issued by macro-prudential authorities or the ESRB; and
i.

risk identified in other investment firms operating a similar business model.

334. The assessment of liquidity risk should be based on reliable and up-to-date information,
and the results should be taken into account when performing the assessment of the
liquidity risk management process.
335. Competent authorities should reflect the outcome of the assessment of liquidity risk in
a summary of findings that provides an explanation of the main risk drivers and a score.

8.2 Assessing liquidity risk
336. Competent authorities should evaluate the impact on liquid assets under severe, but
plausible conditions and how the investment firm is ready to mitigate the stressed outflows
in accordance with the liquidity risk management framework referred to in Section 8.4 of
these guidelines.
337. Competent authorities should assess the amount of liquid assets needed to ensure that
the investment firm maintains adequate levels of liquid resources addressing material
sources to risk of the investment firm, including risk to clients, risk to market, and risk to
the investment firm under both normal and severe, but plausible conditions to cover
idiosyncratic, market-wide and combined shocks.
338. In evaluating the impact of severe, but plausible conditions on the investment firm’s
liquidity needs, competent authorities should assess all material sources of liquidity risk,
including for risk to clients, risk to market and risk to the investment firm as well as liquid
resources needed for the potential investment firm’s orderly wind-down. In particular,
competent authorities should assess all of the following:
a. if the investment firm holds clients’ assets or money and its ability to return such
assets in a timely manner under severe but plausible scenarios;
b. if the investment firm assesses its liquidity needs for its other off-balance sheet
activities taking into account that the contingent nature of off-balance-sheet
instruments adds complexity to the management of related cash flows;
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c. other potential sources of cash outflows including swaps, written or sold over the
counter (OTC) options, other interest rate contracts, forward foreign exchange rate
contracts, margin calls, and early termination agreements;
d. if there are difficulties in accessing certain markets;
e. if the foreign currency markets may lack liquidity;
f.

if the foreign exchange rate may depreciate sharply, when the investment firm
conducts transactions in foreign exchange at significant scale; and

g. if the investment firm which leverages its positions is exposed to liquidity risk
because of the risk of decrease in the market value of a position that would trigger
the need for additional collateral or margin that would require to quickly liquidate
its positions.

Evaluation of intraday liquidity risk
339. For investment firms that deal on own account, competent authorities should assess if
the investment firm has a sufficient level of high-quality liquid assets and other liquidity
inflows to cover liquidity outflows on a daily basis, including intraday period. Competent
authorities should assess investment firms that engage into market making activity more
comprehensively.
340. Competent authorities should base their assessment on the investment firm’s analysis
of intraday liquidity risk in accordance with Article 29(1), point (d) of Directive (EU)
2019/2034. Intraday liquidity should be assessed under normal and severe but plausible
conditions.
341. For the purposes of the intraday liquidity risk assessment, competent authorities
should assess if the investment firm clears its positions via clearing members or operates
in an over-the-counter market. If the investment firm is guaranteed by a clearing member
or any other party, the competent authority should assess the effectiveness of the
guarantees in mitigating liquidity risk.
342. For the assessment of liquidity needs under normal conditions and the evaluation of
intraday liquidity risk, competent authorities should support the analysis with evidence
from the investment firm’s internal reports and information, and from supervisory
reporting data as specified in the implementing regulation adopted in accordance with
Article 54(3) of Regulation (EU) 2019/2033.
343. Competent authorities should assess the investment firm’s exposure to intraday
liquidity risk, including the intraday availability of liquid assets. Competent authorities
should assess whether daily settlement requirements will be met including an evaluation
of available intraday liquidity or of accessible liquidity under normal conditions as well as
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during financial or operational events that may affect liquidity access such as IT failures,
legal constraints on the transfer of funds or trading counterparties’ default.

Evaluation of available liquid resources
344. For investment firms which are market makers as defined in Article 2(1), point (k) of
Regulation (EU) No 236/2012, competent authorities should assess available liquid
resources. Competent authorities should perform similar assessments on investment firms
that do not qualify as market makers to the extent that the competent authorities deem it
to be appropriate.
345. Competent authorities should assess the adequacy of the liquidity resources of
investment firms that are market makers necessary to meet its liquidity needs over
different time horizons, including intraday. This assessment should take into account all of
the following criteria:
a. the liquid assets available in a timely manner for the investment firm’s viability
under normal and severe but plausible conditions;
b. the overall liquid assets available to the investment firm over the full period of the
relevant severe, but plausible conditions;
c. the characteristics of different severe, but plausible conditions, such as severity
and duration, and periods considered in the evaluation of the investment firm’s
liquidity needs;
d. the amount of assets that would need to be liquidated over the relevant time
horizons; and
e. whether the actual liquid resources, including the quality of liquid assets, are in line
with the investment firm’s liquidity risk;
346. Competent authorities should assess the ability of investment firms that are market
makers to monetise its liquid assets in a timely manner in order to meet its liquidity needs
during a stress period. Competent authorities should take into account all of the following
criteria:
a. whether the investment firm tests its market access by selling or repoing on a
periodic basis;
b. whether there are high concentrations that may represent a risk of wrongly
anticipated liquid resources;
c. whether the liquidity resources are readily available and under the control of the
relevant staff;
d. whether the denomination of the liquid assets is consistent with the distribution of
liquidity needs by currency;
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e. where the investment firm has borrowed liquid assets, whether it would no longer
have them available to meet its outflows under severe but plausible conditions
considering the net effect of the transaction; and
f.

the reliability of the committed liquidity facilities if they are used by the investment
firm.

Evaluation of funding
347. When assessing the risk to liquidity competent authorities should assess the
investment firm’s funding arrangements and stability of funding sources under both normal
and severe, but plausible conditions.
348. Competent authorities should assess the appropriateness of the investment firm’s
funding profile taking into account all of the following criteria:
a. whether the investment firm’s obligations are adequately met with stable
funding;
b. whether – in the case the investment firm belongs groups – there are regular
intragroup flows of liquidity and whether they are mandated by contracts and are
still in effect; and
c. whether the investment firm has access to credit facilities from a credit
institution or another group entity or other alternative funding sources.
349. Competent authorities should assess the diversity of funding sources. The assessment
should consider if funding is secured or unsecured, such as the use of repurchase
agreements, securities lending markets, issuance of long-term debt in the public and
private markets, a variety of short-term funding instruments such as bank loans, and, where
relevant, the diversity of regional markets.
350. Competent authorities should assess whether potential shortcomings arising from the
investment firm’s funding profile, such as inflows and outflows mismatches in market
activities breaching acceptable boundaries, or excessive concentrations of funding sources,
could lead to liquidity risk. Competent authorities should assess the level of investment
firm’s reliance on particular funding sources based on investment services, nature and
provider of the funds.
351. Competent authorities should consider factors that may reduce the stability of the
funding in relation to the type and characteristics of both assets and liabilities.
352. Competent authorities should assess risk to the sustainability of the investment firm’s
funding profile arising from concentrations in funding sources. They should take into
account whether the investment firm’s counterparties are single or connected and other
concentration risk that may affect the investment firm’s access to funding in the future.
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The assessment should include reliability of the investment firm’s alternative funding
strategies, and their adequacy to protect the firm.

8.3 Assessing liquidity risk management
353. Competent authorities should assess the investment firm’s liquidity risk management
framework. For smaller and less complex investment firms this assessment should be
streamlined to avoid excessive burden on the authority as well as on the investment firm.

Organisational framework, policies and procedures
354. Competent authorities should assess whether the investment firm has an effective
liquidity risk management framework which enables the firm to identify how it is exposed
to liquidity risk. Competent authorities should assess whether the investment firm has
established a sound liquidity risk management and controls systems, which enable the
investment firm to monitor the effectiveness of its liquidity, level of liquidity risk and
compliance with established policies and procedures.
355. The framework should be proportional to the size, structure and internal organisation
of the investment firm and the nature, scope and complexity of its activities, as well as its
risk to clients, risk to market and risk to the investment firm. For investment firms that do
not deal on own account, the liquidity risk management framework may not need to be
separated from other risk-related policies and procedures.
356. Competent authorities should assess whether the investment firm’s risk management
framework considers how the investment firm is able to identify liquid assets shortfalls
before stressed conditions occur.
357. Competent authorities should assess whether the investment firm’s strategies focus on
ensuring the ability of the investment firm to continue to operate and pursue new business
opportunities through all market environments for an extended period without immediacy
liquidating assets or raising additional funding.
358.
When assessing the framework, policies and procedures for liquidity risk management,
competent authorities should take into account all of the following criteria:
a. whether the management body approves policies for managing liquidity risk
and discusses and reviews them regularly;
b. whether senior management is responsible for developing and implementing
the policies and procedures for managing liquidity risk;
c. whether senior management ensures that the decisions of the management
body are implemented and actively monitored;
d. whether the liquidity risk management framework is internally coherent and
ensures ILAAP, where available, is comprehensive, and is well integrated into the
investment firm’s wider risk management framework; and
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e. whether the policies and procedures are properly defined, formalised and
effectively communicated throughout the investment firm.
359. Competent authorities should assess whether the investment firm has an appropriate
organisational framework for liquidity risk management, measurement and control
functions. Competent authorities should take into account all of the following criteria:
a. whether the liquidity risk control and monitoring systems and processes are
controlled by independent control functions; and
b. whether the risk management, measurement and control functions cover
liquidity risk in the investment firm, and in particular all areas where liquidity risk
can be taken, mitigated or monitored.

Liquidity risk internal control framework
360. Competent authorities should assess whether the investment firm has a strong and
comprehensive control framework and sound safeguards to mitigate or limit its liquidity
risk. The liquidity control framework and the safeguard mechanisms may be separated
from other risks’ control frameworks or mechanisms. When assessing such frameworks and
mechanisms, the competent authorities should take into account all of the following
criteria:
a. whether the limit and control framework is adequate for the investment firm’s
complexity, size and business model and reflects the different material drivers of
liquidity risk, such as maturity mismatches, currency mismatches, derivatives
transactions, off-balance sheet items and intraday liquidity risk;
b. whether the investment firm has implemented adequate limits and monitoring
systems that are consistent with its liquidity risk appetite;
c. whether the risk limits are regularly reviewed by the competent bodies or
control function of the investment firm and clearly communicated inside the firm;
d. whether there are clear and transparent procedures regarding how
compliance with individual liquidity risk limits is monitored and how limit breaches
are handled (including clear escalation and reporting procedures); and
e. whether the limit and control framework helps the investment firm to ensure
the availability of sufficient liquid assets.

8.4 Summary of findings and scoring
361. Following the above assessment, competent authorities should form a view on the
investment firm’s liquidity risk. This view should be reflected in a summary of findings,
accompanied by a risk score based on the considerations specified in Table 10.
Table 10. Supervisory considerations for assigning a score to liquidity risk
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Risk
score

1

Supervisory view
There is a low risk of
significant prudential
impact on the
investment firm
considering the level of
liquidity risk and the
management
and
controls.

Considerations in relation to inherent risk
• There is non-material/very low risk.
The size and composition of the liquid
asset is adequate and appropriate.
•
The level of other drivers of liquidity
risk (e.g., reputational risk, inability to
transfer intragroup liquidity, etc.) is not
material/very low.
•
There is non-material/very low risk from
the investment firm’s funding profile or its
stability.
•
Other drivers of liquidity risk (e.g.,
reputational risk) are not material/very low.

•

•

2

There is a mediumlow risk of significant
prudential impact on
the investment firm
considering the level of
liquidity risk and the
management
and
controls.

Mismatches (e. g. between maturities,
currencies, etc.) entail low to medium risk.
•
The risk posed by the size and
composition of the liquidity buffer is low to
medium.
•
The level of other drivers of liquidity
risk (e.g., reputational risk, inability to
transfer intragroup liquidity, etc.) is low to
medium.
•
The risk posed by the investment firm’s
funding profile and its stability is low to
medium.
•
Other drivers of liquidity risk (e.g.,
reputational risk) are low to medium.

Considerations in relation
to adequate management
and controls

•

There
is
consistency between
the investment firm’s
liquidity
risk
management
framework and its
overall strategy and
risk appetite.
•
Liquidity
risk
management
and
control systems are
appropriate and in line
with the investment
firm’s
risk
management strategy
and risk appetite.

•

3

There is a mediumhigh risk of significant
prudential impact on
the investment firm
considering the level of
liquidity risk and the
management
and
controls.

Mismatches (e.g., between maturities,
currencies, etc.) entail medium to high risk.
•
The risk posed by the size and
composition of the liquid assets is medium to
high.
•
The level of other drivers of liquidity
risk (e.g., reputational risk, inability to
transfer intragroup liquidity, etc.) is medium
to high.
•
The risk posed by the investment firm’s
funding profile and its stability is medium to
high.
•
Other drivers of liquidity risk (e.g.,
reputational risk) are medium to high.
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• Mismatches

4

There is a high risk of
significant prudential
impact on the
investment
firm
considering the level of
liquidity risk and the
management
and
controls.

•
•

•
•

(e.g. between maturities,
currencies, etc.) entail high risk.
The risk posed by the size and composition of
the liquid assets is high.
The level of other drivers of liquidity risk
(e.g., reputational risk, inability to transfer
intragroup liquidity, etc.) is high.
The risk posed by the investment firm’s
funding profile and its stability is high.
Other drivers of liquidity risk (e.g.,
reputational risk) are high.

Questions for consultation
Question 9. Do you agree with the proposed criteria for the assessment of liquidity risk? Should
investment firms that deal on own account, in particular market makers, be subject to more
comprehensive liquidity risk assessment?
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Title 9. Determination of the outcome of
liquidity assessment
9.1 General considerations
362. Competent authorities should use the assessment under Title 8 to identify and assess
current and future liquidity risk that the investment firm faces or may face and how the
investment firm is able to mitigate those risk.
363. Competent authorities should conduct the SREP liquidity assessment process using the
following steps:
a. overall assessment of investment firm’s liquidity;
b. determination of the need for specific liquidity measures based on the delegated
regulation adopted in accordance with Article 42(6) of Directive (EU) 2019/2034;
c. determination of the liquidity score.

9.2 Overall assessment of liquidity risk
364. To assess whether the liquidity held by an investment firm provides appropriate
coverage of risk to liquidity, competent authorities should use all of the following sources
of information:
a. the outcomes of the assessment of liquidity risk;
b. the investment firm’s ILAAP, where available; and
c. other relevant inputs such as information from on-site inspections, AML/CFT
supervisors peer group analysis or stress testing, internal risk management reports
and ad-hoc reports requested by the competent authorities, where available.
365. For the outcome of the assessment of liquidity risk, competent authorities should take
into account the findings regarding all of the following aspects:
a. risk of liquidity not covered by liquidity requirements specified in Regulation (EU)
2019/2033, including, where relevant, intraday liquidity risk;
b. other risks not adequately covered and measured by the investment firm, as a
result of underestimation of outflows, overestimation of inflows, overestimation
of the liquid assets or unavailability from an operational point of view of liquid
assets, such as assets not available for sale and assets that are readily available;
c. specific concentration funding by counterparties or product/type; and
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d. other relevant outcomes of the supervisory liquidity stress tests.
366. When assessing the investment firm’s ILAAP framework competent authorities should
assess whether ILAAP calculations are credible. Calculations used by investment firms
should be considered credible where they properly cover the risks they are looking to
address. Calculations should be considered understandable where there is a clear
breakdown and summary of the underlying components of the ILAAP calculations.
367. Competent authorities should translate this overall assessment into a liquidity and
funding score, which should reflect the view of competent authorities on the threats to the
investment firm’s viability that may arise from risk to liquidity.

9.3 Determining the need for specific liquidity requirements
368. When competent authorities determine specific liquidity requirement in accordance
with Article 42 of Directive (EU) 2019/2034, they should decide on the application of
quantitative requirements, as covered under this title, or on the application of qualitative
requirements, as covered under Title 10 of these guidelines.
369. To determine the quantitative requirement, competent authorities should require an
amount of liquid assets in accordance with the delegated regulation adopted in accordance
with Article 42(6) of Directive (EU) 2019/2034 that mitigates the identified shortcomings.

9.4 Summary of findings and scoring
370. Following the above assessment, competent authorities should form a view on whether
existing liquidity resources provide sound coverage of the risk to which the investment firm
is or might be exposed. This view should be reflected in a summary of findings,
accompanied by a score based on the considerations specified in Table 11.
Table 11. Supervisory considerations for assigning a score to liquidity adequacy

Score

Supervisory view

1

The investment firm's liquidity position and
funding profile pose no significant risk to the
viability of the investment firm.

2

The investment firm's liquidity position or funding
profile pose a low level of risk to the viability of the
investment firm.

Considerations
The investment firm’s liquidity is above specific
supervisory quantitative requirements and are
expected to remain so in the future.
• The composition and stability of funding pose no
discernible risk in relation to the activities and
business model of the investment firm.
• The free flow of liquidity between entities in the
group, where relevant, is not impeded, or all entities
have a counterbalancing capacity and liquidity above
supervisory requirements.
• The investment firm’s liquidity is above the specific
supervisory quantitative requirements, but there is a
risk that they will not remain so.
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• The composition and stability of funding pose a low
level of risk in relation to the activities and business
model of the investment firm.
• The free flow of liquidity between entities in the
group, where relevant, is or could be marginally
impeded.

3

4

The investment firm's liquidity position or funding
profile pose a medium level of risk to the viability
of the investment firm.

The investment firm's liquidity position or funding
profile pose a high level of risk to the viability of the
investment firm.

• The investment firm’s liquidity is deteriorating
and/or are below specific supervisory quantitative
requirements, and there are concerns about the
investment firm’s ability to restore compliance with
these requirements in a timely manner.
• The composition and stability of funding pose a
medium level of risk in relation to the activities and
business model of the investment firm.
• The free flow of liquidity between entities in the
group, where relevant, is impeded.
• The investment firm’s liquidity is rapidly
deteriorating or is below the specific supervisory
quantitative requirements, and there are serious
concerns about the investment firm’s ability to restore
compliance with these requirements in a timely
manner.
• The composition and stability funding pose a high
level of risk in relation to the activities and business
model of the investment firm.
• The free flow of liquidity between entities in the
group, where relevant, is severely impeded.

Questions for consultation
Question 10. Do you agree with the proposed guidance for the setting and communication of
specific liquidity requirements?
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Title 10 Overall SREP assessment and
application of supervisory measures
10.1 General considerations
371. This title covers the combination of the findings of the assessments of the SREP
elements into the overall SREP assessment. It also addresses the application by competent
authorities of supervisory measures to address deficiencies identified through the
assessment of the SREP elements. Competent authorities may apply supervisory measures
as specified in Directive (EU) 2019/2034 (Articles 38, 39, 40, 41 and 42) and national law,
and, where applicable, early intervention measures as specified in Article 27 of
Directive 2014/59/EU, or any combination of the above.
372. Competent authorities should exercise their supervisory powers on the basis of
deficiencies identified during the assessments of the individual SREP elements and taking
into account the overall SREP assessment, including the score, considering the following:
a. the materiality of the deficiencies/vulnerabilities and the potential prudential
impact of not addressing the issue (i.e. whether it is necessary to address the issue
with a specific measure);
b. whether the measures are consistent with/proportionate to their overall
assessment of a particular SREP element (and the overall SREP assessment);
c. whether supervisory or other administrative measures are needed to address
prudential deficiencies/vulnerabilities related to ML/TF risks within their
supervisory remit after having liaised with the relevant AML/CFT supervisors;
d. whether the deficiencies/vulnerabilities have already been addressed/covered by
other measures;
e. whether other measures would achieve the same objective with less of an
administrative and financial impact on the investment firm;
f.

the optimal level and duration of application of the measure to achieve the
supervisory objective; and

g. the possibility that risks and vulnerabilities identified may be correlated or selfreinforcing, or both, meriting an increase in the rigorousness of supervisory
measures.
373. When applying supervisory measures to address specific deficiencies identified in the
assessment of SREP elements, competent authorities should take into account overall
quantitative own funds and liquidity requirements to be applied based on the criteria
specified in Titles 7 and 9.
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374. When applying supervisory measures or sanctions to address prudential deficiencies
related to ML/TF risk, competent authorities should engage with AML/CFT supervisors so
that the underlying deficiencies/vulnerabilities are adequately addressed by the
appropriate measures within the respective remit of AML/CFT supervisors and competent
authorities from their respective perspectives.
375. Competent authorities may take immediate supervisory measures directly linked to the
outcomes of any supervisory activities (e.g. on-site examinations, assessments of the
suitability of members of the management body and key functions, etc.).

10.2 Overall SREP assessment
376. In determining the overall SREP assessment, competent authorities should consider the
findings of the assessments of the SREP elements, specifically:
a. the risks to which the investment firm is or may be exposed;
b. the likelihood that the investment firm’s governance, control deficiencies and/or
business model or strategy are likely to exacerbate or mitigate these risks, or
expose the investment firm to new sources of risk;
c. whether the investment firm’s own funds and liquidity resources provide sound
coverage of these risks; and
d. the potential for positive and negative interaction between the elements (e.g.
competent authorities may consider a strong capital position as a potential
mitigating factor for certain concerns identified in the area of liquidity and funding,
or by contrast, that a weak capital position may exacerbate concerns in that area).
377. On the basis of these considerations, competent authorities should determine the
investment firm’s viability, defined as its proximity to a point of non-viability on the basis
of the adequacy of its own funds and liquidity resources, governance, controls and/or
business model or strategy to cover the risks to which it is or may be exposed.
378.

On the basis of this determination, competent authorities should:
a. take any supervisory measures necessary to address concerns;
b. determine future supervisory resourcing and planning for the investment firm,
including whether any specific supervisory activities should be planned for the
investment firm;
c. where applicable, determine the need for early intervention measures as specified
in Article 27 of Directive 2014/59/EU; and
d. determine whether the investment firm can be considered to be ‘failing or likely to
fail’.
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379. The overall SREP assessment should be reflected in a viability score based on the
considerations specified in Table 12 and clearly documented in a summary of the overall
SREP assessment. This annual summary should also include the overall SREP score and
scores for elements of the SREP, and any supervisory findings made over the course of the
previous 12 months.
Table 12. Supervisory considerations for assigning the overall SREP score
Score
1

Supervisory view

Considerations

The risks identified pose a low level of • The investment firm’s business model and
risk to the viability of the investment
strategy do not raise concerns.
firm.
• The internal governance and investment
firm-wide control arrangements do not
raise concerns.
• The investment firm’s risks to capital and
liquidity pose a non-material/a very low risk
of a significant prudential impact.
• The composition and quantity of own funds
held do not raise concerns.
• The investment firm’s liquidity position and
funding profile do not raise concerns.
• Where relevant, no material concerns about
the credibility and feasibility of the
investment firm’s recovery plan including its
overall recovery capacity.

2

The risks identified pose a medium-low • There is a low to medium level of concern
level of risk to the viability of the
about the investment firm’s business model
investment firm.
and strategy.
• There is a low to medium level of concern
about the investment firm’s governance or
investment
firm-wide
control
arrangements.
• There is a low to medium level of risk of a
significant prudential impact caused by risks
to capital and liquidity.
• There is a low to medium level of concern
about the composition and quantity of own
funds held.
• There is a low to medium level of concern
about the investment firm's liquidity
position and/or funding profile.
• Where relevant, there is a low to medium
level of concern about the credibility and
feasibility of the investment firm’s recovery
plan including its overall recovery capacity.
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Score
3

Supervisory view

Considerations

The risks identified pose a medium-high • There is a medium to high level of concern
level of risk to the viability of the
about the investment firm’s business model
investment firm.
and strategy.
• There is a medium to high level of concern
about the investment firm’s governance or
investment
firm-wide
control
arrangements.
• There is a medium to high level of risk of a
significant prudential impact caused by risks
to capital and liquidity.
• There is a medium to high level of concern
about the composition and quantity of own
funds held by the investment firm.
• There is a medium to high level of concern
about the investment firm’s liquidity
position and/or funding profile.
• Where relevant, there is a medium to high
level of concern about the credibility and
feasibility of the investment firm’s recovery
plan including its overall recovery capacity.

4

The risks identified pose a high level of
risk to the viability of the investment
firm.

• There is a high level of concern about the
investment firm’s business model and
strategy.
• There is a high level of concern about the
investment
firm’s
governance
or
investment
firm-wide
control
arrangements.
• There is a high level of risk of a significant
prudential impact caused by risks to capital
and liquidity.
• There is a high level of concern about the
composition and quantity of own funds held
by the investment firm.
• There is a high level of concern about the
investment firm’s liquidity position and/or
funding profile.
• Where relevant, there is a high level of
concern about the credibility and feasibility
of the investment firm’s recovery plan
including its overall recovery capacity.

F

The investment firm is considered to be • There is an immediate risk to the viability of
‘failing or likely to fail’.
the investment firm.
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Score

Supervisory view

Considerations
• The investment firm meets the conditions
for failing or likely to fail, as specified in
Article 32(4) of Directive 2014/59/EU22.

380. When determining that an investment firm is ‘failing or likely to fail’, as reflected by an
overall SREP score of ‘F’, competent authorities, where relevant, should engage with the
resolution authorities to consult on findings following the procedure specified in Article 32
of Directive 2014/59/EU. In the case of investment firms that are not subject to
Directive 2014/59/EU, but which are assessed as ‘failing or likely to fail’ competent
authorities should enhance engagement with the investment firm to ensure its orderly
wind-down.

10.3 Application of capital measures
381. Competent authorities should impose additional own funds requirements and establish
own funds expectations by setting P2R and P2G in accordance with Title 7.
382. Notwithstanding the requirements referred to in the previous paragraph, competent
authorities may, on the basis of the vulnerabilities and deficiencies identified in the
assessment of SREP elements, impose additional capital measures including:
a. requiring the investment firm to use net profits to strengthen own funds in
accordance with Article 39(2), point (h) of Directive (EU) 2019/2034;
b. restricting or prohibiting distributions or interest payments by the investment firm
to shareholders, members or holders of Additional Tier 1 instruments where such
prohibition does not constitute an event of default of the investment firm in
accordance with Article 39(2), point (i) of Directive (EU) 2019/2034; and/or
c. requiring the investment firm to apply a specific provisioning policy or treatment
of assets in terms of own funds requirements in accordance with Article 39(2),
point (d) of Directive (EU) 2013/2034.
383. If after liaising with the AML/CFT supervisor, there is a need for competent authorities
to address prudential deficiencies/vulnerabilities related to ML/TF risks as a result of the

22

In particular, the competent authority is of the view that (1) the investment firm infringes, or there are objective
elements to support a determination that the investment firm will, in the near future, infringe, the requirements for
continuing authorisation in a way that would justify the withdrawal of the authorisation by the competent authority, for
reasons including but not limited to the fact that the investment firm has incurred or is likely to incur losses that will
deplete all or a significant amount of its own funds; (2) the investment firm’s assets are, or there are objective elements
to support a determination that the investment firm’s assets will, in the near future, be, less than its liabilities; or (3) the
investment firm is, or there are objective elements to support a determination that the investment firm will, in the near
future, be, unable to pay its debts or other liabilities as they fall due. Article 32(4)(d) of Directive 2014/59/EU also
identifies extraordinary public support criteria for the determination of whether an investment firm is failing or likely to
fail, but these criteria are not considered for the purpose of SREP and the determination made by the competent
authorities.
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SREP elements assessment, competent authorities should include those in their
considerations when setting additional own funds requirements only where this is
considered more appropriate than other supervisory measures. If additional own funds
requirements are imposed, they should be used as an interim measure while the
deficiencies are addressed

10.4 Application of liquidity measures
384. Competent authorities should impose specific liquidity requirements in accordance
with the process and criteria specified in Title 9.
385. Notwithstanding the specific quantitative requirements referred to in the previous
paragraph, competent authorities may, on the basis of the vulnerabilities and deficiencies
identified in the assessment of risks to liquidity and funding, impose additional liquidity
measures including, such as specific liquidity requirements in accordance with Article 39(2),
point (k) or Article 42 of Directive (EU) 2019/2034.

10.5 Application of other supervisory measures
386. To address specific deficiencies identified in the assessment of SREP elements,
competent authorities may consider applying measures that are not directly linked to
quantitative capital or liquidity requirements. This section provides a non-exhaustive list of
possible supervisory measures that can be applied based on Articles 39 Directive
(EU) 2019/2034. Competent authorities may apply other supervisory measures as set out
in that Article if these are more appropriate to address the identified deficiencies as
described in this section. The choice of measures should take into account the results of
assessment performed in accordance with Titles 4, 5, 6 and 8 of these guidelines.

Business model analysis
387. Supervisory measures to address deficiencies identified in the BMA are likely to involve
requiring the investment firm to adjust governance and control arrangements to help with
the implementation of the business model and strategy or limiting certain business
activities.
388. In accordance with Article 39(2), point (b) of Directive (EU) 2019/2034, competent
authorities may require the investment firm to make adjustments to risk management and
control arrangements, or to governance arrangements, to match the desired business
model or strategy, by means including:
a. adjusting the financial plan assumed in the strategy, if it is not supported by
internal capital planning or credible assumptions;
b. requiring changes to organisational structures, reinforcement of risk management
and control functions and arrangements to support the implementation of the
business model or strategy; and/or
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c. requiring changes to and reinforcement of IT systems to support the
implementation of the business model or strategy.
389. In accordance with Article 39(2), point (e) of Directive (EU) 2019/2034, competent
authorities may require the investment firm to make changes to the business model or
strategy where:
a. they are not supported by appropriate organisational, governance or risk control
and management arrangements;
b. they are not supported by capital and operational plans, including allocation of
appropriate financial, human and technological (IT) resources; and/or
c. there are significant concerns about the sustainability of the business model.
390. In accordance with Article 39(2), point (f) of Directive (EU) 2019/2034, competent
authorities may:
a. require investment firms to reduce the risk inherent in the products they
originate/distribute, by means including:
o

requiring changes to the risks inherent in certain product offerings;
and/or

o

requiring improvements to the governance and control arrangements
for product development and maintenance;

b. require the investment firm to reduce the risk inherent in its systems, by means
including:
o

requiring improvements to the systems, or increasing the level of
investment or speeding-up the implementation of new systems;
and/or

o

requiring improvements to the governance and control arrangements
for system development and maintenance;

c. require investment firms to reduce the risk inherent in their activities, including
outsourced activities, by means including:
o

requiring changes to or reduction of certain activities with a view to
reducing their inherent risk; and/or

o

requiring improvements to governance and control arrangements and
oversight of outsourced activities.

Internal governance and investment firm-wide controls
391. Supervisory measures to address deficiencies identified in the assessment of internal
governance and investment firm-wide controls may focus on requiring the investment firm
to strengthen governance and control arrangements, or reducing the risk inherent in its
products, systems and operations. When applying supervisory measures to address
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deficiencies identified in the assessment of the internal governance competent authorities
should engage with competent authorities for the purpose of Directive 2014/65/EU so that
the underlying deficiencies/vulnerabilities are addressed in a consistent manner.
392. In accordance with Article 39(2), point (b) of Directive (EU) 2019/2034, competent
authorities may:
a. require the investment firm to make changes to its overall governance arrangements
and organisation, by means including requiring:
o

changes to the organisational or functional structure, including
reporting lines;

o

amendments to risk policies or how they are developed and
implemented across the organisation; and/or

o

an increase in the transparency of governance arrangements;

b. require the investment firm to make changes to the organisation, composition or
working arrangements of the management body;
c. require the investment firm to strengthen its overall risk management arrangements,
by means including requiring:
o

changes to or reduction in risk appetite, or the governance
arrangements for setting risk appetite, and the development of the
overall risk strategy;

o

improvements to ICAAP or ILAAP procedures and models, where they
are not deemed fit for purpose;

o

enhancement of stress-testing capacities and the overall stress-testing
programme; and/or

o

enhancements to contingency planning;

d. require the investment firm to strengthen internal control arrangements and
functions, by means including requiring:
o

the independence and adequate staffing of the internal audit function;
and/or

o

improvements to the internal reporting process to ensure that
reporting to the management body is appropriate;

e. require the investment firm to enhance information systems or business continuity
arrangements, for example by requiring:
o

improvements in the reliability of systems; and/or
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o

development and testing of business continuity plans.

393. In accordance with Article 39(2), point (g) of Directive (EU) 2019/2034, competent
authorities may require the investment firm to:
a. make changes to remuneration polices; and/or
b. limit variable remuneration as a percentage of net revenues.
394. Based on the outcomes of the qualitative review of stress testing programmes and if
deficiencies are identified, competent authorities may require the investment firm:
a. to develop a plan of remedial action aimed at improving stress testing programmes
and practices;
b. to make changes to the investment firm’s capital plan;
c. where appropriate, to run specific prescribed scenarios (or elements of those) or
using specific assumptions.

Risk-to-client
395. Supervisory measures to address deficiencies identified in the assessment of the riskto-client and the associated management and control arrangements are likely to focus on
requiring the investment firm to reduce the level of inherent risk or strengthening
management and control arrangements.
396. In accordance with Article 39(2), point (b) of Directive (EU) 2019/2034, competent
authorities may require the investment firm to:
a. involve the management body or its committees more actively in risk-to-client
management;
b. improve the organisational framework to ensure effective providing of services to
clients with sufficient (both qualitative and quantitative) human and technical
resources (e.g. front and back offices, information systems);
c. improve the control framework (effectiveness and independence of control
functions) to mitigate its risks to clients;
d. enhance the quality and frequency of reporting on risk-to-client to the
management body and senior management.
397. In accordance with Article 39(2), point (d) of Directive (EU) 2019/2034, competent
authorities may require the investment firm to:
a. apply a specific provisioning policy;
b. adjust the internal estimates of the k-factor amount for risk-to-client and calculate
additional own funds requirements.
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398. In accordance with Article 39(2), points (e) and (f) of Directive (EU) 2019/2034,
competent authorities may require the investment firm to:
a. to restrict or limit the business, operations or network;
b. request the divestment of activities that pose excessive risk to the financial
soundness of the investment firm;
c. reduce the risk inherent in the activities, products (e.g. exposure to complex
products and transactions, level con concentration risk) and systems including
outsourced activities.

Risk-to-market
399. Supervisory measures to address deficiencies identified in the assessment of risk-tomarket and the associated management and control arrangements are likely to focus on
requiring the investment firm to reduce the level of inherent risk or to strengthen
management and control arrangements.
400. In accordance with Article 39(2), point (b) of Directive (EU) 2019/2034, competent
authorities may require the investment firm to address deficiencies identified with regard
to the investment firm’s ability to identify, measure, monitor and control risk-to-market,
by means including:
a. ensuring that investment firm’s market risk properly reflects the investment firm’s
appetite for market risk and is consistent with the overall risk appetite;
b. requiring appropriate organizational framework with sufficient (both qualitative
and quantitative) human and technical resources;
c. enhancing the performance of the investment firm’s internal approaches, or of its
back testing or stress-testing capacity;
d. enhancing the quality and frequency of the reporting to the investment firm’s
management body and senior management; and/or
e. requiring more frequent and in-depth internal audits with reference to the risk-tomarket and calculate additional own funds requirements.
401. In accordance with Article 39(2), point (e) of Directive (EU) 2019/2034, competent
authorities may:
a. restrict investment in certain products when the investment firm’s policies and
procedures do not ensure that the risk from those products will be adequately
covered and controlled;
b. require the investment firm to present a plan to reduce its exposures to distressed
assets and/or illiquid positions gradually; and/or
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c. require the divestment of financial products, including where the valuation
processes of the investment firm do not produce conservative valuations.
402. In accordance with Article 39(2), point (f) of Directive (EU) 2019/2034, competent
authorities may:
a. require the investment firm to reduce the level of inherent market risk (through
hedging or sale of assets); and/or
b. require the investment firm to increase the amount of derivatives settled through
central counterparties (CCPs).

Risk-to-firm
403. Supervisory measures to address deficiencies identified in the assessment of risk-tofirm and the associated management and control arrangements are likely to focus on
requiring the investment firm to reduce the level of inherent risk or strengthening
management and control arrangements.
404. In accordance with Article 39(2), point (b) of Directive (EU) 2019/2034, competent
authorities may:
a. ensure that investment firm’s risk strategy properly reflects the investment firm’s
appetite for risk-to-firm including daily trading flow, concentration and
counterparty default) and is consistent with the overall risk appetite;
b. require appropriate organisational framework with sufficient (both qualitative and
quantitative) human and technical resources;
c. require the investment firm to involve the management body or its committees
more actively in the risk-to-firm management;
d. require the investment firm to consider inherent risk-to-firm when approving new
products and systems;
e. require the investment firm to improve operational risk identification (relating to
daily trading flow) and measurement systems; and/or
f.

adjust the internal estimates of the k factor amount for risk-to-firm and calculate
additional own funds requirements.

405. In accordance with Article 39(2), points (e) and (f) of Directive (EU) 2019/2034,
competent authorities may:
a. require the investment firm to restrict or limit the business, operations or network
of investments firms (reducing the degree of concentration risk or the exposure to
trading counterparty default risk);
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b. require the divestment of activities that pose excessive risks to the soundness of
the investment firm;
c. require the investment firm to reduce the scope and/or extent of outsourcing
activities including restructuring or exiting from outsourcing arrangements and
switching to another service provider;
d. require the investment firm to mitigate risk-to-firm exposures (e.g. with insurance,
introduction of more control points, etc.);
e. restrict or limit the business, operations or network of investment firms or to
request the divestment of activities that pose excessive risks to the soundness of
an investment firm;
f.

require the reduction of the risk inherent in the activities, products and systems of
investment firms, including the ML/TF risks with prudential implications.

Other risks to capital
406. Irrespective of the requirement to hold additional own funds pursuant to Article 39(1),
point (a) of Directive (EU) 2019/2034, competent authorities should consider the
application of supervisory measures where the outcomes of SREP or other supervisory
activities reveal deficiencies in the investment firm’s measurement, management,
monitoring and control of operational risk, including in particular ICT risk, interest rate risk
arising from non-trading book activities, or any other risk relevant for the investment firm.

Liquidity risk
407. In accordance with Article 39(2), point (k) of Directive (EU) 2019/2034 competent
authorities may:
a. require diversification of the liquidity buffer and currency consistency between
liquid assets and net outflows;
b. impose requirements on the concentration of the liquid assets held, including:
o

requirements for the composition of the investment firm’s liquidassets profile in respect to asset classes, currencies, etc.; and/or

o

caps, limits or restrictions on funding concentrations;

c. impose restrictions on short-term contractual or behavioural maturity mismatches:
o

limits on maturity mismatches (in specific time buckets);

o

limits on minimum survival periods; and/or

o

limits on dependency on certain short-term funding sources, such as
money market funding.
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408. In accordance with Article 39(2), point (b) of Directive (EU) 2019/2034, competent
authorities may require action to be taken to address deficiencies identified with regard to
the investment firm’s ability to identify, measure, monitor and control liquidity risk, by
means including:
b.

enhancing its stress-testing capacity to improve its ability to identify and quantify
material sources of liquidity risk to the investment firm;

c.

enhancing its ability to monetise its liquid assets;

d.

enhancing its liquidity contingency plan and liquidity early warning indicators
framework; and/or

d. enhancing reporting of liquidity management information to the investment firm’s
management body and senior management.
409. In accordance with Article 39(2), point (k) of Directive (EU) 2019/2034 competent
authorities may require action to be taken to amend the investment firm’s funding profile,
including:
a. reducing its dependency on certain (potentially volatile) funding markets, such as
wholesale funding;
b. reducing the concentration of its funding profile with respect to counterparties,
peaks in the long-term maturity profile, (mismatches in) currencies, etc.; and/or
c. reducing the amount of its encumbered assets, potentially differentiating between
total encumbrance and overcollateralisation (e.g. for covered bonds, margin calls,
etc.).

10.6 Supervisory reaction to a situation where Pillar 2 requirement
is not met
410. Pillar 2 requirement is a legally binding requirement that investment firms have to meet
at all times, including in stressed conditions. Where P2R set in accordance with these
guidelines is no longer met, the competent authorities should consider additional
intervention powers, including withdrawal of authorisation either directly if they have such
competence or considering requesting it to the competent authorities for the purpose of
Directive 2014/65/EU, or, where applicable, application of early intervention measures and
resolution actions, in accordance with Article 8 of Directive 2014/65/EU and Directive
2014/59/EU, respectively. When exercising those powers, competent authorities should
consider whether measures are proportionate to the circumstances and their judgement
on how the situation is likely to develop. A breach of P2R should also be considered in
determining if an investment firm is failing or likely to fail.

10.7 Supervisory reaction to a situation where P2G is not met
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411. Competent authorities should monitor whether the amount of own funds expected
according to P2G is established and maintained by the investment firm over time.
412. When the investment firm’s own funds drop, or are likely to drop, below the level
determined by P2G, the competent authority should expect the investment firm to notify
it and prepare a revised capital plan. Competent authorities should ascertain that in its
notification, the investment firm explains what adverse consequences are likely to force it
to do so and what actions are envisaged for the eventual restoration of compliance with
P2G as part of an enhanced supervisory dialogue.
413. There are generally three situations to be considered by a competent authority in which
an investment firm could fail to meet its P2G.
a. Where the level of own funds falls below the level of P2G in investment firmspecific or external circumstances in which risks that P2G was aimed at covering
have materialised, the competent authority may allow the investment firm to
temporarily operate below the level of P2G provided that the revised capital plan
is considered credible in accordance with the criteria set out in Section 7.7.3. The
competent authority may also consider adjusting the level of P2G where
appropriate.
b. Where the level of own funds falls below the level of P2G in investment firmspecific or external circumstances as a result of the materialisation of risks that P2G
was not aimed at covering, competent authorities should expect the investment
firm to increase the level of own funds to the level of P2G within an appropriate
timeline.
c. Where the investment firm disregards P2G, does not incorporate it into it risk
management framework or does not establish own funds to meet P2G within the
time limits set in accordance with paragraph 298, this may lead to competent
authorities applying additional supervisory measures as set out in Sections 10.3 and
10.5.
Where the permission to operate below the level of P2G as referred to in point (a) has not
been granted and the investment firm’s own funds are repeatedly below the level of P2G,
the competent authority should impose additional own funds requirements in accordance
with Title 7.
414. Notwithstanding particular supervisory responses in accordance with the previous
paragraph, competent authorities may also consider the application of the capital and
additional supervisory measures set out in Sections 10.3 and 10.5, where these are deemed
more appropriate to address the reasons for the own funds falling below the level
determined by P2G.
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10.8 Interaction between supervisory and early intervention
measures
415. In addition to the supervisory measures referred to in this title, for investment firms
which are subject to the requirements of Directive 2014/59/EU, competent authorities may
apply early intervention measures as specified in Article 27 of that Directive, which are
intended to supplement the set of supervisory measures specified in Articles 39 to 42 of
Directive (EU) 2019/2034.
416. Competent authorities should apply early intervention measures without prejudice to
any other supervisory measures, and when applying early intervention measures, should
choose the most appropriate measure(s) to ensure a response that is proportionate to the
particular circumstances.

10.9 Interaction between supervisory and AML/CFT measures
417. Where competent authorities in the course of exercising their supervisory activities
have reasonable indications of deficiencies in the investment firm’s systems and controls
framework or the internal governance framework that are related to AML/CFT or
reasonable grounds to suspect that the institution has increased exposure to ML/TF risks,
they should:
a. notify the AML/CFT supervisor of these deficiencies and risks as soon as they are
identified;
b. assess the impact that such deficiencies and risks may have on the prudential
situation of the investment firm;
c. liaise with AML/CFT supervisors and in line with the respective authorities’
mandates and functions, consider the most appropriate prudential supervisory
measures to address these deficiencies and risks in addition to any measures taken
by the AML/CFT supervisors.
418. Where the competent authorities are notified or become aware of supervisory
measures or sanctions planned or imposed by the AML/CFT supervisors, they should
consider whether and how the potential prudential implications of the weaknesses and
failures identified by the AML/CFT supervisors need to be mitigated.
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Title 11 Application of
investment firms groups

SREP

to

419. This title addresses the application of the common SREP procedures and methodology
as specified in these guidelines in relation to investment firms groups and their entities. It
also provides links with the supervisory cooperation and coordination pursuant to
Articles 48 and 49 of Directive (EU) 2019/2034 and in accordance with the delegated
regulation adopted based on Article 48(8) of that Directive23.
420. In the SREP, competent authorities should also consider the potential ML/TF risks,
taking into account input received from the relevant AML/CFT supervisors of the Member
State where a parent undertaking is established as well as AML/CFT supervisors responsible
for the AML/CFT supervision of establishments of the group in different jurisdictions, in
particular any material weaknesses and breaches of AML/CFT legislation, that are linked to
the cross-border group structure.
421. When assessing prudential implications of ML/TF risks in the SREP for an investment
firm group, competent authorities should leverage on the information obtained through
bilateral engagements with relevant AML/CFT supervisors and through their participation
in AML/CFT colleges24 and prudential colleges.

11.1 Application of the SREP to cross-border groups
422. When applying the SREP and these guidelines to investment firms groups, competent
authorities should assess the viability of the group as a whole, as well as its individual
entities, while seeking to avoid the unnecessary duplication of supervisory requirements.
This can be done by dividing the process into two stages: (1) competent authorities make
an initial assessment of entities under their direct supervision, and (2) competent
authorities coordinate the assessment, where established within the framework of colleges
of supervisors pursuant to the requirements of Articles 48(2) and Article 49 of
Directive (EU) 2019/2034.
423.

In accordance with the scope of application of the guidelines as specified in Title 1:
a. consolidating supervisors should perform the initial assessment of the parent
undertaking and the group of investment firms on a consolidated level; and
b. competent authorities should perform the initial assessment on the entities under
their supervision (individual, or sub-consolidated, where relevant).

23

EBA/RTS/2021/06 on the colleges of supervisors for investment firm groups

24

AML/CFT colleges as defined in the Joint guidelines on cooperation and information exchange for the purpose of
Directive (EU) 2015/849 between competent authorities supervising credit and financial institutions (“The AML/CFT
Colleges Guidelines”).
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424. Where these guidelines are applied to the subsidiaries of a cross-border group,
competent authorities for subsidiaries should, when performing their initial assessment,
primarily consider investment firms on an individual basis, i.e. assess the business model,
strategy, internal governance and controls, risks to capital and liquidity, and capital and
liquidity adequacy of an entity as they would a standalone investment firm. The findings
from such initial assessments, where relevant, should also include identification of key
vulnerabilities in the group context, which may be related to the reliance of an investment
firm on its parent/group for funding, capital, technological support, etc. In their initial
assessments made on an individual basis, competent authorities should also reflect
strengths and mitigating factors related to the entity being part of the group, which may
be related to group technological support, financial support arrangements, etc.
425. The results of any such initial assessment of SREP elements, including, if identified,
views on key dependencies on the parent/group, should serve as an input into the
assessments and should be discussed by the competent authorities within the framework
of the colleges of supervisors established pursuant to the requirements of Article 48 of
Directive (EU) 2019/2034.
426. Following the discussions within the framework of colleges of supervisors, competent
authorities should finalise their respective SREP assessments, making the necessary
adjustments based on the outcomes of the college discussions.
427. Competent authorities should discuss and coordinate the following within the
framework of colleges of supervisors:
a. planning, including frequency, and timelines for performing the assessment of
various SREP elements for the consolidated group;
b. details of the application of benchmarks used for the assessment of SREP elements;
c. approach to assessing and scoring sub-categories of risks individually, where such
sub-categories have been identified as material;
d. inputs required from the investment firm at consolidated and entity level for
conducting the assessment of SREP elements;
e. outcomes of the assessment, including SREP scores assigned to various elements,
and the overall SREP assessment and overall SREP score at consolidated and entity
level. When discussing the assessment of individual risks to capital and liquidity,
competent authorities should focus on the risks that are identified as material for
the respective entities;
f.

cross-border prudential implications of ML/TF risks and concerns; and

g. planned supervisory and early intervention measures, if relevant.
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11.2 SREP capital assessment and investment firm-specific
prudential requirements
428. The determination of capital adequacy and requirements in accordance with the
process described in Title 7 for cross-border investment firms groups is part of the
discussion within the college of supervisors.
429. The exercise of supervisory powers and the taking of supervisory measures, including
with regard to imposing additional own funds pursuant to Article 39(2)(a) of Directive (EU)
2019/2034 at consolidated or individual entity level as specified in Title 7 should be
discussed in the college of supervisors.
430. In the context of discussions on the adequacy of the level of own funds and determining
additional own funds requirements, competent authorities should consider:
a. the assessment of the materiality of risks and deficiencies identified at both
consolidated and individual entity level (i.e. which risks are material to the group
as a whole and which are material to just one entity) and the level of own funds
required to cover such risks;
b. where deficiencies identified are common across all entities (e.g. same governance
deficiencies present in all entities, or deficiencies in the models used across several
entities), coordinating the assessment and supervisory response, and in particular,
deciding whether measures should be imposed at a consolidated level or
proportionally at entity level for the entities where common deficiencies are
present;
c. outcomes of the supervisory benchmark calculations used to determine additional
own funds requirements for all entities within the group and at a consolidated
level;
d. additional own funds requirements to be imposed on entities and at a consolidated
level to ensure there is consistency of final own funds requirements and whether
there is a need for transferring own funds from consolidated to entity level; and
e. determination of P2G for parent or subsidiary investment firm, or at consolidated
level.
431. The capital requirement and other capital measures, if applicable, should be set at
consolidated and solo levels. For the sub-consolidated level, the capital requirement and
other capital measures should cover only the parent undertaking of the sub-consolidated
group to avoid double counting of additional own funds requirements considered by
competent authorities for subsidiaries in other Member States.
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11.3 Application of other supervisory measures
432. Competent authorities responsible for the supervision of cross-border investment
firms groups and their entities should discuss and coordinate, where possible, application
of all supervisory and early intervention measures, where applicable, to the group and/or
its material entities to ensure that the most appropriate measures are consistently applied
to the identified vulnerabilities, taking into account the group dimension, including interdependencies and intra-group arrangements as discussed above.
433. Competent authorities responsible for the prudential supervision of entities of a crossborder investment firms group should, when imposing supervisory or administrative
measures including sanctions on investment firms for their failure to address deficiencies
related to ML/TF risks adequately, liaise with the relevant AML/CFT supervisors.
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Explanatory box on ESG considerations in investment firms’ supervision
Article 35 of Directive (EU) 2019/2034 (IFD) mandates the EBA to consider and develop, if
appropriate, guidelines to introduce criteria related to ESG risks in the SREP for investment firms
that are not meeting the criteria for qualifying as small and non-interconnected set out in Article
12(1) of Regulation (EU) 2019/2033 (IFR), while also taking into consideration the size, business
model, complexity of activities and risk profile of the relevant investment firms. The EBA report on
ESG risk management and supervision published in July 2021 already widely covers the Investment
Firms, although without providing detailed consideration on how to embed ESG risks in investment
firms’ supervision.
In line with the mandate of Article 35 IFD, as a first step, this Consultation Paper includes ESG risks
in the consideration of the key vulnerabilities of the business model of investment firms. Moreover,
consistently with the consultation paper on draft guidelines on internal governance under IFD, ESG
risks should also be encompassed in the governance arrangements, controls and risk management
of the investment firms.
In the future, the EBA may consider implementing art. 35 IFD through further guidance on the
incorporation of ESG risks within SREP focusing in the first place on assessing potential impact of
ESG risks within their SREP analysis of the business model, governance and risk management. This
could then potentially be extended to the assessment of ESG risks as part of risks to capital and
liquidity risks, along with the development of methodologies, reliable databases, and taking into
account further considerations about the coverage of these risks by the Pillar 1 framework based
on the mandate specified in Article 34 IFR.

Question for consultation:
Question 11: Do you have any views or suggestions with regard to appropriate incorporation of
ESG risks within SREP, including any proposed methods or criteria for the assessment of ESG risks
within SREP?
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5. Accompanying documents
5.1 Draft cost-benefit analysis / impact assessment
Article 45(2) of Directive (EU) 2019/2034 mandates EBA and ESMA to issue guidelines for the
competent authorities to further specify, in a manner that is appropriate to the size, the structure
and the internal organisation of investment firms and the nature, scope and complexity of their
activities, the common procedures and methodologies for the supervisory review and evaluation
process referred to in Article 36 of that Directive and the assessment of the treatment of the risks
referred to in Article 29 of that Directive.
As per Article 16(2) of Regulation (EU) No 1093/2010 (EBA Regulation), any guidelines and
recommendations developed by the EBA shall be accompanied by an Impact Assessment (IA), which
analyses ‘the potential related costs and benefits’.
This section presents the cost-benefit analysis of the provisions included in the draft GL as described
in this Consultation Paper. The analysis provides an overview of problem identified, the proposed
options to address this problem and the potential impact of these options. Given the nature and
the scope of the draft GL, the analysis is high-level and qualitative in nature.
A. Problem identification and Baseline scenario
Until 25 June 2021, the prudential rules for investment firms were part of the wider EU prudential
framework which applies to banks, as set out in Regulation (EU) No 575/2013 and Directive
2013/36/EU, also known as the Capital Requirements Regulation (CRR) and Capital Requirements
Directive (CRD), respectively. Under Article 97 CRD, competent authorities had to review the
arrangements, strategies, processes and mechanisms implemented by the investment firms to
comply with CRD and CRR, for which the EBA has issued Guidelines (GL) to promote common
procedures and methodologies for the supervisory and evaluation process across all institutions in
the EU.25
On 26 June 2021, most investment firms became subject to a new prudential framework, composed
of Regulation (EU) 2019/2033 and Directive (EU) 2019/2034, also known as the Investment Firms
Regulation (IFR) and the Investment Firms Directive (IFD), respectively. As a result, the existing
Guidelines for common procedures and methodologies for the SREP and supervisory stress testing

25

https://www.eba.europa.eu/regulation-and-policy/supervisory-review-and-evaluation-srep-and-pillar-2/guidelinesfor-common-procedures-and-methodologies-for-the-supervisory-review-and-evaluation-process-srep-and-supervisorystress-testing
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are not fit for purpose and the EBA has been mandated under Article 45(2) of the IFD to develop
dedicated GL for investment firms on the common procedures and methodologies for SREP.
These new GL will help to address the problem of an inconsistent application of the of supervisory
review processes and methodologies across competent authorities. Such inconsistencies can result
in different supervisory outcomes for investment firms with similar risk profiles and business
models.
B. Policy objectives
Investment firms throughout the EU are an important element of a well-functioning economy,
thanks to their key role in efficient capital allocation. Adequate supervisory requirements are
therefore necessary to reduce the likelihood of failure of an investment firm, or, in the event that
it does fail, to limit the risk of unorderly wind-down that could bring disruption to clients,
counterparties or to the markets in which it operates.
The specific objective of these proposed draft guidelines is to promote common procedures and
methodologies for the supervisory review and evaluation process (SREP) of the investment firms as
referred to in Article 36 of Directive (EU) 2019/2034. Thus, these draft guidelines aim at achieving
convergence of supervisory practices followed by competent authorities across the EU in the
prudential assessment of investment firms.
The methodology specified in these proposed draft guidelines promotes the application of
supervisory practices that properly encompass the proportionality principle by taking into account
the investment firm’s size, complexity and business model that should also help improve the
efficiency and stability of financial markets, as well as market confidence in the sector overall. The
methodology proposed in these guidelines envisages the assessment of four main pillars: (i)
business model, (ii) internal governance and firm-wide control arrangements, (iii) risks to capital
and capital adequacy and (iv) risks to liquidity and liquidity adequacy. Though the assessment of
these four building blocks, competent authorities should form a view on the investment firm’s
viability.
It is expected that these guidelines will have a positive impact on investor protection through the
establishment of clear supervisory expectations for the SREP assessment to which investment firms
across the EU will be subject.
C. Options considered, Cost-Benefit Analysis, Preferred option
This section presents the main policy options discussed during the development of the CP, the costs
and benefits of these options, as well as the preferred options retained in the CP.
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Categorisation
a. Categorisation criteria
The EBA considered 2 policy options regarding the SREP categorisation criteria:
Option 1a: Use only objective and quantitative criteria for assigning an investment firm into a
SREP category
Option 1b: Use both quantitative and qualitative (expert judgement) criteria for assigning an
investment firm into a SREP category
Under Option 1a, the categorisation is based on specific objective criteria (performed activities and
size of on- and off-balance sheet exposures as well as whether is a small and non-interconnected
firm according to Article 12 of IFR) to determine the SREP category under which an investment firm
will fall. This option is simple and ensures full harmonization across the EU by establishing specific
quantitative metrics to determine categories. However, these specific quantitative criteria alone
are not able to appropriately reflect the wide range of business models and risk profiles of
investment firms that exist across the EU.
Option 1b solves the issue stated under Option 1a, by providing competent authorities, on top of
the objective and quantitative criteria, a set of additional qualitative criteria that they can use to
upgrade or downgrade an investment firm by one category. This ensures that there is a consistent
approach for the vast majority of investment firms, as determined by the quantitative criteria, while
the flexibility granted to competent authorities allows to capture specific characteristics of
individual investment firms. In this way, Option 1b allows for further proportionality to be
embedded in the SREP categorisation.
Option 1b is the preferred option.

b. Specific quantitative criteria
The EBA considered 2 policy options for quantitative criteria used in the categorisation of
investment firms:
Option 2a: Determine categorisation of the investment firms by considering only the total assets
of the firm, i.e. the on-balance sheet exposures;
Option 2b: Determine the categorisation of the investment firm by considering the total assets
and off-balance sheet exposures of the firm.
Option 2a entails a simplified approach focused on the on-balance sheet exposures of the
investment firms. Nevertheless, such approach is not fully consistent with the provisions set out in
Article 12(1)(h) of Regulation (EU) 2019/2033 that envisages that for the definition of small and
non-interconnected firms the off-balance sheet exposures should be taken into account.
Furthermore, such simplified approach may not be sufficiently prudent by not capturing
appropriately the higher potential riskiness of investment firms having off-balance sheet exposures.
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Option 2b is consistent with Regulation (EU) 2019/2033 as it takes into account also the off-balance
sheet exposures of the firms for their categorisation. It is a more prudent approach as it considers
the riskiness of potential items not reflected in the balance sheet of the firm. Furthermore, this
information will be directly available through supervisory reporting, therefore reducing any
additional administrative burden related to data collection.
Option 2b is the preferred option.
The draft GL proposes the following categories, with the possibility to reclassify an investment firm
by one notch up or down between categories 1 to 3 based on qualitative criteria:
•

Category 1: total assets and off-balance sheet exposures equal to or exceeding EUR 1
billion, or EUR 250 million and activities (3) and (6) MiFID, or firms considered significant
based on supervisory judgement of the competent authority

•

Category 2: total assets and off-balance sheet exposures between EUR 250 million and EUR
1 billion and not category 1

•

Category 3: total assets and off-balance sheet exposures below EUR 250 million and not
small and non-interconnected investment firms as set out in Article 12(1) IFR

•

Class 3: Small and non-interconnected investment firms as set out in Article 12(1) IFR

Error! Reference source not found.2 shows the number of investment firms that will fall in each
category. It should be noted that the categorisation is based on total assets alone and does not
include off-balance sheet exposures due to unavailability of data (i.e. Option 1a – not the preferred
option). As a result, the number of firms in category 3 may be overestimated, while the number of
firms in category 1 and 2 underestimated compared to the preferred option (Option 1b).
Moreover, the classification of firms into small and non-interconnected (class 3) was provided by
the competent authority on a best-effort basis and may rely in some cases on the expert judgement.
Finally, the categorisation does not consider any qualitative criteria (including supervisory
judgement on the significance of an investment firm to fall into Category 1).
Table 13 Number of investment firms by SREP category
Country
AT
BE
BG
CY
CZ
DE
DK
EE
ES
FI
FR
GR

Category 1

4

of which: Category 1a

of which: Category 1b

Category 2

3

1
2
1
1
2

1

1

4

1
9

8

Category 3
1
17
34
193
16
62
17
4
58
42
33
34

Class 3
58
14
1
22
5
639
32
1
144
8
31
12

Total
59
32
37
219
22
704
49
5
203
50
77
46
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Country Category 1 of which: Category 1a of which: Category 1b Category 2 Category 3
HR
6
HU
2
1
1
1
6
IE
7
2
5
1
46
IS
8
IT
1
1
34
LI
LT
5
LU
1
34
LV
3
MT
2
26
NL
7
2
5
1
72
NO
2
1
52
PL
1
1
21
PT
12
RO
18
SE
1
66
SI
2
Total
40
17
23
15
922
Source: 2020 EBA data collection on EEA population of investment firms and EBA calculations.26

Class 3
1
41
1
26
103
3
54
15
127
52
15
16
21
1442

Total
7
9
95
9
62
103
8
89
3
43
207
107
38
28
18
88
2
2419

Notes: The reference date for the data is end-December 2019. The analysis excludes Class 1 investment firms, as well as
investment firms that hold simultaneously a banking and investment firm license, included both own assets of an
investment firm and client money and financial instrument belonging to clients in its total assets, or did not provide
information on their total assets.
Category 1a captures investment firms with total assets and off-balance sheet exposures equal to or exceeding EUR 1
billion; Category 1b captures investment firsm with total assets and off-balance sheet exposures equal to or exceeding or
EUR 250 million and perform activities (3) and (6) MiFID.

Minimum engagement model
The EBA considered 3 policy options for determining the minimum engagement model for
investment firms:
Option 3a: Minimum SREP frequency of 2 to 4 years depending on the category of investment
firm, and in addition assessment of at least capital and liquidity adequacy annually, or every 2
years for smaller investment firms;
Option 3b: Minimum SREP frequency of 2 to 4 years depending on the category of investment
firm, without the need for more frequent assessments of capital and liquidity adequacy;
Option 3c: Minimum SREP frequency of 2 to 3 years for category 1 and 2 investment firms, SREP
for category 3 firms in case of specific events.
Under Option 3a competent authorities are expected to have more frequent engagement and
dialogue with the investment firms and must update regularly the additional own funds
requirements and liquidity measures. Thus, this option would result in an increased administrative
burden for both the competent authorities and the supervised firms, causing inefficient allocation
of supervisory resources.

26

For more information on the 2020 EBA data collection on EEA population of investment firms see the Final draft RTS
on prudential requirements for Investment Firms (EBA/RTS/2020/11)
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Under Option 3b competent authorities would engage with investment firms less frequently which
would alleviate the administrative burden but could in some cases result in inadequate capital and
liquidity measures, in case of significant changes in business models or risk profiles of investment
firms between the SREP assessments.
Option 3c allows for less frequent engagement with smaller investment firms and hence facilitates
efficient allocation of supervisory resources. At the same time, prudent approach is ensured by
including the requirement for engagement if specific events occur.
Option 3c is the preferred option.

Assessment of governance arrangements
The EBA considered 3 policy options regarding the assessment of the governance arrangements for
investment firms:
Option 4a: Application of simplified criteria for the assessment of the internal governance
framework of category 3 firms and small and non-interconnected investment firms as defined in
Article 12 of Regulation (EU) 2019/2033;
Option 4b: Application of simplified criteria for the assessment of the internal governance
framework of small and non-interconnected investment firms as defined in Article 12 of
Regulation (EU) 2019/2033;
Option 4c: Application of the same assessment criteria of the internal governance framework to
all the investment firms regardless of their size, complexity and activities performed.
Option 4a entails a broad application of the principle of proportionality by specifying simplified
criteria for the assessment of investment firms depending on their size, complexity and activities
performed. This option would ensure that deeper assessment is performed for more complex
investment firms, which are expected to have in place more sophisticated internal governance
arrangements. In all cases, the assessment is to be carried out in accordance with the applicable
requirements for investment firms.
Option 4b envisages the application of simplified assessment criteria of the internal governance
arrangements only for the small and non-interconnected investment firms as defined in Article 12
of Regulation (EU) 2019/2033. While this option relies on the expectation that more complex
investment firms should have more sophisticated internal governance arrangements in place, it
does not fully acknowledge the diversity of class 2 investment firms.
Option 4c entails the application of the same provisions to all the investment firms regardless of
their size, complexity and activities performed. This option applies the principle of proportionality
in an implied manner, by allowing the supervisory judgement with regards to the granularity of
assessment. It could however lead to less consistent supervisory practices and would risk increasing
the burden on both the competent authorities and the investment firms.
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Option 4a is the preferred option.

Treatment of Pillar 2 risks
In accordance with the requirements of Directive (EU) 2019/2034 any elements of risk mentioned
in Article 29 of that Directive are allocated to existing categories of risk (i.e. risk-to-client, risk-tomarket or risk-to-firm) whereas risks mentioned in Article 36 of that Directive are treated separately
as other risks. The EBA considered 2 policy options for the treatment of any additional Pillar 2 risks
which are not referred to Article 29 or 36 of Directive (EU) 2019/2034:
Option 5a: Allocate any additional risks to one of the existing categories, i.e. risk-to-client, riskto-market, risk-to-firm;
Option 5b: Include any additional risk as a separate risk category.
Under Option 5a, the elements of risk mentioned in Article 36 of the Directive (EU) 2019/2034 are
included as a separate risk category with all the other elements included in the existing categories.
This option would foster broader understanding of the existing risk categories but could lead to
inconsistent classification of additional elements of risk and hence limited comparability of results.
Under Option 5b, all the additional elements of risk are treated as a separate category with all the
other elements explicitly mentioned in Article 29 of the Directive 2019/2034 included in the existing
categories. This option ensures better transparency of additional risks and avoids inconsistent
classification of various elements of risk under specified categories.
Option 5b is the preferred option.

Application of risk categories to class 3 firms
The EBA considered 2 policy options with regards to the opportunity of applying the assessment of
the elements of risk addressed by the K-factors to class 3 investment firms:
Option 6a: Exclude class 3 firms from the assessment of the elements of risk addressed by the Kfactors;
Option 6b: Partial application of the assessment of the elements of risk addressed by the Kfactors (only to the relevant extent and without the need to calculate all the K-factors) also to
class 3 firms.
Under option 6a, class 3 firms are excluded from the assessment of the elements of risk addressed
by the K-factors. This option entails a simplified approach and is potentially less burdensome for
competent authorities, but is not adequately conservative from a prudential perspective, as for
some class 3 investment firms the elements of risks addressed under the K-factors could have a
significant impact.
Under option 6b, the assessment of the elements of risk addressed by the K-factors should be
performed also to class 3 firms to the extent relevant. More specifically, while these firms are
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excluded from the calculation of K-factors, certain elements of risk addressed by the K-factors that
are particularly relevant for a class 3 investment firm should be taken into account in the
supervisory assessment. Even if this option entails an increased burden on supervisory authorities
it results in a more prudent approach and ensures that all material risks are adequately addressed.
Option 6b is the preferred option.

Communication and review of additional own funds requirements
The EBA considered 2 policy options with regards to the communication and review of additional
own funds requirements:
Option 7a: Competent authorities communicate to investment firms an absolute amount of
additional own funds requirements. During the years where SREP is not carried out, where Pillar
1 own funds requirements are subject to a significant increase, the additional own funds
requirements are reviewed and increased proportionally to the evolution of the own funds
requirement;
Option 7b: competent authorities communicate to investment firms an absolute amount of
additional own funds requirements and a relative amount of additional own funds requirements
(as a percentage of Pillar 1 requirement). The applicable additional own funds requirement is at
all times equal to the higher of the absolute or the relative amount, including during the years
where the SREP is not carried out.
Under Option 7a competent authorities communicate to the investment firm the additional own
funds requirement expressed only as an absolute amount. Given the potentially long time between
SREP assessments, this amount may become less adequate over time, especially in the case of
significant change in business activities and risk profile of an investment firm. One of the simplest
metrics reflecting the scope of activities and riskiness of investment firms is their Pillar 1 own funds
requirements. For this reason, competent authorities would also have to monitor the evolution of
Pillar 1 requirements and, in the case of significant increase, update proportionally also the
additional own funds requirement. This update would not be based on a comprehensive SREP
analysis, but rather assume that the level of additional risks increases proportionally to the scope
of activities and would therefore ensure a prudent approach during the time between SREP
assessments. While this option would give large degree of flexibility for competent authorities to
react and update own funds requirements in case of significant changes in operations of investment
firms, it would also increase the burden for competent authorities, not only by monitoring of the
main metrics for investment firms, but also for issuing and justifying their decisions every time
where own funds requirements are updated. Therefore, this option introduces more complexity
and increases the administrative burden on competent authorities.
Under Option 7b competent authorities communicate to the investment firm the additional own
funds requirement expressed both in absolute and relative terms. They also inform investment
firms that the additional own funds requirements should at all time be equal to the greater of the
absolute or relative amount. As a result, in the case of an increase of Pillar 1 requirements during
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the years where SREP is not performed, the additional own funds requirement will automatically
increase accordingly and no specific update is necessary. Therefore, this option is more efficient
from a cost-benefit perspective and ensures prudent coverage of risks at all times, including when
SREP is not performed.
Option 7b is the preferred option.
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5.2 Overview of questions for consultation
Question 1: Do you agree with the proposed categorisation and the proportionate approach to the
application of the SREP to different categories of investment firms?
Question 2: Do you agree with our proposal regarding business model analysis? Are there any other
drivers of business model/strategy that you believe competent authorities should consider when
conducting the investment firms’ business model analysis?
Question 3: Do you agree with the proposed criteria for the assessment of internal governance
and firm-wide controls?
Question 4: What are the appropriate methods for the investment firms to analyse the potential
impact of cyclical economic fluctuations on their activities and risks? Are they currently used by
investment firms in their risk management processes?
Question 5: Do you agree with the proposed criteria for the assessment of risks-to-capital? Does
the breakdown of risk categories and subcategories provide appropriate coverage and scope for
the supervisory review, having in mind various business models of investment firms?
Question 6: Do you agree with the proposed guidance for the setting and communication of
additional own funds requirements?
Question 7: What are your views regarding the interactions between SREP and internal processes
of investment firms (such as recovery planning or ICARAP)?
Question 8: Do you agree with the proposed guidance for the setting and communication of P2G?
Would you consider it appropriate to express P2G not only as an absolute amount of own funds but
also as a percentage of Pillar 1 own funds requirements? Please provide rationale for your views.
Question 9: Do you agree with the proposed criteria for the assessment of liquidity risk? Should
investment firms that deal on own account, in particular market makers, be subject to more
comprehensive liquidity risk assessment?
Question 10: Do you agree with the proposed guidance for the setting and communication of
specific liquidity requirements?
Question 11: Do you have any views or suggestions with regard to appropriate incorporation of
ESG risks within SREP, including any proposed methods or criteria for the assessment of ESG risks
within SREP?
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